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At a time when more than
half of its MLAs are camp-

ing in Chhattisgarh fearing
poaching attempts in
Jharkhand, a delegation of
United Progressive Alliance
(UPA) on Thursday met
Governor Ramesh Bais at Raj
Bhawan urging him to clear
confusion over the Election
Commission’s letter on Chief
Minister Hemant Soren’s office
of profit case.

According to a press release
from Raj Bhawan, the
Governor assured the delega-
tion to take appropriate action
on the issue “soon”.

The delegation, which
included Congress MPs
Dheeraj Sahu and Geeta Koda,
JMM MPs Vijay Hansda and
Mahua Maji, former MLA
Bandhu Tirkey, and other lead-
ers of the JMM and the RJD,
submitted a memorandum to
the Governor stating that the
media reports on disqualifica-
tion of Soren’s membership of
House are creating confusion
and anarchy in the State.

The UPA members said
that the situation arising out of
unconfirmed media reports
and the BJP leaders’ statements
demanding resignation of
Soren is disturbing the day-to-
day functioning and adminis-

tration of the Government.
They also said that dis-

qualification of Soren will not
affect the Government in the
State as the ruling coalition has
enough number of MLAs to
prove majority in the House.

The delegation urged the
Governor, being the
Constitutional head of the
State, to end the confusion by
making public the Election
Commission’s opinion (if any)
on the office of profit case
against Soren.

Working president of the

Jharkhand Pradesh Congress
Committee Tirkey said the
Governor has assured to end
the stalemate by making the
issue clear within two days.

He further said that the
UPA will reveal its strategy as
per the need and situation in
the coming days.

Notably, this is for the first
time after a week that the
Governor confirmed receiv-
ing the letter from EC as there
was no official word from the
Raj Bhawan or the EC about
the letter and its intent since the

matter was reported a week
back by the media.

On August 25, when the
Governor was in Delhi, media
reports suggested that the EC
had sent its decision on the
office of profit case against
Soren to the Governor and had
recommended disqualification
of the Chief Minister from the
membership of the Legislative
Assembly.

However, the Governor
feigned ignorance about the let-
ter upon his arrival in Ranchi.

Continued on Page 2
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The process of new political
polarisation and formation

of new alliances that the nation
witnessing now is the fallout of
the war on corruption
unleashed by the Central inves-
tigation agencies on certain
politicians, said Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Thursday.

Addressing BJP workers
who had thronged the Cochin
Airport to welcome him on his
arrival at Kochi for a two-day
visit, the PM said the new com-
bination is an attempt to save
those enmeshed in corruption
and those facing corruption
probes.  

“It is the anti-corruption
steps initiated by the Centre
that has resulted in some polit-
ical parties scurrying for cover
and new polarisation. In my
speech to the nation from Red
Fort on the 75th anniversary of
Independence Day, I men-
tioned about the uncompro-
mising war against corrup-
tion. This has upset corrupt
leaders who are busy forming
new permutations and combi-
nations of political alliances,”
said the PM.

Modi said the nation is on
a new path of progress and
development. “The NDA
Government at the Centre is
setting up medical colleges in
each district of the country.
This would help the youth of

the nation in getting trained as
doctors and nurses,” he said.

Modi recounted the mas-
sive investment made by the
Centre in Kerala to speed up
connectivity and infrastruc-
ture development. 

“Kerala has been allocated
2,00,000 houses under the
Prime Minister Rozgar Yojana
and I am happy to declare that
1,30,000 houses have been
completed under this scheme.
36,00,000 poor patients in the
State have been benefited by the
Ayushmaan Bharat Scheme.
All village panchayaths in the
State would soon come under
optical fibre connectivity and
high speed internet,” said the
PM.

Later in the day, Modi paid
obeisance at the Adi Sankara

Temple and the Keerthi
Sthampa at Kaladi built by the
Sringeri Mutt and Kanchi Mutt
respectively.

K Narayanan Namboodiri,
the local historian, said Modi
is the second PM to visit Kaladi
after Morarji Desai who had
paid a visit to the holy shrines
in 1978. Kaladi is the village
where Adi Sankara, the great
sage, was born.

The PM dedicated to the
nation the newly laid Metro
Rail stretch of the Kochi Metro
and inaugurated the electrifi-
cation of a stretch of the
Chenganoor-Kottayam Rail
Line. On Friday morning, the
PM would dedicate to the
nation INS Vikrant, the indige-
nously built aircraft carrier of
the Indian Navy.
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As tensions continue to
mount between the ruling

AAP Government and the BJP,
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Thursday said
since the raid at Deputy Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia’s
house, the AAP’s vote share in
Gujarat has increased by four
per cent.

“The day he is arrested, I
think our vote share will
increase by six per cent more.
And if Sisodia is arrested twice,
then probably we will be able
to form the Government there,”
Kejriwal said while replying to
the confidence motion in the
Delhi Assembly. 

He, however, did not elab-
orate how the vote shares of the
AAP increased in Gujarat. 

Replying to the Motion,
Kejriwal said he sought the
trust vote to prove that the BJP’s
“Operation Lotus” targeting
AAP MLAs had failed.

He further listed out two
demands: The BJP should stop

buying MLAs as they have
turned politics into a mandi,
and stop waiving loans given to
their friends.  

The confidence motion
was passed by a voice vote in

the Assembly. There were 58
votes in support of the motion
and no vote against the motion.
The BJP MLAs did not take
part in the proceedings.

Continued on Page 2
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Shivamurthy Murugha
Sharanaru, the chief pontiff

of Murugha Math booked
under the POCSO Act for
alleged sexual abuse of high
school girls was arrested on
Thursday, police sources said.   

After interrogation since
Thursday evening, he has been
taken into custody by the
police, sources said, adding
that due procedures are being
followed. 

The Mysuru city police on
Saturday had filed an FIR
against the seer under the
Protection of Children from
Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act
and certain sections of the
Indian Penal Code for the
alleged sexual abuse. 

The FIR was registered
against a total of five people,
including the warden of the
monastery’s hostel, based on
the complaint by an officer of
the District Child Protection
Unit. Police questioned the
warden earlier in the day.        

Two girls had approached
a non-governmental organisa-
tion in Mysuru and narrated
the alleged abuse, following
which it approached the
authorities and the case was
registered by the police. The
case was subsequently shifted
to Chitradurga, the place of the
alleged crime.

The seer was subsequent-
ly booked under the Scheduled
Castes and the Scheduled
Tribes (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act as well. He had
earlier claimed the allegations
against him were part of a long-
drawn conspiracy and that he
was law-abiding and would
cooperate in the probe.
Earlier on Thursday, the antic-
ipatory bail plea moved by the
seer was adjourned to
September 2, by a local court. 

There have been protests
demanding for the seer’s imme-
diate arrest following the
alleged delay by the police.
Police have made elaborate
security arrangements in
Chitradurga. 
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Delhi Lieutenant Governor
Vinai Kumar Saxena on

Thursday broke his silence on
corruption charges levelled
against him by AAP leaders
and hit back at Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal saying he is
resorting to “diversionary tac-
tics and false accusations” out
of “desperation”.

The LG tweeted he would
not be surprised if in the com-
ing days more such “baseless,
personal attacks” were made
against him and his family.

“I called for good gover-
nance, zero tolerance to cor-
ruption and better services for
the people of Delhi,” Saxena,
sharing a brief statement on
Twitter, said.

The LG’s response came on
allegations by AAP leaders that
he put pressure on his staff to
convert demonetised currency
when he was the chairman of
the Khadi and Village
Industries Commission

(KVIC).
The relations between the

two constitutional authorities
in the national Capital wors-
ened after Saxena recom-
mended a CBI probe into
alleged irregularities in the
implementation of the Arvind
Kejriwal Government’s Excise
Policy 2021-22.

Earlier in the day, Kejriwal,
responding to a question on the
LG deciding to initiate legal
action against AAP leaders,
said, “I believe if we have
joined the public life, we should
be ready for any probe. Manish

Sisodia welcomed it. Legal
action is sort of a threat to scare
us, we will see what legal action
happens.”

The LG said in another
tweet, “Abiding by the
Constitution and my duties
towards the people of Delhi, I
flagged the issues, including
grave anomalies in Excise
Policy later withdrawn by the
Cabinet headed by CM
@ArvindKejriwal himself, inor-
dinate delay of 2.5 years in act-
ing on CVC report on irregu-
larities in construction of class-
rooms in Delhi Govt Schools.”

“Files not being signed by
CM @ArvindKejriwal, CAG
audits not being conducted
timely in State universities,
Cabinet notes reaching me
after Cabinet meetings, and
non-availability of water in
Foreign Missions, among oth-
ers. I had expected
@ArvindKejriwal to address
these in the right spirit,” he fur-
ther said.

Continued on Page 2
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) has

announced a cash reward of Rs
25 lakh for any information
leading to the arrest of fugitive
underworld don Dawood
Ibrahim Kaskar, a key accused
in the 1993 Mumbai serial
blasts. 

The NIA has also
announced a cash reward of
�20 lakh on Ibrahim’s close aide
Shakeel Shaikh, alias Chhota
Shakeel, and �15 lakh each on
associates Haji Anees alias
Anees Ibrahim Shaikh, Javed
Patel alias Javed Chikna and
Ibrahim Mushtaq Abdul
Razzak Memon alias Tiger
Memon. 

They are co-accused in the
serial blasts case, officials said.
All of them are wanted accused

in the case of 1993 Mumbai
serial bomb blasts and contin-
ue to be on the run since the
terror incident. 

The agency has sought
information about them which
could lead to their arrest for the
disbursal of the reward money.
The agency had in February
registered a case against the “D
company”, a global syndicate
run by Dawood. 

Continued on Page 2
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Aclash over the use of cadre
acronym “IFS” between

two groups of elite civil services
— the Indian Foreign Service
and Indian Forest Service —
whose exams are conducted by
the Union Public Service
Commission (UPSC), has
reached the Prime Minister’s
Office (PMO).

In between, a series of
exchange of communication
continues between the Minister
of State for Personnel Dr
Jitendra Singh, Minister of
State for Forest and
Environment Ashwini
Choubey and Indian Forest
Service Officers Association
(IFSOA).

The forest service cadre has
alleged that the use of “IFoS”
for them is detrimental to their
morale. Both the cadres are
now fighting for the acronyms

with the forest service claiming
that it was allotted to their ser-
vices through a Government
Gazette way back in 1920. On
the other hand, the foreign ser-
vice is claiming that the
Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) has recognised their
officers as IFS, and hence the
forest service officers are being
mentioned as IFoS.

Following a protest by the
IFOSA, Choubey shot off a let-
ter on August 30 to his col-
league in the Council of
Ministers Dr Jitendra Singh
pointing the mistake repeatedly
being committed by the
Department of Personnel and
Training (DoPT).

Choubey said that instead
of using the “IFS” terminology

for the forest service officers,
the DoPT is using “IFoS” for
them and requested that DoPT
should be immediately direct-
ed to rectify the persistent
error and use the acronym
“IFS” exclusively for the Indian
Forest Service Officers.

“The use of IFoS instead of
IFS for forest service cadre is
affecting the morale of the

officers,” Choubey said in his
letter to Singh.

The India Forest Service
Association has been raising
this issue with the DoPT for the
last many years through sever-
al representations. In a
response to their first petition
in December 2016, the DoPT
clarified that the foreign service
was created in 1946 and since
then IFS is being used for the
cadre, whereas the forest ser-
vice came into existence much
later in 1966.

But now the association
has dished out notifications
that forest service cadre was
created in 1916, and the first
batch of forest officer proba-
tioners in 1920 were termed as
IFS. The association has
attached the necessary docu-
mentations in their represen-
tations to the Ministry of
Personnel and the PMO for
their perusal and consideration.

Continued on Page 2
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The Supreme Court on
Thursday asked the

Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) to seek reports from
States, including UP, Madhya
Pradesh, Haryana, Karnataka,
Odisha, Chhattisgarh, and
Jharkhand, on attacks on
Christian institutions, as
alleged in a PIL. Earlier, the
MHA affidavit said the PIL is
based on wrong reports as
many charges were not correct. 

A bench of Justices DY
Chandrachud and Hima Kohli
said an attack on individuals
does not mean it is an attack on
the community but it needs to
verify the claims of any such
incident if it is made in the
public interest litigation (PIL).

Continued on Page 2
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�	��������������T he epoch-making scale of

the BJP’s victory in Uttar

Pradesh has reinforced the

notion that the Modi Era has

trampled all obstacles under-

foot. For the BJP, whatever

Prime Minister Narendra Modi

touches today seems to turn to

gold, like that of a modern-day

Midas. But is it only the mes-

merising charm of one of

India’s finest political orators

that has shaped the Modi Era?

Surely Indian democracy is far

too complex and mature for

oratorical skills alone to deliv-

er electoral victories of the

kind witnessed on Saturday in

UP and Uttarakhand, which

together account for 85 seats in

the Lok Sabha. That Modi has

successfully replicated his 2014

victory in these States

brought his part
of powerM

enormity of
Minister’s credi

people. Indians
caste and clas

belief have rep
man they beli
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DR CHANDAN MITRA

DR CHANDAN MITRA

I N  R E M E M B R A N C E :  A  P I O N E E R I N G  E D I T O R

P ranab Mukherjee was never

a domineering presence in

Bengal politics; in fact, he was

hardly a political presence in

his home State at all. But his

endearing persona and mag-

nificent erudition made him,

notwithstanding his strong

rural Bengali accent, a highly

respected bhadralok, a semi-lit

pipe hanging loose from his lips

being a cartoonists’ delight till

he kicked the habit nearly 30

years back.He became a trusted lieu-

tenant of Indira Gandhi with-

in a few years but fell out later

after she was advised by former

colleagues to get rid of the

diminutive but highly intelli-

gent and ambitious politician.

However, realising his 360

degree skills, she reinducted

him into the Cabinet and party

hierarchy.Very soon, ditto with Rajiv

Gandhi who unceremoniously

sacked him from his first

Cabinet, only to reinstate him

with full dignity a few months

later. By the time he was rein-

ducted, he had risen to a stature

befitting none else. Having

held the External Affairs port-

folio for close to a decade, and

widely reputed for his knowl-

edge of international trade and

finance, Pranab Mukherjee was

the acknowledged don of com-

plex matters on global eco-

nomic matters.Many were initially sur-

prised that a man who rose

from the ranks of a school-

teacher in Midnapore, West

Bengal, to stand shoulder to

shoulder at the first UNCTAD

in New Delhi alongside Cuban

legend Fidel Castro. But over

the years, he made all Indians

proud of his deft handling of

economy and politics. It was

said that it was not possible for

anyone to negotiate with a

tiger to part with its skin but

Pranabda would achieve that

and leave the tiger smiling in

the end.

A people’s leader, he loved

adda (idle talk) which Bengalis

enjoy for hours at end. This was

a daily source of inspiration

and provided an opportunity to

rummage through his phe-

nomenal memory, which

stunned friend and foe alike.

On a personal note, I recall

when he called me to the

Rashtrapati Bhawan at the rel-

atively late hour of 10 pm, pref-

acing his invitation by saying

that a journalist was not sup-

posed to sleep, or even have

dinner, by 10 pm, he said he

normally came home around

this hour, had a bath, did puja

for an hour, before sitting down

for dinner. He walked me to the

sitting area and over two cups

of coffee we resumed our adda.

A few weeks later, I got a

call from him requesting me to

launch the second volume of

his memoirs. Addressing a dis-

tinguishedgatherings e a t e doverlookingthe Mogul
Gardens was an

honour I will
probably never

get again. While
leaving I asked, “Why

me?” He said, “How

many Oxford-educated

journalists do we have in

India? I have called the only

one I know. I hope you groomsome othersa f t e ryou.” 
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Mukherjee breathed his last

clot in his brain and later

developed a lung infection.

Pranab Mukherjee was the

13th President of India from

alist and the trusted Man

Friday of three Congress Prime

Ministers, Pranab Mukherjee’s

climb up the political ladder
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T o describe him as a Titan would be an under-

statement. Apart from all his achievements —

politician, Prime Minister, poet, coalition-maker,

nation-builder, statesman — Atal Bihari Vajpayee

was above all a magnificent human being; roman-

tic at heart with nerves of steel. He towered over his

compatriots which is probably why he bore no mal-

ice towards anyone and most of them unquestion-

ingly accepted his leadership despite adhering to rival

ideologies. He emerged as a leader in a relatively uncompli-

cated era, in which politicians were largely princi-

pled and respected divergences of opinion. A keen

learner who empathised with common people, he

grew to deal successfully with most complex domes-

tic and international issues. A liberal in the true sense

of the term, Vajpayee was nevertheless a man of

utmost conviction and steely resolve evident from

his courage to go ahead with the Pokhran nuclear

explosions in the face of severe odds. He had the

determination to swim against the tide and stuck to

his guns when he invited General Pervez Musharraf

for talks at Agra, despite the widespread criticism of

his decision. Failure never daunted him, neither did

success make him delusional with self-praise.  

He strived all his life to build an inclusive soci-

ety, something that even born-again left-wing sec-

ularists were forced to admit. A democrat to the core

he bore the brunt of Indira Gandhi’s authoritari

streak, suffering many months behind b

the Emergency. But he rose to his full

pliment Mrs Gandhi as a m

the Indian Army va

liberate the opOncth
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Arun Jaitley and I became

friends well before we met

each other in Delhi University

in 1977. Quite surprisingly I got

a postcard, checked and

stamped by Tihar Jail authori-

ties from the president of Delhi

University Students’ Union

(DUSU). The contents were

brief and only requested me to

raise the issue of permission to

the interned DUSU president

to take his MA Final Exams in

Law, permission which

required clearance from the

University’s Academic Council

of which I was then a Student

Member. Although I did not

personally know Jaitley then

and our college, namely, St

Stephen’s, was not remotely

involved in University politics,

I thought it to be my democ-

ratic duty to help an unfairly

interned opposition leader to

be allowed to sit for his exam-

ination. 
Despite some opposition in

the Academic Council, Jaitley’s

plea was granted and I shortly

received another postcard con-

veying his thanks. Mercifully

the Emergency too was gasping

for breath by then and in mid-

January that year, it was for-

mally relaxed and many friends

were released from custody.

We became good friends

thereafter, especially as I was a

University Coffee House afi-

cionado and progressively he

too became one. This was

despite our political differ-

ences (I was a Leftist those

days, the Calcutta effect had

not worn off) but this did not

come in the way of our deep-

ening friendship. I have

changed political persuasions

several times since, but Jaitley

and I have been steadfast

friends regardless.
A multi-talented, multi-

tasking person, he was equal-

ly fluent in English, Hindi and

Punjabi which probably gave

him the confidence to contest

the Lok Sabha poll from

Amritsar in 2014 which unfor-

tunately he lost to Captain

Amarinder Singh, current

Chief Minister of Punjab. But

unfazed as always, Jaitley rose

up the political ranks, becom-

ing Prime Minister Narendra

Modi’s confidant and India’s

second most important politi-

cal personality, at least till the

rise of Amit Shah. He was

adept at managing party affairs

across the country and com-

bined affability and authority in

equal measure. His one weak-

ness was food, especially

Punjabi cuisine, a passion he

was forced to abandon due to

mounting diabetes some years

ago. A friend of friends, he

meticulously kept in touch

with them no matter how busy

he might have been. 

A crusader against cor-

ruption, Jaitley would be burn-

ing the midnight oil with offi-

cials like Bhure Lal who was VP

Singh’s self-appointed anti-cor-

ruption bulldog.
In 1977 when the Janata

Party came to power, he was

named as the nascent party’s

National Executive member, a

rare honour for such a young

man. But the next day’s news-

papers frontpaged the headline

that he had turned the offer

down. Many friends were

astonished. Bewildered, I asked

Jaitley why he spurned the

honour. He called me aside on

the Coffee House courtyard

and said, “Remember, you

should get involved in politics

only on your own resources,

otherwise there will always be

the temptation to accumulate

easy money and you may go

down the slippery slope and

lose the respect you enjoy.”

These are nuggets of the

wisdom that the ever articulate

Jaitley always bequeathed to his

friends over time. That is why

he is incomparable and unfor-

gettable.
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I f you can endear yourself to people, you are

likely to endure the travails of time. This is

certainly applicable to Atal Bihari Vajpayee,

whose mortal remains were consigned to pan-

chatattva (the five elements), last week.

Undoubtedly, he was not only a most respect-

ed political leader but probably the most

loved Indian Prime M
inister too. 

The reason he was universally loved was

that he was first and foremost, a magnificent

human being who had pronounced likes and

loves and never hid his own human frailties.

In his six decades of public life, Atalji tow-

ered above his compatriots and rivals

because of these human qualities that m
any

others tried to hide.

Now that almost every aspect of his polit-

ical persona has been analysed and dissected,

the time has come to throw some light on

other aspects of the great statesman. For exam-

ple, his fondness for good food and popular

entertainment, namely Hindi films and their music.

Atal Bihari Vajpayee was almost childlike in his

fascination for food. Like most Brahmins of Uttar

Pradesh, especially those from the M
athura region,

he possessed a distinct sweet tooth —
 something he

could not contain despite being a diabetic and suffer-

ing from
 prostrate-related ailments. 

Brahmins being traditionally a priestly class,

involved with performing puja at temples and peo-

ple’s homes and thus consuming prasad, usually con-

sisting of sugar-rich condiments, developed a sweet

tooth that was passed on from generation to genera-

tion —
 and Atalji was no exception. He could not

resist the temptation if a plate of gulab jamun or lad-

doo or jalebi was placed before him. 

A story, probably apocryphal, claims that at least

one M
inister in his Government owed his elevation

to the fact that he regularly ferried samosas and

jalebis to the then PM
’s 7 Race Course Road bunga-

low every evening. Despite doctors’ recrim
inations, it

was impossible for family m
embers to restrain the

patriarch who indulged this passion in utter disregard

of his medical parameters.

Once I accompanied Atalji to London as part of his

media delegation. That evening a gala dinner had been

hosted in his honour by an NRI association. It was a

ge, sit-down event in which the Indian Prime

er was the Chief Guest who would deliver a post-

dinner

lecture. Tables had been laid

out with immaculate precision and the

service had already begun. Unmindful

of his culinary preferences, the hosts

had arranged  shuddh shakahari (pure

vegetarian) fare. Alarmed at the

thought of being forced to have desi

khaana in London, I quietly sneaked

up to the High Table to find Atalji

intently reading the menu card.

Interrupting his frown, I gingerly

sought his permission to be excused

from the event. “Jaao, jaao,” he cheer-

fully waved me on, “Ye ghass-phoos

kyon khana hai?” he laughingly

added. “Kahan jaane ka soch rehe ho?’

he then asked. On telling him we were

proposing to have a Chinese meal at

Soho, Atalji frowned again, more at

himself than me. “Wahan achchha

khana milta hai. M
ain bhi yahan se

chalunga thodi der mein; yeh sab kaun

khayega,” he declared with finality

announcing his desire to leave the

venue shortly.

Beckoning his son-in-law

Ranjan Bhattacharya, he whispered

audibly, “Dekho Chandan Soho ja

raha hai Chinese khane. M
ere liye bhi

wahan se hotel mein kuchh mangwa

do (See, Chandan is going to Soho for

a Chinese meal. Organise something

from there for m
e too at the hotel),”

he said with a sly smile.

On another foreign trip, I was

chatting with some senior

Governm
ent officials near the First

Class bar area when lunch was

announced. Air-hostesses went into

the PM
’s Cabin carrying the food-

laden trolley, only to retreat ashen-

faced. Their to and fro trip must not

have lasted more than a minute.

Brajesh M
ishra called the senior air-

hostess to ask what caused the hur-

ried retreat. In a shaking voice she

revealed: “He was very angry. ‘W
ho

will have this ghaas phoos?’ he thun-

dered and

wanted to know the

general menu. I read it out to him

and he jumped at it. ‘Haan, jhinga

laao aur chicken bhi’(Good, get the

prawns and the chicken too.) W
hat

should I do Sir?” she queried. W
ith a

look of resignation, Ranjan told her

to do as she was asked, else he would

not eat anything, he mused. Brajesh

M
ishra concurred. The Prime

M
inister defiantly got his meal pref-

erence served to him, much to the

annoyance of the travelling doctor

who watched helplessly.

These are the human frailties that

made Atalji not just an uncommon

politician but also a Great Leader. He

could defy the world and explode

nuclear devices at Pokhran in M
ay

1998. At home he could defy eve

else and insist on meals of his c

M
ay we hope that in heaven

getting his favourite meals

to his heart’s content!
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Rabindranath Tagore wasn’t being conceited

when he addressed a poem to his unborn

reader who, he surmised, would be read-

ing it with some curiosity 100 years hence.

“May my ode to spring resound, even if

fleetingly, when springtime embraces you; may your

heart flutter with the music of bees and sound of

rustling leaves, a hundred years from today (Aaji

hotey shatabarsha pare).”
Gurudev’s faith in the future, in which he

believed he would retain a role, was not misplaced.

Nearly 70 years after his death, in the age of the

Internet and instant entertainment, Tagore’s relatively

languid literary and musical appeal may have ebbed,

but his vision, his convictions have triumphed more

resoundingly than we often acknowledge.

Defining of the Indian identity

was the mission closest to

Tagore’s heart. It remained a run-

ning theme of his thoughts and

expressions, understandably so for

India was in ferment throughout

his creative decades and Indian

nationality had not acquired the

certitude it has now. Tagore’s India

was assimilative, cosmopolitan, compassionate,

liberal and quintessentially secular, not in a

denominational sense but philosophically. This is

most comprehensively expounded in his classic

poem Bharat Tirtha (Indian Pilgrimage), which

merits detailed quotation:

Hey mor chitta, punya tirthey jaagorey dheerey,

Ei Bharater mahamanaber sagarateerey,

Hethay danraye du bahu baraye nami nara-debatarey, 

Udaar chhandey, paramanandey bandan kori tanrey...

Keho nahi jaaney, kaar ahbaney kato manusher dhara 

Durbar srotey elo kotha hotey, samudra holo hara,

Hethay Arya, hethay anarya, hethay Dravid, Cheen — 

Saka, Hun dal, Pathan Mughal, ek dehe holo leen 

Paschim aaji khuliachhey dwar, setha hotey sabey

aane upahaar
Debe aar nibe, melabey milibey, jaabe na phirey,

Ei Bharater mahamanaber sagarateerey...

Esho hey Arya esho anarya, Hindu-Muslaman —

Esho esho aaj tumi Ingraj, esho esho Khristan,

Esho Brahman suchi kori mon dharo haat sabakar 

Esho hey patit karo apaneet sabo apamanbhaar

The fundamental belief underlying this defini-

tion of Indian-ness is its assimilative nature. It is

also a statement of India’s unparalleled capacity to

absorb external elements and emerge stronger in

consequence. Tagore is concerned not merely with

outside people and cultures contributing to India’s

evolution (Debey aar nibey, melabey milibey,

jaabey na phirey — they will give and take, intro-

duce novelty, combine, but won’t go back). He is

equally emphatic about internal rectification:

(Come O Brahmin purify your mind and hold

everybody’s hand, Come Ye Fallen casting aside

the burden of past humiliation).

In the process of this assimilation, the constant

infusion of new blood and the purification of the

self, Rabindranath believed, the Maha Manav would

be created on the shores of the global pilgrimage

called India. Shades of Zarathustra or Nietzsche?

Not quite, for Tagore’s Maha Manav is not about the

individual, it is about collective nationhood. It is

not aggressive nationalism that borders on jingoism

in the Western sense; it is uniquely Indian seeking

to absorb humanity in totality for the creation of

the Ideal Human, not Superman.

Rabindranath’s contemporary relevance is not

confined to his ideological pursuit of defining the

Ideal Human or the creation of the Universal

Indian. Towards this goal he emphasises equally

on righting the wrongs within. In a poem express-

ing thoughts that go way ahead of dominant

norms of the time, he writes:

Hey mor durbhaga desh, 

jaader korechho apaman 

Apamaney hotey hobey 

tahader sabar saman 
Manusher adikarey banchita 

korechho jaarey
Samukhe danraye rekhe tobu 

koley daao naai sthan 

TAGORE’S
INDIAN MAHA MANAV

Apamaney hotey hobey 

tahader sabar saman

Dekhitey paao na tumi mritydoot 

danrayechhe dware 
Abhishaap aanki dilo tomar jatir

ahankarey sabarey jadi na dako, ekhono

soriya thako
Apanerey bendhe rakho choudikey

jaraye abhimaan, 
Mrityu-majhey habey tabey chitabhas-

mey sabar saman

Written in the early 20th Century,

this is possibly the strongest critique of

untouchability, chastising the so-called

ritually superior castes of the fate that

awaits them for practicing inhuman

forms of social apartheid. Tagore con-

cludes by warning those still encapsulat-

ed in notions of caste superiority that

someday they will have to be level with

those who they shunned — that day

being on the cremation pyre.

Apart from his
powerful mes-

sage of social equali-
ty, Tagore was ahead
of his times in being
non-judgmental. In
Abhisar, a moving
poetic narrative of a
Bodhisattva tale, he

drives home this point forcefully with

reference to the story of a sanyasi and a

dancing girl, Basavdatta. In their first

encounter, the ailing Sanyasi Upagupta

declines her invitation to be cared for

at her home. But years later, when she

is rejected by the townspeople and suf-

fering from small pox, the sanyasi

reaches out and takes charge of nursing

her back to health, ignoring social

taboos. (Aaji rajanite esechhe samay,

esechhi Basavdatta — Tonight,

Basavdatta, the time has finally come

for me to be with you).
But it is not only the social reformist

in Tagore that makes him relevant even

today. He was acutely conscious of the

need to generate pride in the nation’s

history and instill courage to bolster

national character. In this endeavour, it

was not only the anti-imperialist strug-

gle that occupied his mind-space but

also the valour of the battles fought

against forces of oppression.

Rabindranath has been accused by

critics of being “soft” on the British by

not applying his evocative abilities to

spur people into the freedom struggle.

Arguably he was critical of radicalism of

all varieties and to that extent, refused

to endorse the “extremist” trend that

dominated popular thinking in Bengal

in his times. His strongest indictment of

this political tendency was in the novel

Ghare-Baire, later made into a charac-

teristically brilliant film by Satyajit Ray.

Some would find the characterisation

of the radical Nikhilesh as an unprinci-

pled activist — who flirts with the wife

of the very friend who shelters him,

and eventually leaves with the family’s

fortune — a trifle too sweeping. But

family values were deeply engrained in

Rabindranath’s thinking although he

did not hesitate to weave stories around

prevailing realities, for example,

Charulata — yet another Ray classic.
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BJP president JP Nadda on
Friday reviewed prepara-

tions for upcoming Assembly
elections in five States includ-
ing Himachal Pradesh,
Karnataka, Telangana and
Tripura.

Nadda sought information
about the road map laid-out for
the organizational programnes
in the election-bound states.

Those who attended the
meeting here included General
Secretary (org) B L Santhosh,
National  Joint General
Secretary Shiv Prakash (org),
General Secretaries Arun
Singh, Kailash vijayvargiya,
Dilip Saikia , Tarun Chugh,
Pundeshwari, Dushyant
Gautam. Chugh is in-charge  of
Telangana and Shiv Prakash

who was earlier  roped-in by
the party in West Bengal  and
Bihar elections  is now  assist-
ing  organisation in Telangana
which is slated for Assembly
polls, next year.

Kailash Vijayvargiya was
in-charge of BJP’s poll effort in
West Bengal  was in June sent
in to Tripura  to oversee four by
polls in the state which will also
go to polls, next year..

Nadda in the meeting

asked party leaders to  dissim-
inate Work of the central gov-
ernment to people in  the poll-
bound states, according to
sources.

Himachal Pradesh and
Gujarat are to face assembly
polls by this year-end while a
slew of states including Madhya
Pradesh, Karnataka,
Telangana, Tripura, Nagaland
and Rajasthan are also to go to
polls by 2023.
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Three security guards were
murdered in different inci-

dents here in the last 72 hours,
creating a panic in the Madhya
Pradesh city, and police suspect
two of them might have been
killed by the same person. 

The pattern of killings led
to the suspicion of involvement
of a serial killer, but Sagar
police officials on Thursday
said it was a matter of investi-
gation and too early to jump to
any conclusion. 

Police have also released a
sketch of the suspected killer.

Madhya Pradesh Home
Minister Narottam Mishra told
reporters in Bhopal that the
entire police force has been put
on "high alert" and watchmen
on night duty have also been
alerted. 

The minister further said

they will very soon come to a
conclusion in these incidents.

Security guard Kalyan
Lodhi, who was in his 50s and
deployed at a factory, was killed
on the intervening night of
August 28-29 under Cantt
police station limits. His head
was smashed with a hammer,
Additional Superintendent of
Police Vikram Singh Kushwaha
said.

Another security guard,
Shambhu Narayan Dube (60),
who was on duty at an arts and
commerce college, was killed
on the intervening night of
August 29-30 under Civil Lines
police station limits. His head
was smashed with a stone, the
official said. 

In the third incident,
watchman Mangal Ahirwar,
who guarded a house, was
killed in Moti Nagar area on the
intervening night of August 30-

31 after being attacked with a
stick, he said. 

Though it seems Lodhi
and Dube were apparently
killed by the same person, the
number of culprits may be
more, Kushwaha said. 

Police have released a
sketch of the suspected killer,
the official said, adding that
they are hopeful of nabbing
him soon. 

Superintendent of Police
Tarun Nayak said the killings
in Cantt and Civil Lines police
station areas were similar in
nature and appeared to have
been executed by the same per-
son. 
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The Indian Army has res-
cued 74 tourists, includ-

ing women and children,
stranded in Yumthang Valley
in North Sikkim, a defence
release said.

No casualty was report-
ed in the landslide, it said.

Jawans of the Trishakti
Corps on Wednesday rescued
the tourists upon receiving
information about them get-
ting stranded due to a massive
landslide 19 km from
Yumthang Valley, the release
said.

Eight tourist vehicles got
stuck due to the landslide, fol-

lowing which a footpath
was created with wooden
planks and ropes, and a
human chain was formed to
rescue the tourists, it said.

They were escorted to
safety and provided with
food and medical care, it
added.
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Dawood is designated a
global terrorist by the United
Nation runs an international
terrorist network, namely D-
Company, with his close asso-
ciates like Anees Ibrahim
Shaikh, Chhota Shakeel, Javed
Chikhna and Tiger Memon,
among others, the NIA said in
a statement.

They are involved in var-
ious terrorism-criminal activ-
ities such as arms smuggling,
narco terrorism, underworld
criminal syndicate, money
laundering, circulation of
FICN (fake Indian currency
notes), unauthorised posses-
sion/acquisition of key assets
for raising terror funds and

working in active collabora-
tion with international ter-
rorist organisations including
Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), Jaish-
e-Mohammad (JeM) and Al
Qaeda (AQ), the statement
said. Dawood has also been
designated as a terrorist by the
US State Department. 

In India, Dawood has
been listed as a terrorist under
the Unlawful  Activit ies
(Prevention) Act.  He is sus-
pected to be hiding in
Pakistan. 

India has submitted sev-
eral dossiers to Pakistan on
the activities of D-Company
and briefed several countries
on the threat posed by him to
international security.

From Page 1
“Unfortunately, the

response has been nothing but
subterfuge amounting to
defence of the indefensible and
abusive personal attack on me.
As a public representative, the
CM needs to explain to the
people ‘his art’ of converting Rs
17 lakhs, ascertained by the
CBI as demonetised currency
exchanged by 2 employees of
Khadi Bhawan Delhi, into Rs
1,400 cr as claimed by AAP,”
the LG said in a tweet.

“I called for good gover-
nance, zero tolerance to cor-
ruption and better services for
the people of Delhi. But unfor-
tunately CM @ArvindKejriwal
in desperation has resorted to
diversionary tactics and false
accusations.” Saxena tweeted.

“He (Kejriwal) should

know that I will under no cir-
cumstances whatsoever be
deterred from my
Constitutional duties. My com-
mitment to improving the lives
of the people of Delhi remains
unwavering,” he said in the
statement.

Meanwhile, AAP Rajya
Sabha MP, Sanjay Singh, also
took to Twitter and wrote,
“@LtGovDelhi So many tweets
against Arvind? Are you so
scared? Should there be zero
tolerance against your corrup-
tion too? People are telling you
about many of your cases dur-
ing KVIC tenure. Did you give
a contract to your daughter
without a tender? Does Modi
know about this?”

Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia, named an
accused in the CBI FIR in con-

nection with alleged irregular-
ities in the excise policy, took
a dig at Saxena without nam-
ing him and asked why he was
“so scared” of a probe.

Re-tweeting Singh’s tweet,
Sisodia wrote, “I didn’t do any-
thing wrong, so I didn’t feel
scared. I did a thorough inves-
tigation and found nothing. My
honesty has been proved again
in front of the whole country.
Why are you so afraid of test-
ing? It seems that the matter is
a bit messy.”

On Wednesday, officials
of the LG House said he will
take legal action against some
AAP leaders, including Atishi,
Jasmine Shah, Durgesh Pathak
and Saurabh Bhardwaj, among
others, for their “highly defam-
atory” and false corruption
accusations against him.

From Page 1
On the basis of media

reports and resultant political
developments, the UPA MLAs
were called for meeting at
CM’s residence on a day to day
basis.

Later, they were taken on a
picnic near Ranchi, and on
August 30 as many as 32 MLAs,
including Ministers were flown
to Chhattisgarh Capital, Raipur,
in a special flight.

On August 31 another
flight with legislators landed in
Raipur and the Congress
Ministers of the ruling coalition
returned to Ranchi for the
Cabinet meeting that took
place in Ranchi on Thursday.

The State Cabinet on
Thursday gave nod to a pro-
posal for calling a special one-
day Assembly Session on
September 5, where some
important Bills would be
passed.

According to sources, CM
Soren may also prove majori-
ty on the day in adverse con-
ditions.

From Page 1
The PIL was filed by

Christian priests. Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta said
that on verification it has
been found the majority of
the alleged cases mentioned
in the PIL are false and based
on “self-serving articles” pub-
lished on a web portal. 

He said that the court
should not pass an order in
such a PIL, otherwise it will
open Pandora’s box. 

The bench gave two
months to the MHA to seek
reports from the States. It said
that the court is only con-

cerned that its earlier verdicts
on the appointment of nodal
officers for reporting and
monitoring of such incidents
are complied with by the
States. 

The court’s order came on
a PIL filed by Rev Dr Peter
Machado of  National
Solidarity Forum, Rev
Vijayesh Lal of Evangelical
Fellowship of India and oth-
ers claiming violence against
the members of the Christian
community in the country.
The petitioners were repre-
sented by senior advocate
Colin Gonsalves

From Page 1
The confidence motion

was tabled by Kejriwal on
August 29.

Meanwhile, for the fourth

time in around one and a half
months, the weekly meeting
between the Chief Minister
and the Lieutenant Governor,
scheduled to be held on Friday,
was cancelled.

Calling Sisodia “fakkad-
kangal” (pauper), Kejriwal said
though the probe agency was
“under pressure to arrest
Sisodia”, it could not find any-
thing substantial against him
even after searching his official
house and bank locker in his

village.
“The CBI officials also

understood that there is no
case. But they are under pres-
sure. They told us that they will
have to arrest Sisodia once.
Sisodia told them that he will
go to the CBI when they want
to arrest him,” Kejriwal said.

“So it is certain that Sisodia
will be arrested. But the entire
country is watching us get cer-
tificates from PM Modi again
and again. Because an arrest is

part of politics. That will go on,”
Kejriwal said, adding there
have been 169 cases against 49
of its MLAs, including 16
against himself.

Trying to project the AAP
as an alternative to the BJP
ahead of the 2024 Lok Sabha
elections, Kejriwal said there
are only two parties at the
national level at present - “kat-
tar imaandar (hardcore honest)
party and kattar be-imaan
(hardcore corrupt) party”.

From Page 1
“Each of the Civil Services

has a designated full name by
which it was instituted through
an Act of Parliament. The
names being distinctive and
unique the question of ambigu-
ousness or confusion stem-
ming there from does not arise.
The abbreviated service
nomenclature or the acronyms
do not derive their rationale
from or owe their genesis to the
executive orders.  In view of all
these, the matter needs to be
examined from some circum-
stantial stand points such as
usage, historical, legal, logical
and precedence angle,” the for-
est officers association letter
said. 
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ADivision Bench of the
Kerala High Court while

dismissing an appeal filed by a
youth seeking divorce from his
wife has bemoaned the trend
among the new generation to
treat marriages as an evil and
described it as the fallout of self-
ish reasons, extra-marital affairs
and consumer culture. 

Justices A Mohammed
Mustaque and Sophy Thomas
lamented, “Kerala, known as
God’s own Country, was once
famous for its well-knit family
bond. But the present trend it
seems to break the nuptial tie
on flimsy or selfish reasons, or
for extra-marital relationships,
even unmindful of their chil-
dren. The wails and screams
coming out of disturbed and
destroyed families are liable to
shake the conscience of the
society as a whole,” said the
judges while dismissing the
petition by the appellant hus-
band. “Increasing instances of

divorce effected by extra mar-
ital affairs may be the result of
a rise in consumer culture and
live-in relations are on the
increase,”  said the judges. The
husband had married the
woman in 2009 but after the
birth of three children, he start-
ed courting other women. Thus
upset the wife whom the hus-
band portrayed as a psychiatric
case. The husband had
approached the family court
with a divorce petition but the
court dismissed the same under
Section 10(1)(x) of the Divorce
Act, 1869. It was against the ver-
dict of the Family Court the
husband filed an appeal in the
High Court.

The justices pointed out
that the younger generation
think that marriage is an evil
that could be avoided to enjoy
free life without any liabilities or
obligations. 

“They would expand the
word ‘WIFE’ as ‘Worry Invited
For Ever’ substituting the old
concept of ‘Wise Investment
For Ever’”, the Justices said.
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Delhi BJP MLAs on
Thursday staged a sit-in

outside Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal's residence and raised
slogans after they were uncon-
stitutionally expelled from the
proceedings of the Assembly
for the fifth day running.

The MLAs sat for two
hours in front of the Chief
Minister's house. Those on
dharna included Leader of
Opposition (LoP), Ramvir
Singh Bidhuri, Mohan Singh
Bisht, Vijender Gupta, Om
Prakash Sharma, Jitendra
Mahajan  among others. 

Ramvir Singh Bidhuri said
that the Opposition members
were not allowed to speak for
five days in the Assembly ses-
sion. 

“If they have done good
work in health and education,
they should discuss it in the
House. Why did they run away
from discussing the issue in the
House. The interesting part is
that the ruling party MLAs
were indulged in disrupting the
proceedings,” Bidhuri said.

Earlier three BJP MLAs
were marshalled out of the
Delhi Assembly following an
argument with Deputy Speaker
Rakhi Birla who refused to
accept their demand for a call-
ing attention motion prior to
debate and voting on the trust
motion by Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal. The rest of the
BJP MLAs walked out of the
House soon after this.

Earlier, Rakhi Birla had
insisted that no calling atten-
tion motion notice would be
taken up till the debate and vot-
ing on confidence motion con-
cluded. Protesting against it, the
LoP said there were a lot of
issues to be discussed in the
Assembly.

“There is shortage of
drinking water, Delhi is the
world's most polluted Capital
city and there are health-relat-
ed problems," he said. 

He said there was no need
to enact a "drama" to prove
Arvind Kejriwal enjoyed the
support of 62 AAP MLAs.

Birla said the confidence
motion was important consid-
ering "whatever has happened
in Opposition-ruled States".
All issues of the Opposition will
be taken up once the confi-
dence motion process is com-
pleted, she said. 

When Opposition mem-
bers did not relent, Birla
ordered that BJP MLAs
Vijender Gupta, Abhay Verma
and Mohan Singh Bisht be
marshalled out. The rest of the
BJP MLAs walked out of the
Assembly soon after The spe-
cial session of the House was
postponed sine die by the
Deputy Speaker after a vote
division, in which 58 MLAs
voted in favour of the Kejriwal
Government. Birla, in the chair,
did not participate in the vot-
ing.

“The MLAs of the
Opposition party also staged a
sit-in outside the Chief
Minister's residence in protest
over muzzling of their voice in
Assembly and the corruption in
the Kejriwal Government, said
BJP MLA Vijender Gupta.

Earlier in the morning,
hundreds of workers of the BJP
staged a massive protest outside
Delhi Assembly, demanding
the resignation of Arvind
Kejriwal and his Deputy
Manish Sisodia in alleged
liquor and education scam. 
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Just days after a schoolgirl in
Jharkhand’s Dumka district

was burnt to death by a man
whose proposal she rejected, a
16-year-old girl in Delhi was
shot at by a 19-year-old man
after she decided to end her
association with him. Police
have nabbed the main accused
and his two associates who
had allegedly hatched the con-
spiracy to kill her in South
Delhi’s Sangam Vihar area.

The victim’s father said that
he had verbally complained to
the beat constable of the area in
July about the intimidating tac-
tics of the accused Amanat
Ali. 

He had sent one of his asso-
ciates to their house and the
man had broken their window
pane in a bid to frighten them.
Ali who originally belongs to
Meerut in Uttar Pradesh lives in
Sangam Vihar. Ali, along with
his two associates Bobby (24)

and Pawan (19), who are also
residents of Sangam Vihar had
shot at the girl on August 25
afternoon. Police said that they
have also recovered two coun-
trymade pistols along with
three live cartridges and the
empty cartridge of the bullet
that was fired.

CCTV footage shows the
three men chasing the victim
when she was on her way back
home from school and opening
fire at her. The girl had a nar-
row escape as she received the
bullet injury on her shoulder.
The terrified girl is undergoing
treatment at the hospital.

Police said that Ali came in
contact with the girl on social
media a couple of years ago but
she stopped talking to him
around six months ago. Unable
to cope with her bid to cut ties
with him he began nursing a
grudge against her and planned

to kill her. He contacted Pawan
and Bobby, both school

dropouts, for this purpose.
Meanwhile, demanding strict
action against the accused,
Delhi Chief Minister, Arvind
Kejriwal said in Delhi Assembly
on Thursday that his
Government will provide the
best treatment to the victim.
According to Benita Mary
Jaiker, Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), South district, on
August 25, police received

information at Tigri police sta-
tion regarding a gunshot injury
to a 16-year-old girl. “The girl
had been admitted to Batra
Hospital and the crime spot was
checked by the FSL team, where
they recovered one empty fired
cartridge,” said the DCP adding
that during investigation, the
victim told police that she
knows one of the men involved
in the incident and identified

him as Amanat Ali. “After tech-
nical surveillance, police team
traced the trio to Muzaffarnagar
but they managed to give the
police team a slip. The efforts of
the police team bore fruits
when they got information that
two of the alleged assaulters
would be coming to Delhi
again,” said the DCP. “Acting on
the specific inputs, police
nabbed Bobby from K Block in

Sangam Vihar area and based
on the information provided by
him, Pawan was also arrested
from there the same day,” said
the DCP. “Ali was also arrested
after a tip-off was received
from the Trilokpuri area,” said
the DCP. Pankaj Mishra, the
victim’s father said that doctor
have told him that bullet is still
inside the girl’s shoulder but she
is stable and bullet might be

taken out after 6 months or so.
In hushed tone, Mishra said
that his daughter is so scared
that she wakes up in middle of
night and breaks down. “Ali,
used to roam around in the area
and he was always accompanied
by two to three boys,” he said.“If
I had given a written complaint,
instead of telling beat constable,
this incident could have been
averted,” regrets Mishra.   
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The AAP MLAs on
Thursday staged a protest

near Raj Niwas decrying the
deteriorating law and order sit-
uation in Delhi. The protest
came in the wake of media
reports that a girl was shot at
in South Delhi's Sangam Vihar
a few days ago.

The AAP legislators
marched from the Assembly to
the Raj Niwas to meet
Lieutenant-Governor VK
Saxena and sat on a dharna
outside his office after the
security personnel denied
them entry as they did not
have an appointment. “Do

some work L-G sahab, pay
attention to the law and order
situation of Delhi," they shout-
ed. The agitating MLAs listed
out recent incidents of crime in
the city including the Sangam
Vihar shooting, and accused
the L-G of being ignorant of
his responsibility of maintain-
ing law and order.

The Delhi Police urged
the MLAs to vacate the spot as
prohibitory orders under
Section 144 of the CrPC were
in force in the area. When the
agitating MLAs refused to
relent, 30 AAP workers were
detained by the police and
released later. Meanwhile,
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Thursday said his Government does not want to do politics in the matter relat-

ed to women’s safety and urged
the L-G and the Centre to take
"appropriate action" in this
regard. "I also want to bring
this to everyone's attention
that Delhi's law and order is
continuously deteriorating. 

We do not want any poli-
tics in this issue. We want the
L-G and the Centre to take
appropriate action and we will
give all possible support to
them," Kejriwal said.

“The (National Crime
Records Bureau) report on
the safety of women is quite
concerning. Delhi is the most
unsafe metro in the country.
We cannot stand this blot. We
want the safety of our women,"
he added.
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As Delhi returned to the old
Excise Policy on Thursday,

which saw the exit of private
players from retail business,
many Government-run retail
shops reported an empty look
with most of the popular
brands missing from the
shelves, thus leaving tipplers
disappointed as they had to
return empty-handed.

Some of them also com-
plained that unlike in the ear-
lier Excise Policy which now
stands scrapped following
alleged “irregularities,” there
was no discount on liquor
available in the current policy.

The liquor-vend operators
assured that the process is like-
ly to get streamlined in the
coming days once supply
smoothens. The liquor vends
were also seen stocking the
booze as the supply arrived late.
However, customers com-
plained that some of the most

popular brands such as Royal
Stag, Royal Challenge, Blenders
Pride etc. beers, wines and
rum were not available in the
liquor stores. Sanjay Sharma,
owner of a liquor vend, said
that the supply was very less,
due to which there was very
limited purchase options.
Several brands were also not
available with the suppliers.

“More supply is likely in
coming days, but things will
take time to normalize. Also,
no discounts are available on
the sale of liquor. Every cus-
tomer’s first question is if any

discount is offered on the
liquor,” he said.

Another retail liquor store
owner, who did not wish to be
named, said that there were
very limited options available
as far as the brands were con-
cerned, and that too were in a
very less quantity. “The stock is
awaited, and it is likely to
reach soon.  We are sitting idle
since morning as the brands are
not available. The customers
are also going empty handed,”
he rued. Unlike in a past few
days, this time no long queues
of tipplers were seen in the city.

Most of them had already
stocked the liquor at the dis-
counted prices. Abhijit Bhasin,
a booze lover, said, “My favorite
brand is not available at the
liquor shop. I had to return
empty handed. I did not stock
any liquor at the time of dis-
count offer as that time also my
brand was not available.

“I had great expectation
this time, but in vain. I hope
things will normalize soon,”
Bhasin said. Shubham Sharma
and Chaitnaya Arora, who also
came to purchase the liquor,
too shared similar story saying
that they were looking for the
Royal Stag, but instead end up
purchasing Royal Green, the
only brand available.

“The beers of our choice
were not available and the
shop owners had no clue about
the stock arrival. Plus, there is
no discount available now and
we have to buy the liquor at the
old prices. This means shelling
out more,” they said.
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The BSES on Thursday
signed a Memorandum of

understanding (MoU) with
Bidgely, a global artificial intel-
ligence (AI)-powered solutions
company to develop AI-based
solutions to detect and check
the theft of electricity rampant
across the network for further
reduction in Aggregate
Technical & Commercial
(AT&C) losses.

According to a senior BSES
official, BSES has been at the
forefront of driving energy
efficiency, energy conserva-
tion and digital transformation
by deploying emerging tech-
nologies.“Initially this will be
implemented in the identified
BSES Rajdhani Power Limited
(BRPL) areas of South and
West Delhi, the program may
also be rolled-out in East and

Central Delhi depending on
the results,” he informed.

“Under the MoU, BSES
Rajdhani Power Limited
(BRPL) and Bidgely will col-
laborate in the development
and implementation of scalable
AI-based solutions to enhance
operational efficiencies in sev-
eral areas including, AT & C
loss reduction/power-theft
detection, short-term load fore-
casting solutions based on his-
torical time series data, weath-
er and network related inputs,”
he said. 

“Detection and profiling of
electric vehicles (EV) and solar
rooftop PV and energy effi-

ciency through customised
energy saving insights for con-
sumers. It will also enable
BRPL to leverage Bidgely’s
strengths and benefit from
their global experience and
expertise in these and related
areas,” he added

Speaking on the partner-
ship, Bidgely’s Chief Revenue
Officer, Gautam Aggarwal said
that Bidgely is honored to
deploy its AI-powered solu-
tions in ways that help BSES
meaningfully connect with cus-
tomers and prevent revenue
losses associated with energy
theft. 

With much of our work-
force – including our data sci-
entists and research and devel-
opment teams – in India, we
have deep knowledge not only
of BSES' most pressing chal-
lenges but also the most effec-
tive ways to overcome them.

NEW DELHI: On the non-
availability of liquor stock on
the first day of the imple-
mentation of the old Excise
Policy in Delhi and the open-
ing of Government liquor
shops, Director General,
Confederation of Indian
Alcoholic Beverage
Companies (CIABC) Vinod
Giri, on Thursday said that by
the end of the month the
number of liquor vends will
rise to 500.

"On the positive side, most
major L1 licences are in place.
Many brands are already sup-
plied to and available in retail
vends. However, consumers
may find some popular prod-
ucts, especially imported ones,
missing on shelves as they are
still under process,” he said.
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The BJP on Thursday called
Arvind Kejriwal's Aam

Aadmi Party (AAP) the biggest
U-turn party in human histo-
ry.  “The drama begins again,”
said BJP spokesperson Sambit
Patra, ridiculing Kejriwal’s
comment that AAP’s vote share
has risen in Gujarat after CBI
raids against his Deputy
Manish Sisodia.

Addressing a press confer-
ence at the BJP headquarters,
Patra attacked Kejriwal for say-
ing that AAP is the political
party which has suffered the
most in Indian history, calling
it a “U-turn” party. “Kejriwal ji
is wrong when he says that
AAP suffered most. In fact,
Kejriwal's party is the biggest
U-turn or Paltu party in the
3,000-4,000 years of human
history,” Patra said. Citing the
documents of the Delhi
Government, Patra claimed
that under the old liquor pol-
icy, retail stores were receiving
�33 while �330 was going to
the Government’s coffer on
sale of each bottle of whiskey.

But, under the new policy,
liquor stores started receiving
�363 while the Government got
only �8, he said.

Patra also alleged that the
AAP Government “waived
�144 crore for liquor barons,”
that they owed the
Government, but failed to pur-
chase home tickets for migrant
workers who were stranded in
the city during the Covid-
induced lockdown.

Patra said that whenever a
corrupt leader of AAP is
caught, their drama starts, with
Kejriwal saying that there is no
Minister more honest than
Satyendra Jain. 

“When Jain was about to
be arrested, he was complete-
ly immersed in corruption, his
investigation was going on,
then also Kejriwal was gave the
exact same speech,” he said.
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For the fourth time in around
one-and-a-half months, the

weekly meeting between Delhi
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
and Lieutenant-Governor,
Vinai Kumar Saxena, scheduled
to be held on Friday, was can-
celled.

A statement cited
Kejriwal's two-day visit to
Gujarat as the reason behind
his unavailability for the meet-
ing. “The weekly meeting of
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
and Lieutenant-Governor
Vinai Kumar Saxena will not be
held tomorrow. The meeting of
the CM & LG has been put off
for this Friday owing to the
CM's two-day visit to Gujarat
starting tomorrow (Friday),"
the statement said.

It said Kejriwal will be
addressing a public meeting in
Gujarat's Dwarka on
September 2 and taking part in
a town hall meeting in
Surendranagar the next day.

NEW DELHI: A final-year
MBBS student at the
Safdarjung Hospital allegedly
hanged herself in a hostel room
on the intervening night of
Wednesday and Thursday.
Police said that they have also
recovered a suicide note and
two empty packets of antide-
pressant medicine from the
room.

The student, a resident of
Delhi, was residing at the
MBBS Girls Hostel, Safdarjung
Hospital. Police said the hand-
written suicide note found in
her diary, revealed that she was

unhappy with life. According to
Manoj C, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), Southwest district, the
police post at the hospital
received information about the
incident at 3.30 A.M. on
Thursday following which
police rushed to the spot.

“When police reached the
spot, they found the student of
the Vardhman Mahavir
Medical College and
Safdarjung Hospital hanging by
her neck with a scarf at a
room in the hostel,” said the
DCP. “The final-year student

was doing her internship at the
Safdarjung Hospital, the DCP
added. “The room was locked
from inside and it was forcibly
opened by her friends. The stu-
dent was taken to the emer-
gency department of the hos-
pital where she was declared
dead on arrival. 

“The statements of her
friends were recorded and no
foul play is suspected,” said
police official privy to investi-
gation. The family members
of student had also reached
spot and their statements are
being recorded.               SR
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Two black boxes, placed
inside the now-demolished

twin towers in Noida for
Central Building Research
Institute (CBRI) research pur-
poses, have been recovered
while discussions continued
on Thursday over the ongoing
repairs in ATS Village and
Emerald Court societies.

According to a senior offi-
cial, while the complete post-
demolition structural audit of
the critical residential towers
located within 50 metres of the
twin towers is yet to be done,
around one dozen window
panes in Emerald Court and
three dozen in ATS Village
developed cracks and were
being repaired. 

A nine-metre stretch of a
boundary wall was damaged
and it also came to light that
some common areas and resi-
dential towers in the critical
zone had developed "cosmetic
cracks", the official said. "Two
black boxes which were placed
inside the twin towers at the
time of the demolition for
research purposes have been
recovered. There are eight more

black boxes that are yet to be
recovered," Dr Debi Prasanna
Kanungo, Senior Principal
Scientist at CBRI, said. "Other
instruments like seismographs,
thermal imaging cameras, pho-
tos and videos taken using
drones that were deployed in
surrounding areas of the twin
towers are already with CBRI
and the information collected
by them is being analysed. 

The findings will help us in
future studies,” the scientist
said. Black box is an electron-
ic device generally placed inside
aircraft to record sound. They
are widely used for their inde-
structible nature and research
purposes.

Meanwhile, officials of
Edifice Engineering, the firm
which was tasked with the safe
demolition of the twin towers,
on Thursday met with the res-
idents of the two societies to
address concerns over repair
works.  

Mayur Mehta, the project
manager for Edifice
Engineering, said, "Repair
works for window panes have
already started and will be
completed in the next few
days." He said Edifice has also

hired a Kerala-based geo-struc-
tural consultant for the pre-
and post-blast structural analy-
sis and it would take it rough-
ly another 10 days to submit its
report. "The repair work for
cracks, which appear to be
superficial and cosmetic in
nature, will begin after the
consultant's analysis report is
received,” he added.

Separately, real estate group
Supertech, the developer of
the twin towers, is expected to
complete the post-demolition
structural audit of the seven
residential towers — four in
ATS Village and three in
Emerald Court— soon, accord-
ing to officials.

The Noida twin towers are
the tallest illegal structures to
have been demolished by
implosion technique in India
yet. Prior to that, four residen-
tial complexes of 18-20 storeys
in Maradu municipal area of
Kochi, Kerala were razed in a
matter of few seconds by
implosion in 2020.Both demo-
litions had come in compliance
with orders of the Supreme
Court which found the struc-
tures built in violation of build-
ing norms.
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With the Government giv-
ing the go-ahead for

developing the next generation
of the Tejas light combat air-
craft (LCA) MK-2, the new
plane will fill the critical capa-
bility void, IAF chief VR
Chaudhari said here on
Thursday.

His remarks came a day
after the Cabinet Committee
on Security (CCS)on
Wednesday approved the LCA-
MK 2 project and sanctioned
Rs 10,000 crores for its devel-
opment.  It is likely to take its
first flight after two to three
years and its serial production
likely commence from 2028.

Underlining the impor-
tance of this project, the IAF
chief also said the timely pro-
duction of the indigenous fight-
er jet will address the issue of
depleting strength of the fight-
er plane squadron strength.  At
present, the IAF has 30
squadrons (one squadron has
18-20 jets) while the sanc-
tioned strength is 42.

Stressing the point that
the new planes will fill the crit-
ical capability void, Chaudhari
called upon all the stakehold-
ers to work in close co-ordi-
nation for timely induction of
the aircraft into the force.

He also said this decision
will give a filip to the indige-
nous design and development
of the next generation fighter
aircraft and add muscle to the
'Atmanirbhar Bharat' initiative
in aerospace manufacturing
field.

The Mk-2 fighter jet will be
the most advanced LCA vari-
ant to be designed and devel-
oped indigenously by the
Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA), sources said.

It will be equipped with a
more powerful engine (GE-
414) , a superior radar, better
avionics and electronics, and
will be capable of carrying a
higher weapons payload, they

said. The new fighter jet is
expected to cater to the future
requirements of IAF, which
has already inducted earlier
variants of the LCA and has
ordered 83 Mk-1A variants.

The latest decision comes
in the backdrop of the govern-
ment in 2021 ordering the
production of 83 Tejas LCA
MK-I worth over Rs 48,000
crores. The Hindustan

Aeronautics Limited(HAL)is
manufacturing these planes
and the first batch is likely to
be inducted into the IAF by
2024. Once the MK-I and MK-
2 are fully operational, the IAF
will have more than 210 Tejas
jets in its inventory thereby
enhancing its operational capa-
bilities. Incidentally, India is all
set to bag the first export order
for Tejas LCA from Malaysia.

Once the formal contract
comes through, Malaysia will
procure 18 Tejas from India.
The HAL has recently opened
an office in Kuala Lumpur for
co-ordination with the
Malaysian authorities in this
regard. Several other coun-
tries including the US,
Argentina, Australia, Egypt,
Indonesia and the Philippines
are also keen to buy aircraft.
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India has sent a contingent of
about 200 army personnel to

Russia to take part in the mul-
tilateral strategic and com-
mand military exercise “Vostok
– 2022”.  It commenced from
Thursday at the training
grounds of the Eastern Military
District of Russia and will last
till September 7.

China is also taking part in
this drill where more than
50,000 troops, 140 aircraft and
60 warships from different
countries are participating.

Giving details of the exer-
cise here on Thursday, officials
said the  exercise is aimed at
interaction and coordination
amongst other participating
military contingents and
observers. The Indian Army
contingent comprising of
troops from 7/8 Gorkha Rifles
had arrived at the exercise

location and over the next
seven days will undertake joint
manoeuvres to include joint
field training exercises, combat
discussions, and firepower
exercises.

The Indian Army contin-
gent will look forward to shar-
ing practical aspects and put
into practice the validated
drills, procedures and practice
amalgamation of new tech-
nology through discussions
and tactical exercises.

Ministry of External
Affairs spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi said here on Thursday
India has been regularly par-
ticipating in multilateral exer-
cises in Russia, along with a
number of other countries.

Russia is hosting these
drills in the backdrop of its
ongoing military action in
Ukraine and the persisting
stand-offs at the border in
Ladakh between the armies of
India and China. Last year,
India attended Exercise

ZAPAD 2021 drills in Russia in
which 17 countries including
China and Pakistan took part.
The Russian defence ministry
stated earlier regarding the
latest drills that during the
exercise the participating forces
would practice measures to
maintain military security in
the eastern region.

"The drills are set to mas-
ter the skills of commanders
and headquarters in exercising
command and control of com-
bined arms and coalition forces
to repel acts of aggression in
the Eastern direction and in
the Far Eastern maritime zone,
raise compatibility and inter-
operability of the collation
forces in jointly coping with
the objectives of maintaining
peace, protecting interests and
ensuring military security in
the Eastern region," the min-
istry said.

The military exercises will
take place at  different locations
in Far East and Sea of Japan. 
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India and Bangladesh will
seek to further strengthen

their bilateral ties during the
summit here between Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
his counterpart Sheikh Hasina.
She will visit India from
September 5 to 8.

Announcing the visit here
on Thursday, the Ministry of
External Affairs said Hasina
will hold talks with Modi.  She
will also meet President
Droupadi Murmu and Vice
President Jagdeep Dhankhar.

Giving details here, min-
istry of external affairs
spokesperson Arindam Bagchi

said Hasina is also likely to visit
Ajmer. He said in recent years,
both sides have sustained a
high level of engagement
between the two countries.
The forthcoming visit will fur-
ther strengthen the relationship
between the two countries,
Bagchi added.The two sides
will review the entire spectrum
of their bilateral ties including
defence and trade during the
summit.  Hasina had last come
here in 2019 and it will be her
first visit abroad since the
corona pandemic broke out in
2020.

Besides defence and trade,
the two leaders are likely to ink
a pact for   water-sharing of the
Kushiyara River and an exten-

sion of the Ganga treaty.   The
long-awaited agreement on
sharing of water of the Teesta
River make take some more
time and the two leaders may
discuss ways to expedite it,
sources said.

The visiting Prime
Minister will also meet the
Indian business delegation here
and the two countries may sign
a pact between Indian Oil and
Beximco for import of LNG
from India to Bangladesh to
meet domestic needs for ener-
gy.  

The two prime ministers
may also jointly inaugurate a
“Swadhinata Sarak” from
Bangladesh to India virtually.
With focus on enhancing con-

nectivity through land, sea and
rail and people to people con-
tact, both the countries are
keen to have robust trade ties
with all the seven north-east-
ern states and Bangladesh.

Apart from the official
engagements in the national
capital, Hasina is scheduled to
offer prayers at the Ajmer
Sharif dargah and the shrine of
Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti
during her visit.

Underlining the neigh-
bourhood first policy, Modi
had visited Dhaka last year for
the commemoration of 50
years of Bangladesh’s war of lib-
eration and the establishment
of diplomatic ties between the
two countries.
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The CBI has arrested Delhi-
based lawyer Gautam

Khaitan in a 2008 case of
alleged commission paid by
Brazilian aircraft manufac-
turer Embraer to a UK-based
NRI middleman to swing a
three-aircraft deal with the
DRDO worth $210 million in
its favour.  The agency arrest-
ed Khaitan last week, nearly

six years after registering an
FIR on the basis of a
Brazilian newspaper report
exposing alleged kickbacks
of USD 5.76 million paid by
the company in the deal for
fully customised EMB-145
aircraft for the DRDO
which were to be fitted with
airborne early warning and
control (AEW&C) system,
officials said.

Khaitan, who was also
charge-sheeted in the
Agusta Westland VVIP
Chopper purchase case, was
questioned for nearly four
days by CBI officials fol-
lowing his arrest on August
25. He was subsequently
sent to judicial custody after
his CBI remand was over
they said.

Khaitan was allegedly
instrumental in moving the
alleged bribe money to
India through circuitous
transaction using different
companies abroad and in
India, they said.

The agency had booked
UK-based arms dealer
Vipin Khanna and two
companies— Brazil-based
Embraer and Singapore-
based Interdev Pte  Ltd —
in connection with the
alleged corruption in the
deal inked on July 3, 2008.

It is alleged that the
kickbacks were allegedly
routed from subsidiaries  of
Embraer to Khanna
through Interdev to be used
for influencing officials in
the Defence Ministry and
the Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO). 

The agency had regis-
tered a Preliminary Enquiry
in September, 2016 after
the report in a Brazilian
newspaper alleged that
Embraer had used the ser-
vices of middlemen to
clinch deals in Saudi Arabia
and India. 

According to defence
procurement rules here,
middlemen are barred in
such deals.

The PE had found that
due to alleged mediation by
Khanna, DRDO officials
moved a proposal for the
purchase of aircraft from
Embraer on a single vendor
basis after which the
enquiry was converted into
an FIR in October, 2016.

"It was also alleged that
in lieu of facilitating the
agreement/deal between
Brazil-based f irm and
DRDO (India), the firm
paid an amount of USD
5.76 millio to the said mid-
dleman (Khanna) through
Singapore-based company
during the year 2009," the
CBI spokesperson had said
after filing of the FIR. 
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Government-run CSC e-
Governance Managing

Director Dinesh Kumar Tyagi’s
tenure ended on August 31. He
led the organisation for almost
a decade. Tyagi in a message to
village-level entrepreneurs
(VLEs) running Common
Service Centres providing gov-
ernment services to the public,
announced his departure from
the organization.

''CSC VLE passion and
zeal to serve the community
has been the motivation for all
those associated with this
movement, employees, service
providers and other partners.
Today as I get relieved from
CSC SPV wishing all the very
best to every CSC VLE and his
family,'' Tyagi said.

While Tyagi is a former
IAS officer of 1979 batch from
the Manipur-Tripura cadre
(MT), CSC CEO Sanjay
Rakesh, a 1990 batch of MT
cadre will lead the CSC which
is an initiative of Digital India
under the Ministry of
Electronics and Information of
Technology.   

Tyagi has been instrumen-

tal in scaling up CSC from
around 60,000 in 2014 to over
five lakh at present employing
around 15 lakh people mostly
in rural areas and small towns. 

Common Service
Providers have contributed in
the dissemination of public
welfare schemes like toilet sub-
sidies, Jeevan Pramaan,
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana,
Ayushman Bharat, Kisan
Maandhan Yojana, Shram Yogi
Maandhan etc.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi too has acknowledged
the contribution of CSC at
several occasions for uplifting
the lives of people in rural
areas.
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With G-23 members of
Congress stepping up

pressure on the party ahead of
a series of important pro-
grammes like Mehengai Par
Halla Bol Rally on Sunday, fol-
lowed by Bharat Jodo Yatra and
the presidential polls, a demand
has been raised to take action
against senior leaders
Bhupinder Hooda and
Prithviraj Chavan who met
Ghulam Nabi Azad days after
he quit the party.

Hooda on his part dis-
tanced himself from the con-
troversy saying he has been
with the Gandhi family for long
and their demands have been
accepted with an election being
held for the party president. 

The former Haryana Chief
Minister said he and his col-
leagues in the Congress have
suggested Azad to avoid saying
things that create bitterness
among the partymen.

Senior Congress leader

Kumari Selja, also a Congress
Working Committee (CWC)
member and former president
of the party’s Haryana unit, is
learnt to have lodged a com-
plaint against Hooda, also the
Leader of Opposition in the
State, with the party high
command and demanded a
show cause notice against him.

Selja has raised the matter
with some senior party leaders,
including AICC Haryana in-
charge Vivek Bansal. 

Selja, considered Hooda’s
bete noire, is also learnt to have
told the party high command
that such a development was
not acceptable even though
the former Haryana chief min-
ister had been given a free hand
in running the affairs of the
Congress’ state unit.

Hooda said the "Group of
23" (G-23) members met Azad
at his residence and asked him
about his resignation from the
party, which he had never dis-
cussed with them. 

He said the G-23 had
raised a demand for holding

the organisational polls. Party
chief Sonia Gandhi has agreed
to it and the polls are now being
held, he added briefing the
inquisitive media.   Hooda
also asserted that he is an old-
time Congressman who had
stood  with the Gandhi family
even when P V Narasimha Rao
was the prime minister and will
continue to do so.

"We told Azad that since he
has decided to quit the party
now after being in it for such
a long time, he should not say
things that create bitterness
among the partymen," Hooda
clarified further.

"We had raised a demand
for holding the organisational
polls, which are now being
held. The Congress president
has agreed to our demand.
Despite that Azad sahib decid-
ed to quit the party, but he had
never discussed his resignation
with us.  We only asked him as
to what happened that he had
to take such a decision even
after the demands were accept-
ed," Hooda told reporters.

"He never discussed it
with us and we raised the mat-
ter with him," he said, adding
that sometimes things are said
by leaders out of frustration
and sometimes to serve their
interests.

"When Narasimha Rao was
the prime minister, no one
stood with the Gandhi family,
but I was with them at the time.
I was with them then and I am
still standing with the family,"
Hooda said.

He also said the Congress
rally on September 4 will be
historic.  "You will see that on
September 4, there will be a big
rally and people will come in
huge numbers," he said. 

Hooda, along with other
G-23 leaders Anand Sharma
and Prithviraj Chavan, met
Azad at the latter's residence
here on Monday, after the for-
mer Jammu and Kashmir chief
minister resigned from the
Congress, blaming the party
leadership, especially Rahul
Gandhi, in a five-page letter on
August 26.
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The Supreme Court on
Thursday wondered why

the Gujarat High Court has list-
ed the bail plea of activist
Teesta Setalvad for hearing on
September 19, six weeks after
it sent a notice to the State
Government seeking a
response to her application, and
asked the State to inform it by
2 pm on Friday about whether
such a precedent existed there. 

A bench comprising Chief
Justice Uday Umesh Lalit and
Justices  Ravindra Bhat and
Sudhanshu Dhulia posted the
plea of Setalvad for further
hearing on Friday. 

“We will hear this case
tomorrow at 2 pm. Give us
instances where a lady accused
in such cases has got such dates
from high court. Either this
lady has been made an excep-
tion....How can the court give
this date? Is this standard prac-
tice in Gujarat?” an apparent-
ly displeased CJI said.  

Senior lawyer Kapil Sibal
argued that her arrest was hap-
pened just a day after the
Supreme Court verdict and
said that these are against the

criminal procedures. Solicitor
General Tushar Mehta opposed
the bail petition vehemently.
Setalvad was arrested on June
25 for allegedly fabricating evi-
dence to frame "innocent peo-
ple" in the 2002 Gujarat riots
cases.  The Gujarat High Court
had on August 3 issued a
notice to the State Government
on the bail plea of Setalvad and
fixed the matter for hearing on
September 19.  

An Ahmedabad sessions
court had on July 30 rejected
the bail applications of Setalvad
and former Director General of
Police RB Sreekumar in the
case, saying that if they were
released, it will send a message
to wrongdoers that a person
can level allegations with
impunity and get away with it.   

Mumbai-based Setalvad
and Sreekumar were arrested
within a couple of days after the
Supreme Court on June 24
dismissed a petition filed by
Zakia Jafri, whose husband
and former Congress MP
Ehsaan Jafri was killed during
the riots in Ahmedabad, chal-
lenging the SIT's clean chit to
64 people in the riots, includ-
ing the then Chief Minister
Narendra Modi.
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One of the top most Jaish-e-
Mohammad (JeM) com-

manders from North Kashmir
was eliminated along with his
accomplice in a joint operation
conducted by the security
forces in Bomai village of
Sopore Tehsil, in Baramulla
district late on Wednesday
night. A soldier of the Indian
Army and a civilian also
received injuries during the five
hour long operation.

So far, 140 terrorists
including three dozen foreign
terrorists have been neutralised
in different anti terrorist oper-
ations in the Kashmir valley
since January 1, 2022. Lashkar-
e Tayyeba and Jaish-e-
Mohammad terrorist outfits
have suffered major losses  with
the elimination of their top
commanders.

According to a Srinagar
based Defence spokesman, " a
joint team of Rashtriya Rifles,
Sopore Police including Special
Operations Group and CRPF
Battalion launched a Cordon
and Search Operation based on
specific intelligence around
6.30 p.m on Wednesday".

"As the security forces sur-
rounded the house, the terror-
ists hiding inside the building
opened heavy fire, even lobbing
grenades in an attempt to break
the cordon". "The security
forces acted swiftly, relocating
civilians to safer areas. In the
ensuing firefight lasting near-
ly five hours, the terrorists
injured one civilian and one
soldier, before being eliminat-
ed by security forces", added
Defence spokesman.

The slain terrorists were
identified as Jaish cadres, Mohd
Rafiq Lone (resident of Sopore
and North Kashmir comman-

der) and Kaiser Ashraf (resi-
dent of Pulwama). Weapons
and other war-like stores were
recovered.

The injured civilian (iden-
tified as Ali Mohd Ganaie of
Bomai) and the soldier were
evacuated timely to Srinagar
and are reported to be out of
danger. As per police records,
both the killed terrorists were
categorized terrorists and
involved in several terror crime
cases including attacks on secu-

rity forces and instigating youth
to join terror folds. According
to police records the killed
terrorist Mohammad Rafi Lone
had a history of terror crime
cases including grenade attack
on Police party near TP Bank
Sopore in year 2017 and insti-
gating/motivating gullible
youth to join terror folds there-
by trying to revive the terror
folds in Sopore area for which
he was earlier booked twice
under Public Safety Act (PSA).
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The Congress on Thursday
claimed that the Centre is

issuing notices to farmers
deemed ineligible under the
PM-KISAN scheme to take
back the money disbursed to
them, and demanded the recov-
ery from "poor annadaatas" be
immediately stopped. The
Opposition party said that
while the government is "waiv-
ing lakhs of crores" worth of
loans of its industrialist friends,
it is taking back money from
farmers.

Addressing a press confer-
ence at the AICC headquarters,
Congress spokesperson
Akhilesh Pratap Singh said that
by declaring the farmers ineli-
gible under the Kisan Samman
Nidhi, the central government
has started the action of taking
back the money. "Instead of
Kisan Samman Nidhi, this

move of the central government
has become 'Kisan Apman
Nidhi'. The government, which
is waiving lakhs of crores of
loans of its industrialist friends,
is taking back the money given
to the poor 'annadaatas' of the
country...," Singh said. In 2019,
when the Modi government
started PM-Kisan Samman
Nidhi before the Lok Sabha
elections, it "hastily" took bank
account numbers of farmers so
that money reached them
before the polls, he alleged.

"Now the central govern-
ment is saying that those who
are not eligible for this and have
received the amount under the
Kisan Samman Nidhi should
return the money. The govern-
ment is also sending notices to
farmers for taking back the
money. The process of recovery
by declaring about two crore
farmers ineligible across the
country should be immediate-
ly stopped," Singh said.
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Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee has

drawn strong criticism from
the opposition parties for
“praising” the RSS a day after
the Chief Minister in a passing
remark said that not all people
in the Hindu Right-wing group
were bad and that a section of
the Sangh detested the policies
followed by the BJP.

The Opposition Congress,
Left and the even the BJP
immediately hit back calling
her a “product of the RSS”
which had once compared her
to Goddess Durga besides
identifying in her as “best
friend.”

Senior leader of the
CPI(M) — a party struggling to
gain back its lost Muslim vote
base — Sujan Chakrabarty
promptly hit back at the Chief
Minister calling her an “oppor-
tunist” and reminding “we the
Left parties had from the
beginning warning one and all
about her genuine colours …

she is the product of the RSS in
Bengal we told … not it is being
confirmed in her statements…
she cannot be trusted in the
fight against communal forces.”

Another senior CPI(M)
leader reminded how “a senior
leader of the RSS had once saw
in her a best friend.” The leader
said how the Chief Minister
had in the recent past camped
at the neighbouring East
Midnapore for two days to
ensure that RSS chief Mohan
Bhagwat got the administrative
attention he deserved during a
visit by him to Keshiari in West
Midnapore a few miles away.
The Marxist leadership also
wondered how the RSS man-
aged to acquire huge tracts of
land in Bengal’s districts to run
its training centres. 
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Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath ordered action
against 73 officers who failed to resolve peo-

ple’s problems and were slow in implementing his
directive.

A senior official told The Pioneer on Thursday
that Yogi took action against the officers found
indulging in obstruction of justice. “Notices have
been issued to 73 officers who performed the
worst in resolving people’s problems. The action
was suggested when they failed to give satisfac-
tory answers,” the official said.

Among the officers who have been issued
notices are 10 departmental heads, five com-
missioners, 10 DMs, five vice-chairmen of the
development authorities, five municipal com-
missioners, and 10 tehsil officials. Besides, the offi-
cial said that clarification was sought from three
ADGs, five IGs and DIGs, the heads of three
police commissionerates, SSPs and SPs, and the

heads of 10 police stations. Yogi had earlier
ordered officials concerned to submit a report on
the complaints received, resolved along with
action taken under Thana/Tehsil Diwas. In the
directive, he had said that resolving every griev-
ance was the utmost priority of the government.

“The CM had asked the officials to submit
a detailed report regarding complaints received,
resolved, and pending cases on the Integrated
Grievance Redressal System (IGRS), tehsils and
police stations without delay. Those who failed
to do so were punished,” the official said.
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The Uttar Pradesh Special
Security Force (UPSSF) has

been tasked with guarding the
Chief Minister’s Office (Lok
Bhawan). UPSSF personnel
have been deployed at all the
three gates of Lok Bhawan. All
these jawans are equipped with
state-of-the-art weapons.

Till now, UP Police and UP
Secretariat security personnel
were deployed in the security
of Lok Bhavan. A unit of
UPSSF has been prepared and
52 personnel deployed for the
purpose. DCP (Central
Lucknow) Aparna Rajat
Kaushik said Lucknow police
and PAC had reviewed the
security of Lok Bhawan on

Wednesday. After the review, it
was decided that the UPSSF
would guard all the three entry
gates of Lok Bhawan. 

A unit of UPSSF was
deployed on Thursday. 

The unit comprises eight
sub-inspectors and 48 consta-
bles. They will be posted in two
shifts. The DCP said that the
UPSSF personnel deployed at
Lok Bhawan have advanced
versions of later security gad-
gets. She said the personnel of
UP Police, Arms Force and
PAC have been included in this
force. All the personnel were
imparted a 90-day training in
Sitapur. The Uttar Pradesh
government has formed a spe-
cial security force for security
of major places of the state.
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The BJP will launch a "Seva
Pakhwada" (a fortnight

of service) from September
17, which will be Prime
Minister Narendra  Modi's
72nd birthday, to hold sever-
al events till October 2,
Gandhi Jayanti .

Exhibitions at state and
district levels will be organ-
ised on the personality of
Modi as well  as on his
achievements.
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India's first indigenously
developed quadrivalent

Human Papilloma Virus
(HPV) vaccine for the preven-
tion of cervical cancer will be
launched in a few months and
made available to the people in
an affordable price range of Rs
200-400, Serum Institute of
India CEO Adar Poonawalla
said on Thursday.

On the sideline of an event
here to announce the scientif-
ic completion of the Desi vac-
cine, Poonawalla told reporters,
" First the vaccine would be
made available through the
government channel and from
next year onwards some private

partners would be involved
too”.

Poonawalla also said that
a plan to make 200 million
doses is in place and first the
vaccine would be given in
India and only after the needs
of the country are fulfilled it
will be exported to other coun-
tries.

The cervical cancer vaccine
will be affordable and would be
available in the range of Rs 200-
400. However, the final price

will be decided after detailed
discussions with the govern-
ment, he said.

"The vaccine would be
much much less in price as
compared to other vaccines for
cervical cancer,” he said, adding
that it will be launched by the
end of the year.

Earlier, speaking at the
event, Union Minister of
Science and Technology
Jitendra Singh said the vaccine
will be affordable and the gov-
ernment will ensure that it is
accessible to the common man.

Scientific completion
implies that R&D activities
pertaining to the vaccine are
complete and now the next step
of making them available to the
public would take place.
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Want to stay young? Avoid
spending too much time

on gadgets like phones or lap-
tops, a team of researchers have
said in a new study that point-
ed out that over usage of elec-
tronic devices may affect an
individual’s aging process.
Various studies in the past had
underlined that spending too
much time on gadgets may
impact your eyesight or mental
health.

The new study, however,
has identified a new problem.
Conducted on fruit flies, the
study suggests that our basic cel-
lular functions could be impact-
ed by the blue light emitted by
these devices. These results are
published in ‘Frontiers in Aging’.

“Excessive exposure to blue
light from everyday devices,
such as TVs, laptops, and
phones, may have detrimental
effects on a wide range of cells
in our body, from skin and fat

cells, to sensory neurons,” said
Dr Jadwiga Giebultowicz, a
professor at the Department of
Integrative Biology at Oregon
State University and senior
author of this study.

“We are the first to show
that the levels of specific
metabolites –  chemicals that are
essential for cells to function
correctly – are altered in fruit
flies exposed to blue light.“

“Our study suggests that
avoidance of excessive blue light
exposure may be a good anti-
aging strategy,” advised
Giebultowicz. The researchers at
Oregon State University have

previously shown that fruit flies
exposed to light ‘turn on’ stress
protective genes, and that those
kept in constant darkness lived
longer.

“To understand why high-
energy blue light is responsible
for accelerating aging in fruit
flies, we compared the levels of
metabolites in flies exposed to
blue light for two weeks to
those kept in complete dark-
ness,” explained Giebultowicz.

Blue light exposure caused
significant differences in the lev-
els of metabolites measured by
the researchers in the cells of fly
heads. 
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Union Home Minister Amit
Shah on Thursday said

the housing satisfaction ratio
for CAPF personnel will be
enhanced to about 74 per cent
by late 2024 as he launched a
new online portal for them
that aims to increase the
chances of f inding a
Government accommodation
by widening the available pool
of homes. The Minister
launched the 'eAwas' portal
saying the Government has
been able to enhance the hous-
ing satisfaction for the troops
of the Central Armed Police
Forces (CAPFs) by 13 per
cent. 

The Home Ministry had
started working on this subject
as soon as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi took charge in
2014 and he has repeatedly
said that it is the responsibil-
ity of the elected government

of the day to take care of the
families of the jawans who
guard the frontiers of the
country and render other
internal security duties round-
the-clock, Shah said. 

The new portal will allow
CAPF personnel to find hous-
es among themselves rather
than just looking for  accom-
modation within the force. "I
am told that in many places
the houses are vacant, and
with this new facility we will
see the housing satisfaction

ratio for the personnel going
up by 13 per cent," he said.

BSF Director General
(DG) Pankaj Kumar Singh,
who spoke before the Minister
to give an overview of the new
facility, said as per current data
about 19 per cent houses are
vacant in CAPFs and through
this portal a jawan of one force
can seek a house available
with the other force.   

The CAPFs comprise the
CRPF, BSF, ITBP, CISF and
SSB, apart from the Assam

Rifles. These forces have a
combined strength of over 10
lakh.  Shah said when the BJP
Government took charge in
2014, the housing satisfaction
ratio for CAPFs was about 33-
34 per cent. This figure is now
48 per cent, he said.  He cited
official data to say that the
home ministry has construct-
ed about 31,000 houses over
the last eight years, even as
around 17,000 are under-con-
struction while another 15,000
are proposed to be built. 
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Bengal Chief Minister on
Thursday took out a mas-

sive “apolitical” rally com-
prising people from all walks
of life to thank the UNESCO
for putting Durga Puja on the
intangible cultural heritage
list.

The four-km rally, a first
of its kind organised a good
one month before the com-
mencement of the Pujas, was
attended by a vast section of
the civil society, players
including, BCCI president
Sourav Ganguli (who howev-
er attended the programme on
the stage), school and college
students and government
employees.

The Chief Minister said
“Durga Puja is an emotion t
hat arises above parochial
barriers and brings us togeth-
er. It unites the magnificence
of art with spirituality. We
thank UNESCO for recognis-
ing Durga Puja as intangible
cultural heritage and hon-
ouring the labour of love of
everyone involved.”

Ganguli said how he had
been to all parts of the world
and seen festivities but “I can
assure you that you will find
how big Durga Puja celebra-
tions is only when you come
to Kolkata for all those 5-7
days.”

The opposition leaders,
none of who attended the
celebrations however called it
a diversionar y tactic of
Banerjee to turn people’s
attention from the burning
issues of the State. “At a time
when her leaders are going to
jail, at a time when thousands
of successful but deprived
candidates who took school
services exams are sitting in

dharnas seeking justice, when
cattle, coal, stone, sand and all
kinds of smuggling have
become the issue to be dis-
cussed … when the
Government has failed to clear
the 31 percent DA of its
employees despite High Court
order, the Chief Minister is
shelling out 10s of crores to
host such programmes,” said
BJP State president Sukanto
Majumdar.

CPI(M)’s Md Salim said
“by forcing such programmes
on the people Mamata
Banerjee is trying to show that
there would be no Durga Puja
without her… But people will
not forget the real issues.”
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Sir — The horrible video on social
media where a tribal woman is telling her
horrific experience with BJP leader
Seema Patra, who tortured the tribal
domestic help, makes one cringe. If this
video wouldn’t surface on social media,
Patra would have continued with her
ways. Patra even fled fearing police
arrest, following which the Argora police
in Ranchi launched a search operation
and arrested her. Sunita, the domestic
help, was made to clean the toilet with her
tongue. This is the height of inhumani-
ty; Patra and her husband must be tried
and severely punished under all appro-
priate sections of the law.

Sunita had multiple wounds on her
body. She alleged that Patra used to burn
her with hot objects. Acting on a tip-off
from a Government employee, the Ranchi
Police had rescued Sunita from Patra’s res-
idence and recorded the help’s statement
on August 30. A case has been registered
against Patra, wife of former IAS officer
Maheshwar Patra, under the relevant sec-
tions of IPC and sections of the SC/ST
Act, 1989. Sunita’s statement was record-
ed in court, after which the BJP suspend-
ed Seema Patra. However, she deserves
more severe punishment for misusing her
position.

Bhagwan Thadani  | Mumbai
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Sir — Finally, after more than one year,
the UN Head of Human Rights commis-
sioner, Michele Bachelet, released her 50-
page report on Wednesday, which was
also her last day in office. Though China
made a huge effort to stop it, it could not
succeed. The United Nations also
acknowledged what, for many years,
human rights organisations around the
world have been saying: China continues
to commit ‘serious’ human rights viola-
tions against Uighurs and other predom-
inantly Muslim minorities in the name
of terrorism. China is running a concen-
tration camp for the Uighurs just as Nazi
Germany used to run for the Jews.
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ment is a continuous and
ongoing process happening
all year round and not only
when disasters strike.
Similarly, community radios
are also working with their
communities all year round.
It'severyday medium, making
it one of the perfect tools for
community engagement and
participation-based disaster
management. 

The role of Community
Radios is tremendous in nat-
ural calamities. A communi-
ty radio station with a reach
of 15-20 Km becomes high-
ly powerful with the integra-
tion of mobile telephony in
real-time. Community Radio
stations function with the
basic belief, "from the people,
for the people,by the people".
In this sense, community
radios are an effective com-
munication tool to reach out
and serve the poorest com-
munity and share vital infor-
mation in their
languages/dialects. The com-
munity radios are also signif-
icant for development initia-
tives, awareness campaigns
for nature conservation, agri-
culture, regional culture, and
education, contributing to
the development of the com-
munity. During the time of
natural disasters and emer-
gencies, it has proved to be

the most effective means to
disseminate preparedness and
relief-related information
packed in their dialect. It
helps in developing strategies
and building awareness so
that the communities can
prepare better in advance, at
the time of disaster and after
the disaster. There are some
instances in Japan and other
countries in which commu-
nity radios became the prime
vehicle for information shar-
ing for communities during
disaster emergency relief as
well as post-disaster recovery.
Community radios also play
an important role in disaster
risk reduction, especially in
pre-disaster preparedness and
mitigation through aware-
ness raising, and targeting dif-
ferent community groups.

However, the participa-
tion, involvement, and own-
ership of the local communi-
ty are extremely important for
the effective role of commu-
nity radio in disaster manage-
ment. This can be demon-
strated in two instances. In
2004, during the Indian
Ocean Tsunami, Anna
Community Radio in
Chennai which was the first
Community Radio in the
country provided an effective
platform to share the griev-
ances of the affected people of

Southern India by broad-
casting information about
relief support, camp loca-
tions, precautions to be taken,
etc. Another instance was in
June 2013, when Uttrakhand
faced multi-day cloudbursts.
There was a state of panic
because all modes of commu-
nication were lost. This nat-
ural disaster demonstrated
the effectiveness of commu-
nity radio as a tool of effec-
tive communication in disas-
ter management in
Rudraprayag district which
was the most affected area.
The community radio
Mandakini Ki Awaaz worked
with the People's Power
Collective, assisted the com-
munity by building aware-
ness, created confidence
amongst the community.

They worked as a team to
identify those who needed
help within the community;
connected with them to tell
their story; reached out to
them and connected them
with aid agencies.

(Panwar is a senior 
journalist and Chairman,

Panwar Group 
of Institutions,  & president,

Community Radio
Association of India. Tarun

is Director, Zone 4 Solution,
India. The views expressed

are personal.)
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Due to its unique geo-
graphical and socio-eco-
nomic factors, India is

prone to almost all types of haz-
ards and disasters. About 59 per
cent of Indian landmass is prone
to earthquakes of moderate to
very high density. Close to 5,700
Km out of the total 7,516 Km
long coastline receive cyclones
and tsunamis. Approximately
12 per cent,i.e. over 40 million
hectares of landmass face urban
floods and river erosion. 68 per
cent of India's cultivable area is
vulnerable to droughts and the
hilly areas are at risk from land-
slides and avalanches. India is
also vulnerable to chemical, bio-
logical, radiological, and nuclear
(CBRN) emergencies and other
man-made disasters. Disaster
risks in India are further com-
pounded by increasing vulnera-
bilities related to changing demo-
graphics and socio-economic
conditions, unplanned urbaniza-
tion, development within high-
risk zones, environmental degra-
dation, climate change, geo-
graphical hazards, epidemics,
and pandemics. According to the
World Bank estimates, direct
losses from natural disasters
have been estimated to amount
to up to 2 per cent of India's
GDP. It is ranked 7thin the
Global Climate Risk Index 2021. 

The large-scale disasters
mentioned above keep on visit-
ing one part or the other or the
country, time and again, often
overwhelming the capacities of
the Governments, not only for
an effective response but also for
long-term recovery and recon-
struction. During these disas-
ters, the role of timely commu-
nication and passing on crucial
information before striking dis-
aster (pre-disaster), at the time
of disaster (during a disaster),
and after the disaster (post-dis-
aster) is very important. Past
experiences indicate that the
communication infrastructure
and networks during times of
disasters are destroyed and
become ineffective. However,
the medium of radio, especial-
ly the Community radios sur-
vive the onslaught to play a cru-
cial role in disseminating time-
ly information in their commu-
nities and thereby saving lives
and valuables. Disaster manage-
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They were badly tortured, told to con-
vert, punished for praying, their women
were sexually harassed, they were forcibly
sterilised. China has been claiming that
people are kept in ‘re-education camps’, not
concentration camps where they are given
training. But this white lie of China has now
come in front of the world. But the sad
point is that this report is not binding on
the Chinese Government. It will be dis-
cussed in the media for just two days. After
that, everything will be normal and the
Uighurs will continue to be tortured.

Jang Bahadur Singh | Jamshedpur
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Sir —The World Coconut Day is observed
on September 2 every year to create
awareness about the importance of
coconuts across the world. Coconut in
India is referred to as ‘kalpavriksha’, which
means a tree fulfilling all the necessities of
life. There is a lot of significance of
coconut in Hinduism and even its tree in

rituals and ceremonies. In other countries,
it is also called the ‘Tree of a thousand uses’
or the ‘Tree of life’. Coconut made its way
from India to the coast of East Africa, and
from Southeast Asia to the west of
Madagascar.

Coconuts provide us with a vast range
of products and benefits. The tender
white flesh inside is used in an array of
cooking recipes and the oil, milk and water
are used for both cooking and non-cook-
ing purposes. Coconut butter, coconut
cream and coconut oil are staple byprod-
ucts used in beauty products, and the husk
and leaves are used for making doormats,
roofs and huts. The first observance of
World Coconut Day took place in 2009.
Every year, the International Coconut
Community sets a theme for World
Coconut Day; this year, it is “Growing
Coconut for a Better Future and Life”.

Jubel D’Cruz  | Mumbai
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A
run Jaitley and I became

friends well before we met

each other in Delhi University

in 1977. Quite surprisin
gly I got

a postcard, checked and

stamped by Tihar Jail authori-

ties fro
m the president of Delhi

University Students’ Union

(DUSU). The contents were

brief and only requested me to

raise the issu
e of permissio

n to

the interned DUSU president

to take his M
A Final Exams in

Law, permission which

required clearance from the

University
’s Academic Council

of which I was then a Student

Member. Although I did not

personally know Jaitley then

and our college, namely, St

Stephen’s, was not remotely

involved in University
 politics,

thought it t
o be my democ-

d ty to help an unfairly

ositio
n leader to

for his exam-

in

for breath by then and in mid-

January that year, it was for-

mally relaxed and many friends

were released from custody.

We became good friends

thereafter, especially as I w
as a

University
 Coffee House afi-

cionado and progressively he

too became one. This was

despite our political differ-

ences (I was a Leftist 
those

days, the Calcutta effect had

ot worn off) b
ut this did not

in the way of our deep-

ndship. I have

l persuasions

t Jaitley

and I have been steadfast

friends regardless.

A multi-ta
lented, multi-

tasking person, he was equal-

ly fluent in English, Hindi and

Punjabi which probably gave

him the confidence to contest

the Lok Sabha poll from

Amritsa
r in 2014 which unfor-

tunately he lost to Captain

Amarinder Singh, current

Chief Minister of Punjab. But

unfazed as always, Jaitley rose

up the political ranks, becom-

ing Prime Minister Narendra

Modi’s confidant and India’s

second most im
portant politi-

cal personality, at least til
l the

rise of Amit Shah. He was

adept at managing party affairs

across th
e country and com-

bined affability and authority in

equal measure. His one weak-

ness was food, especially

Punjabi cuisine, a passion he

was forced to abandon due to

mounting diabetes some years

ago. A friend of friends, he

meticulously kept in touch

with them no matter how busy

he might have been. 

A crusader against cor-

ruption, Jaitley would be burn-

ing the midnight oil with offi-

cials lik
e Bhure Lal who was VP

Singh’s self-appointed anti-cor-

ruption bulldog.

In 1977 when the Janata

Party came to power, he was

named as the nascent party’s

National Executive member, a

rare honour for such a young

man. But the next day’s news-

papers fro
ntpaged the headline

that he had turned the offer

down. Many friends were

astonished. Bewildered, I asked

Jaitley why he spurned the

honour. He called me aside on

the Coffee House courtyard

and said, “Remember, you

should get involved in politics

only on your own resources,

otherwise there will always be

the temptation to accumulate

easy money and you may go

down the slippery slope and

lose the respect you enjoy.”

These are nuggets of the

wisdom that the ever articulate

Jaitley always bequeathed to his

friends over tim
e. That is w

hy

he is in
comparable and unfor-

gettable.
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became presi

the secretary. Sin

have shared a great relati

with him.”
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Azamgarh: In corporate ter-
minology, it may well be
described as the Golden share,
whose value is unequally high
to ensure that in a division of
votes, the holder of this one
share decides the outcome.
Some have described this vot-
ing trend as tantamount to an
electoral veto — which ensures
that only the party of Muslims’
choice comes to power. 

But that myth was broken
in 2014 and in view of Hindu
consolidation of late, it may no
longer hold true. Broadly, how-
ever, given the community’s
propensity to vote as a block,
the Muslim vote does often tilt
the electoral balance in certain
situations.

In the ongoing Assembly
elections in UP, conventional
opinion is that in a triangular
contest that is being witnessed,
it is the Muslim vote that will

give the edge to either the
Samajwadi Party or the
Bahujan Samaj Party if, indeed,
the community votes as a
block. Usually, the Muslims are
expected to go along with the
SP, which under Mulayam
Singh Yadav’s leadership has
consistently retained their trust.

This time BJP supporters
insist that Muslims are divid-
ed between the SP and the BSP
and that will give the BJP a
clear edge. Constituting
between 12 and 18 per cent of
the electorate, Muslims do hold
the trump card in many dis-
tricts of UP. If they vote as a
block across the State, one of
these two parties will get the
key to Government formation
in Lucknow.

Conventional wisdom also
is that the community indulges
in “tactical voting” choosing
the candidate perceived to be in
the best position to defeat the
BJP. And that anti-BJP candi-

date varies from constituency
to constituency and party to
party. But that approach may be
self-defeating for that may end
up bringing the BJP to power
in the State as a whole even if
it serves to trounce the BJP in
certain select constituencies.
Given this dilemma, which
way will the Muslim vote go
this time?

Afsar Ghaznavi, a lawyer, in
Azamgarh runs a private college
in the town and belongs to a tra-
ditional Congress family. His
office walls are adorned with old
pictures (now turning a sepia
shade) of Jawaharlal Nehru and
other Congress leaders, includ-
ing the last Congress MP from
this Yadav-Muslim dominated
seat, Mohsina Kidwai. He said
categorically: “Since the decline
of the Congress. UP Muslims
found shelter in Mulayam
Singh’s party as he had risked his
office in a bid to save the Babri
Masjid.”

Now, however, some feel
Mayawati is stronger than him
and it makes sense to rally
round her. “But let me tell you
70 to 80 per cent of Muslims
will stick to the Samajwadi
Party — sink or swim with it.
Although Mayawati has given
100-plus tickets to Muslims,
who knows, she may turn
around tomorrow and tie up
with the BJP for the sake of
power. This Mulayam will
never do,” Ghaznavi asserted.

Gayas Azad Khan,
Principal of the respected Shibli
College in Azamgarh, was of
roughly the same opinion.
“Muslims have some griev-
ances with the Samajwadi Party
now. In the recent Rajya Sabha
elections not a single seat out of
seven was given to a Muslim. It
is also true that many riots big
and small, starting with
Muzaffarnagar, have happened
during the last five years. Still,
on the whole Muslims feel

safer with the SP than the BSP.”
So, he concurred with Ghaznavi
that 70 per cent Muslims will
vote for Akhilesh Yadav. 

The exceptions, he pointed
out, will be in seats where
Mayawati has nominated pow-
erful Muslim candidates who
can draw a part of the commu-
nity’s vote on their own strength
and win easily once Jatav votes
are cast in their favour on
Mayawati’s command.

The classic instance of a
“strong” Muslim candidate
being fielded with BSP support
is in Mau, which was once part
of Azamgarh but is a separate
district now. Of this region, a
British Collector had com-
mented that this was the most
difficult area to manage in UP
as it was populated by “turbu-
lent Ahirs and bigoted Julahas”,
the reference being to lathi-
happy Yadavs and arch-con-
servative, mullah-driven
weavers or bunkars.

Mukhtar Ansari, a dreaded
don of these parts, has been
MLA from his own Qaumi Ekta
Dal for 20 years now. Much of
this time he has spent in jail
which is why even Muslims are
asking this time whether there
is any point in voting for a jail-
bird who cannot do anything to
help his voters.

At a gathering of Muslims
in The Pioneer office here, a
young aspiring leader,
Altamash Ansari even ques-

tioned Mukhtar’s right to us
the Ansari surname saying h
ancestors were upper cast
Ansars from Saudi Arabia an
Mukhtar cannot claim to be a
Ansari. He claimed the younge
Muslims here will go wit
Altaf Ansari, the SP candidat
“Only those Muslims who hav
benefited from the don an
daru-murga wale Hindu
(Hindus lured by liquor an
chicken) will vote for Mukhtar
brother, Sibtullah, the BSP can
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The epoch-making scale of
the BJP’s victory in Uttar

Pradesh has reinforced the
notion that the Modi Era has
trampled all obstacles under-
foot. For the BJP, whatever
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
touches today seems to turn to
gold, like that of a modern-day
Midas. But is it only the mes-
merising charm of one of
India’s finest political orators
that has shaped the Modi Era?
Surely Indian democracy is far
too complex and mature for
oratorical skills alone to deliv-
er electoral victories of the
kind witnessed on Saturday in
UP and Uttarakhand, which
together account for 85 seats in
the Lok Sabha. That Modi has
successfully replicated his 2014
victory in these States and also
brought his party to the brink
of power in a small State like
Manipur on the border with

enormity of
Minister’s credi
people. Indians
caste and clas
belief have rep
man they beli
Man of Destiny
lead the countr
Age of Peace an

Mr Modi’s 
politics and hi
understanding 
rations have led
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Surely Indian democracy is far
too complex and mature for
oratorical skills alone to deliv-
er electoral victories of the
kind witnessed on Saturday in
UP and Uttarakhand, which
together account for 85 seats in
the Lok Sabha. That Modi has
successfully replicated his 2014
victory in these States and also
brought his party to the brink
of power in a small State like
Manipur on the border with
Myanmar is a tribute to the
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Pranab Mukherjee was never
a domineering presence in

Bengal politics; in fact, he was
hardly a political presence in
his home State at all. But his
endearing persona and mag-
nificent erudition made him,
notwithstanding his strong
rural Bengali accent, a highly
respected bhadralok, a semi-lit
pipe hanging loose from his lips
being a cartoonists’ delight till
he kicked the habit nearly 30
years back.

He became a trusted lieu-
tenant of Indira Gandhi with-
in a few years but fell out later
after she was advised by former
colleagues to get rid of the
diminutive but highly intelli-
gent and ambitious politician.
However, realising his 360

degree skills, she reinducted
him into the Cabinet and party
hierarchy.

Very soon, ditto with Rajiv
Gandhi who unceremoniously
sacked him from his first
Cabinet, only to reinstate him
with full dignity a few months
later. By the time he was rein-
ducted, he had risen to a stature
befitting none else. Having
held the External Affairs port-
folio for close to a decade, and
widely reputed for his knowl-
edge of international trade and
finance, Pranab Mukherjee was
the acknowledged don of com-
plex matters on global eco-

nomic matters.
Many were initially sur-

prised that a man who rose
from the ranks of a school-
teacher in Midnapore, West
Bengal, to stand shoulder to
shoulder at the first UNCTAD
in New Delhi alongside Cuban
legend Fidel Castro. But over
the years, he made all Indians
proud of his deft handling of
economy and politics. It was
said that it was not possible for
anyone to negotiate with a
tiger to part with its skin but
Pranabda would achieve that
and leave the tiger smiling in
the end.

A people’s leader, he loved
adda (idle talk) which Bengalis
enjoy for hours at end. This was
a daily source of inspiration
and provided an opportunity to
rummage through his phe-
nomenal memory, which
stunned friend and foe alike.

On a personal note, I recall
when he called me to the
Rashtrapati Bhawan at the rel-
atively late hour of 10 pm, pref-
acing his invitation by saying

that a journalist was not sup-
posed to sleep, or even have
dinner, by 10 pm, he said he
normally came home around
this hour, had a bath, did puja
for an hour, before sitting down
for dinner. He walked me to the
sitting area and over two cups
of coffee we resumed our adda.

A few weeks later, I got a
call from him requesting me to
launch the second volume of
his memoirs. Addressing a dis-

tinguished
gathering
s e a t e d
overlooking
the Mogul
Gardens was an
honour I will
probably never
get again. While
leaving I asked, “Why
me?” He said, “How
many Oxford-educated
journalists do we have in

India? I have called the only
one I know. I hope you groom

some others
a f t e r
you.” 
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Former President Pranab
Mukherjee breathed his last

clot in his brain and later
developed a lung infection.
Pranab Mukherjee was the
13th President of India from

alist and the trusted Man
Friday of three Congress Prime
Ministers, Pranab Mukherjee’s
climb up the political ladder
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To describe him as a Titan would be an under-
statement. Apart from all his achievements —

politician, Prime Minister, poet, coalition-maker,
nation-builder, statesman — Atal Bihari Vajpayee
was above all a magnificent human being; roman-
tic at heart with nerves of steel. He towered over his
compatriots which is probably why he bore no mal-
ice towards anyone and most of them unquestion-
ingly accepted his leadership despite adhering to rival
ideologies. 

He emerged as a leader in a relatively uncompli-
cated era, in which politicians were largely princi-
pled and respected divergences of opinion. A keen
learner who empathised with common people, he
grew to deal successfully with most complex domes-
tic and international issues. A liberal in the true sense
of the term, Vajpayee was nevertheless a man of
utmost conviction and steely resolve evident from
his courage to go ahead with the Pokhran nuclear
explosions in the face of severe odds. He had the
determination to swim against the tide and stuck to
his guns when he invited General Pervez Musharraf
for talks at Agra, despite the widespread criticism of
his decision. Failure never daunted him, neither did
success make him delusional with self-praise.  

He strived all his life to build an inclusive soci-
ety, something that even born-again left-wing sec-
ularists were forced to admit. A democrat to the core
he bore the brunt of Indira Gandhi’s authoritarian
streak, suffering many months behind bars during
the Emergency. But he rose to his full stature to com-
pliment Mrs Gandhi as a modern-day Durga after
the Indian Army vanquished Pakistan and helped
liberate the oppressed people of Bangladesh.

Once, till the early seventies, he was lamented as
the best Prime Minister India never had. He dis-
proved the doomsayers and triumphantly adorned
that chair thrice, beginning 1996, even if for two short
spells before he led the 26-party National Democratic
Alliance to a full five-year term in office in 1999. His
resilience in politics was truly remarkable for he took
his party out of its nadir after 1984 when it was down
to an abysmal two seats in the Lok Sabha. Despite
himself losing his seat in that poll in the wake of the
emotional outpouring over Indira Gandhi’s assassi-
nation, Atal Bihari led his party to an emphatic
nationwide triumph in 12 years.

This he achieved along with his lifelong com-
panion and political cohort, Lal Krishna Advani,
whose selfless association with Atalji is a rare instance
of political camaraderie. But then, Atal Bihari
Vajpayee was respected universally across the polit-
ical spectrum. Starting from Jawaharlal Nehru, who
once praised him for a characteristically moving
speech in Parliament by predicting he would
become Prime Minister one day, leaders of all shades,
even his bitter political critics, heaped praise on his
ability to accommodate diverse opinions, despite his
background as a Swayamsevak, usually known for
their ideological rigidity. So much so that one-time
rabid Socialist Trade Union leader George Fernandes
became a convert to Atalji’s philosophy of an inclu-
sive India and vocally defended the Pokhran blasts.

A spell-binding orator, the likes of whom India
had never seen before and unlikely to see after, Atalji
was a master craftsman with words. His love for and
mastery over Hindi enabled him to connect with peo-
ple with incomparable aplomb. His remarkable abil-
ity to merge humour with serious content enabled
Atalji to get his point across without appearing to pon-
tificate or gnash his teeth. He was never in the good
books of many in his own party who disparaged his
lifestyle and loathed his eclectic tastes. But Atalji was
far beyond their stentorian jealousies; he knew he
enjoyed peoples’ love and trust to the full and could
afford to ignore recriminations of lesser men.

It will always be a mystery as to why he lost the
2004 elections despite near-unanimous predictions
of a BJP landslide. Some blame the party’s over-con-
fidence reflected in the “Shining India” slogan, while
others point to predictable anti-incumbency. There
is every reason to suggest that the nation regretted
its electoral choice for India was bereft of his guid-
ing hand and benign but powerful supervision. But
then, history is full of ifs and buts. And the teacher’s
son from remote Bateshwar Ghat in Uttar Pradesh
was destined to rise to global acclaim and make India
proud on the world stage. He accorded the deserved
status to his beloved language by speaking at the UN
General Assembly in his mother tongue, being the
first Indian leader to do so, long before this became
fashionable.

Finally, on a personal note, I must recall his open-
ing words at the launch of The Pioneer’s Hindi week-
ly. “Shri Chandan Mitra aur mitron...” he began,
sending the audience into peels of merriment. His
words were always telling. But sometimes even his
trademark silences had even deeper meaning.
Sadly, the country will have to live with his eternal
silence from now on. May his soul rest in peace. 
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A
run Jaitley and I became

friends well before we met

each other in Delhi University

in 1977. Quite surprisin
gly I got

a postcard, checked and

stamped by Tihar Jail authori-

ties fro
m the president of Delhi

University Students’ Union

(DUSU). The contents were

brief and only requested me to

raise the issu
e of permissio

n to

the interned DUSU president

to take his M
A Final Exams in

Law, permission which

required clearance from the

University
’s Academic Council

of which I was then a Student

Member. Although I did not

personally know Jaitley then

and our college, namely, St

Stephen’s, was not remotely

involved in University
 politics,

I thought it t
o be my democ-

ratic duty to help an unfairly

interned oppositio
n leader to

be allowed to sit f
or his exam-

ination. 
Despite some oppositio

n in

the Academic Council, Ja
itley’s

plea was granted and I sh
ortly

received another postcard con-

veying his th
anks. M

ercifully

the Emergency too was gasping

for breath by then and in mid-

January that year, it was for-

mally relaxed and many friends

were released from custody.

We became good friends

thereafter, especially as I w
as a

University
 Coffee House afi-

cionado and progressively he

too became one. This was

despite our political differ-

ences (I was a Leftist 
those

days, the Calcutta effect had

not worn off) b
ut this did not

come in the way of our deep-

ening friendship. I have

changed political persuasions

several tim
es sin

ce, but Jaitley

and I have been steadfast

friends regardless.

A multi-ta
lented, multi-

tasking person, he was equal-

ly fluent in English, Hindi and

Punjabi which probably gave

him the confidence to contest

the Lok Sabha poll from

Amritsa
r in 2014 which unfor-

tunately he lost to Captain

Amarinder Singh, current

Chief Minister of Punjab. But

unfazed as always, Jaitley rose

up the political ranks, becom-

ing Prime Minister Narendra

Modi’s confidant and India’s

second most im
portant politi-

cal personality, at least til
l the

rise of Amit Shah. He was

adept at managing party affairs

across th
e country and com-

bined affability and authority in

equal measure. His one weak-

ness was food, especially

Punjabi cuisine, a passion he

was forced to abandon due to

mounting diabetes some years

ago. A friend of friends, he

meticulously kept in touch

with them no matter how busy

he might have been. 

A crusader against cor-

ruption, Jaitley would be burn-

ing the midnight oil with offi-

cials lik
e Bhure Lal who was VP

Singh’s self-appointed anti-cor-

ruption bulldog.

In 1977 when the Janata

Party came to power, he was

named as the nascent party’s

National Executive member, a

rare honour for such a young

man. But the next day’s news-

papers fro
ntpaged the headline

that he had turned the offer

down. Many friends were

astonished. Bewildered, I asked

Jaitley why he spurned the

honour. He called me aside on

the Coffee House courtyard

and said, “Remember, you

should get involved in politics

only on your own resources,

otherwise there will always be

the temptation to accumulate

easy money and you may go

down the slippery slope and

lose the respect you enjoy.”

These are nuggets of the

wisdom that the ever articulate

Jaitley always bequeathed to his

friends over tim
e. That is w

hy

he is in
comparable and unfor-

gettable.
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I f you can endear yourself to people, you are

likely to endure the travails of time. This is

certainly applicable to Atal Bihari Vajpayee,

whose mortal remains were consigned to pan-

chatattva (the five elements), last week.

Undoubtedly, he was not only a most respect-

ed political leader but probably the most

loved Indian Prime Minister too. 

The reason he was universally loved was

that he was first and foremost, a magnificent

human being who had pronounced likes and

loves and never hid his own human frailties.

In his six decades of public life, Atalji tow-

ered above his compatriots and rivals

because of these human qualities that many

others tried to hide.

Now that almost every aspect of his polit-

ical persona has been analysed and dissected,

the time has come to throw some light on

other aspects of the great statesman. For exam-

ple, his fondness for good food and popular

entertainment, namely Hindi films and their music.

Atal Bihari Vajpayee was almost childlike in his

fascination for food. Like most Brahmins of Uttar

Pradesh, especially those from the Mathura region,

he possessed a distinct sweet tooth — something he

could not contain despite being a diabetic and suffer-

ing from prostrate-related ailments. 

Brahmins being traditionally a priestly class,

involved with performing puja at temples and peo-

ple’s homes and thus consuming prasad, usually con-

sisting of sugar-rich condiments, developed a sweet

tooth that was passed on from generation to genera-

tion — and Atalji was no exception. He could not

resist the temptation if a plate of gulab jamun or lad-

doo or jalebi was placed before him. 

A story, probably apocryphal, claims that at least

one Minister in his Government owed his elevation

to the fact that he regularly ferried samosas and

jalebis to the then PM’s 7 Race Course Road bunga-

low every evening. Despite doctors’ recriminations, it

was impossible for family members to restrain the

patriarch who indulged this passion in utter disregard

of his medical parameters.

Once I accompanied Atalji to London as part of his

media delegation. That evening a gala dinner had been

hosted in his honour by an NRI association. It was a

huge, sit-down event in which the Indian Prime

nister was the Chief Guest who would deliver a post-

dinnerlecture. Tables had been laid

out with immaculate precision and the

service had already begun. Unmindful

of his culinary preferences, the hosts

had arranged  shuddh shakahari (pure

vegetarian) fare. Alarmed at the

thought of being forced to have desi

khaana in London, I quietly sneaked

up to the High Table to find Atalji

intently reading the menu card.

Interrupting his frown, I gingerly

sought his permission to be excused

from the event. “Jaao, jaao,” he cheer-

fully waved me on, “Ye ghass-phoos

kyon khana hai?” he laughingly

added. “Kahan jaane ka soch rehe ho?’

he then asked. On telling him we were

proposing to have a Chinese meal at

Soho, Atalji frowned again, more at

himself than me. “Wahan achchha

khana milta hai. Main bhi yahan se

chalunga thodi der mein; yeh sab kaun

khayega,” he declared with finality

announcing his desire to leave the

venue shortly.

Beckoning his son-in-law

Ranjan Bhattacharya, he whispered

audibly, “Dekho Chandan Soho ja

raha hai Chinese khane. Mere liye bhi

wahan se hotel mein kuchh mangwa

do (See, Chandan is going to Soho for

a Chinese meal. Organise something

from there for me too at the hotel),”

he said with a sly smile.

On another foreign trip, I was

chatting with some senior

Government officials near the First

Class bar area when lunch was

announced. Air-hostesses went into

the PM’s Cabin carrying the food-

laden trolley, only to retreat ashen-

faced. Their to and fro trip must not

have lasted more than a minute.

Brajesh Mishra called the senior air-

hostess to ask what caused the hur-

ried retreat. In a shaking voice she

revealed: “He was very angry. ‘Who

will have this ghaas phoos?’ he thun-

dered and

wanted to know the

general menu. I read it out to him

and he jumped at it. ‘Haan, jhinga

laao aur chicken bhi’(Good, get the

prawns and the chicken too.) What

should I do Sir?” she queried. With a

look of resignation, Ranjan told her

to do as she was asked, else he would

not eat anything, he mused. Brajesh

Mishra concurred. The Prime

Minister defiantly got his meal pref-

erence served to him, much to the

annoyance of the travelling doctor

who watched helplessly.

These are the human frailties that

made Atalji not just an uncommon

politician but also a Great Leader. He

could defy the world and explode

nuclear devices at Pokhran in May

1998. At home he could defy everyone

else and insist on meals of his choi

May we hope that in heaven, t

getting his favourite meals

to his heart’s content!
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R
abindranath Tagore wasn’t being conceited

when he addressed a poem to his unborn

reader who, he surmised, would be read-

ing it w
ith some curiosity 100 years hence.

“May my ode to spring resound, even if

fleetingly, w
hen springtime embraces you; may your

heart flu
tter with the music of bees and sound of

rustlin
g leaves, a hundred years fr

om today (Aaji

hotey shatabarsha pare).”

Gurudev’s faith in the future, in which he

believed he would retain a role, was not misplaced.

Nearly 70 years after his death, in the age of the

Internet and instant entertainment, Tagore’s r
elatively

languid literary and musical appeal may have ebbed,

but his vision, his convictions have triu
mphed more

resoundingly than we often acknowledge.

D
efining of the Indian identity

was the missio
n closest to

Tagore’s heart. It 
remained a run-

ning theme of his th
oughts and

expressions, understandably so for

India was in ferment throughout

his creative decades and Indian

nationality had not acquired the

certitude it h
as now. Tagore’s I

ndia

was assim
ilative, cosmopolitan, compassionate,

liberal and quintessentially secular, not in a

denominational sense but philosophically. This is

most comprehensively expounded in his classic

poem Bharat Tirtha (Indian Pilgrimage), which

merits d
etailed quotation:

Hey mor chitta, punya tirth
ey jaagorey dheerey,

Ei Bharater mahamanaber sagarateerey,

Hethay danraye du bahu baraye nami nara-debatarey, 

Udaar chhandey, paramanandey bandan kori ta
nrey...

Keho nahi jaaney, kaar ahbaney kato manusher dhara 

Durbar sro
tey elo kotha hotey, sa

mudra holo hara,

Hethay Arya, hethay anarya, hethay Dravid, Cheen — 

Saka, Hun dal, Pathan Mughal, ek dehe holo leen 

Paschim aaji khuliachhey dwar, setha hotey sabey

aane upahaar

Debe aar nibe, melabey milibey, jaabe na phirey,

Ei Bharater mahamanaber sagarateerey...

Esho hey Arya esho anarya, Hindu-Muslaman —

Esho esho aaj tumi Ingraj, esho esho Khrista
n,

Esho Brahman suchi kori m
on dharo haat sabakar 

Esho hey patit karo apaneet sabo apamanbhaar

The fundamental belief underlying this defini-

tion of Indian-ness is its assimilative nature. It i
s

also a statement of India’s unparalleled capacity to

absorb external elements and emerge stronger in

consequence. Tagore is concerned not merely with

outside people and cultures contributing to India’s

evolution (Debey aar nibey, melabey milibey,

jaabey na phirey — they will give and take, intro-

duce novelty, combine, but won’t go back). H
e is

equally emphatic about internal rectific
ation:

(Come O Brahmin purify your mind and hold

everybody’s hand, Come Ye Fallen casting aside

the burden of past humiliation).

In the process of this assim
ilation, the constant

infusion of new blood and the purification of the

self, R
abindranath believed, the Maha Manav would

be created on the shores of the global pilgrimage

called India. Shades of Zarathustra or Nietzsche?

Not quite, for Tagore’s M
aha Manav is n

ot about the

individual, it i
s about collective nationhood. It i

s

not aggressive nationalism
 that borders on jingoism

in the Western sense; it is
 uniquely Indian seeking

to absorb humanity in totality for the creation of

the Ideal Human, not Superman.

Rabindranath’s contemporary relevance is not

confined to his ideological pursuit of defining the

Ideal Human or the creation of the Universal

Indian. Towards this goal he emphasises equally

on righting the wrongs within. In a poem express-

ing thoughts that go way ahead of dominant

norms of the tim
e, he writes:

Hey mor durbhaga desh, 

jaader korechho apaman 

Apamaney hotey hobey 

tahader sabar saman 

Manusher adikarey banchita 

korechho jaarey

Samukhe danraye rekhe tobu 

koley daao naai sth
an 

TAGORE’S

INDIAN MAHA MANAV

Apamaney hotey hobey 

tahader sabar saman

Dekhitey paao na tumi mritydoot 

danrayechhe dware 

Abhishaap aanki dilo tomar jatir

ahankarey sabarey jadi na dako, ekhono

soriya thako

Apanerey bendhe rakho choudikey

jaraye abhimaan, 

Mrityu-majhey habey tabey chitabhas-

mey sabar saman

Writte
n in the early 20th Century,

this is 
possibly the stro

ngest critiq
ue of

untouchability,
 chastisin

g the so-called

ritually superior castes of the fate that

awaits th
em for practicing inhuman

forms of social apartheid. Tagore con-

cludes by warning those still
 encapsulat-

ed in notions of caste superiority that

someday they will have to be level with

those who they shunned — that day

being on the cremation pyre.

A
part fro

m his

powerful mes-

sage of social equali-

ty, T
agore was ahead

of his tim
es in being

non-judgmental. In

Abhisar, a moving

poetic narrative of a

Bodhisattva tale, he

drives home this point forcefully with

reference to the story of a sanyasi and a

dancing girl, B
asavdatta. In their fir

st

encounter, th
e ailing Sanyasi U

pagupta

declines her invitation to be cared for

at her home. But years la
ter, when she

is re
jected by the townspeople and suf-

fering from small pox, the sanyasi

reaches out and takes charge of nursing

her back to health, ignoring social

taboos. (A
aji ra

janite esechhe samay,

esechhi Basavdatta — Tonight,

Basavdatta, the tim
e has fin

ally come

for me to be with you).

But it is
 not only the social reformist

in Tagore that makes him relevant even

today. He was acutely conscious of the

need to generate pride in the nation’s

history and instill 
courage to bolster

national character. In
 this endeavour, it

was not only the anti-im
perialist s

trug-

gle that occupied his m
ind-space but

also the valour of the battles fought

against fo
rces of oppression.

Rabindranath has been accused by

critic
s of being “soft” on the British

 by

not applying his evocative abilitie
s to

spur people into the freedom stru
ggle.

Arguably he was critic
al of radicalism

 of

all varieties and to that extent, refused

to endorse the “extremist” trend that

dominated popular thinking in Bengal

in his tim
es. His str

ongest in
dictment of

this political tendency was in the novel

Ghare-Baire, later made into a charac-

teristic
ally brillia

nt film
 by Satyajit R

ay.

Some would find the characterisation

of the radical Nikhilesh as an unprinci-

pled activist —
 who flirts w

ith the wife

of the very friend who shelters him,

and eventually leaves with the family’s

fortune — a trifle too sweeping. But

family values were deeply engrained in

Rabindranath’s thinking although he

did not hesitate to weave stories around

prevailing realities, fo
r example,

Charulata — yet another Ray classic.
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I ndira Gandhi: The name immediately

conjures up the vision of a stern, even

ruthless, authoritarian politician, who

ruled India with an iron hand. Since the

ugly shadow of the Emergency contin-

ues to cloud her visage, no objective assess-

ment of her nearly 15-year rule as Prime

Minister has yet been attempted. Her political

persona was unapologetically divisive; while

many fawned over her, others despised her

intensely. A loner in real life and in politics,

many have wondered if she ever loved any-

body or anything apart from her immediate

family, with any degree of passion.

Jairam Ramesh’s meticulously researched

book, however, proves otherwise. Indira

Gandhi was a passionate lover of nature: Of the

hills, forests, birds and bees and all living

beings (perhaps apart from some humans)!

Much of what remains of India’s once resplen-

dent wildlife, its hill stations, its rainforests, its

mangroves, is undoubtedly largely due to her

dedication to Mother Nature.

Ramesh has eloquently crafted an ode to

Indira Gandhi’s lesser known facet, and done it

with the finesse of a zardoshi artist or a

Kashmiri shawl weaver. He hardly hides his adu-

lation for her, unsurprising as he is a Congress

MP and was a Minister in the last UPA

Government. But this is a book about Indira

Gandhi, the naturalist and silviculturist. So there

is hardly any scope for controversy.

Although the former Prime Minister is

often, and rightly, credited with conceiving

Project Tiger to save the most precious jewel in

India’s wildlife crown, it is hardly known that

she also mothered Project Crocodile to save the

endangered gharial, mugger and other riverine

creatures such as Gangetic dolphins. She cham-

pioned the cause of Olive Ridley turtles, which

have been exterminated in Mexico, and chose

the Bay of Bengal near Chilika Lake as their last

mass nesting ground.
Ramesh informs us about her concern for

India’s great rivers, especially the Ganga whose

degeneration caused her immense pain. Perhaps

it was her anguish for the Ganga that prompted

her son and successor Rajiv Gandhi to launch

the Ganga Action Plan in 1986, a project enthu-

siastically taken up by the Narendra Modi dis-

pensation many years later.
Perhaps the most endearing aspects of

ndira Gandhi come through from her letters to

er father, particularly during her own incarcer-

ion in Naini Jail between September 1942 and

y 1943. Her bonding with birds and animals

is vividly expressed in a letter of April 6, 1943,

that Ramesh quotes extensively and merits

reproduction at some length: 

“I have given names to all the animals and

insects and lots of other things besides, which

come here. Among our nightly visitors are

Minto and Morley musk rat (their predecessor

Montague was killed by Mehitabel the cat) and

Marmaduke, who is the husband of Mehitabel.

Marmaduke is an errant coward and most

unbeautiful... On the other hand, Mehitabel is

very pretty and is our constant companion as

also her kittens Kanhaiya, Moti and Parvati.

“We have a peepul in our yard, a tree

which, had it depended on human praise and

approbation, would have withered away long

since. However, it ignored our derision and

went on its lordly way. And now that phagun is

come again, the few remaining shreds of last

year’s garment, yellow with age, are being shed

off and its bare limbs are being clothed in glo-

rious sunset pink. It looks as if a deep blush

were spreading along the branches, which gives

it a rather coy look. Amazingly beautiful it is.

Over the walls we have glimpses of the tops of

some mahua trees — a balm for sore eyes.”

Such was her keen sense of observation and

eye for detail that she wrote to her father from

Allahabad on the eve of his release from prison

in October 1943: “The winter birds are coming

in. I saw a redstart yesterday. Rather an amusing

little fellow, the way he shivers his tail all the

time. His call is exactly like the squeak of an

unoiled bicycle wheel. There is even a slight

pause between one squeak and the next, just

enough for one revolution of the wheel!”

Ramesh skillfully brings out the bonding

between father and daughter centred around

nature. In the post script to another letter as

Nehru was being transported from Ahmednagar

Fort to Bareilly Central Jail via Naini prison,

Indira Gandhi was allowed to meet him briefly

at the prison gates. Soon, she wrote an emotion-

al letter which ended with a paragraph on the

local birds: “Did you notice the moonlit Jumna

last evening? Our peepul tree has been invaded

by crowds of interesting mynas. The Bark Myna,

the Brahmini Myna and the Pied Myna, which

is the most elegant of the lot. What a noise these

little things can make!”
In the letter she referred to Rosy Pastors, a

migratory bird species, wondering if they were

on their way to Central Asia, their native home.

Ramesh suggests her concern for saving the elu-

sive and dwindling number of Siberian Cranes

was rooted in her deep affection for birds, with

whom she seemed to share a special bond.

Besides establishing her affection for birds

and animals, her letters to Nehru clearly demon-

strated Indira’s knowledge of nature, articulation

and literary skill. Evidently, her writing ability

was better than the spoken, which probably

explains why she was a mediocre public 

speaker but a fine writer at all times.

Ramesh explores in considerable detail the

building blocks of Indira Gandhi, the naturalist.

She loved animals and looked after a veritable

zoo once she moved into Teen Murti Bhawan,

the official residence of Jawaharlal Nehru when

he became the Prime Minister of India. Writing

about the household in Teen Murti, she wrote:

“We always had dogs, the good kind with long

pedigrees and others rescued off the streets that

were just as devoted — also parrots, pigeons,

squirrels and practically every small creature

common to the Indian scene... Then in Assam

we were presented with a baby cat-bear (or

Himalayan Red Panda), although we did not

know what it was until we reached Agartala...

Two years ago, we received our first tiger cubs

— there were three named Bhim, Bhairav, and

Hidamba.” (Two were later sent to the

Lucknow Zoo and one gifted to Marshal Tito,

the ruler of Yugoslavia, at his request.) 

Indira Gandhi was also a founding member

of the Delhi Bird Watching Society, set up in

early 1950. Meanwhile, both her father and she

took great interest in the Keoladeo (Ghana) Bird

Sanctuary in Bharatpur and took up the issue of

its disappearing herons due to diversion of water

from the marshes (a problem that persists even

now). Ornithologist Salim Ali was her close

friend and under his guidance she took up the

cause of protection of birds devotedly once she

became the Prime Minister.
Ramesh also brings out her fondness for

mountains, especially Kashmir which she visited

at least once a year. She became fond of Kullu-

Manali too and pleaded that this pristine area

should not be developed like any other hill sta-

tion. In an article for The Sunday Statesman, she

wrote: “For those who want urban comforts,

tarred roads and organised entertainment, there

are many hill stations to go to — Shimla,

Mussoorie, Darjeeling, Ootacamund, and

Mahabaleshwar... Let the Kullu Valley attract a

different type — those who are young at heart

and eager for adventure...”
Serious mountaineering adventure came

her way shortly afterwards when Nehru (soon

to be 69) and she (41) trekked to Bhutan across

the Nathu La Pass in September 1958. Ramesh

uses this 10-day journey across the Himalayas

— on foot and the back of yaks — to underline

three things Indira inherited from her father:

Love of adventure, engagement with the moun-

tains, and passion for nature. Significantly,

father and daughter, occasionally accompanied

by his grandsons, visited most major National

Parks that existed then, such as Corbett, Gir,

and Kaziranga, to name a few. Another charac-

teristic Indira Gandhi inherited from Nehru

was the urge to chronicle all that she saw and

heard on these visits, thereby leaving detailed

accounts for the biographers.

One significant omission in Ramesh’s

account is that of shikari-turned-conservation-

ist, Jim Corbett. There is a reference to Indira

Gandhi having read his books which helped

her develop a commitment to protecting tigers

in the wild, but we do not know if she met or

conversed with the famous conservationist

who stayed back in India for some years after

the British left at Nehru’s behest and helped

set up the National Park and Tiger Reserve

that came to bear his name.
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I f there is one person in con-

temporary history who truly

deserved the Bharat Ratna, the

highest civilian honour, it was

Kanwar Pal Singh Gill, the

icon of India’s war on terrorism

in Punjab. He pulled the fron-

tier State back from the brink

through his resolute leadership

and nationalist commitment.

Although idolised by most,

the usual section of ingrates

hounded him in his later years,

castigating his methods to sub-

due an insurrection that threat-

ened to tear India apart.

After a glorious career as

Director-General of Police in

Assam where he contained

rising militancy in the early

1980s, Gill was drafted to han-

dle Punjab which had become

almost unmanageable due to

the blood-splattered legacy of

Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale.

When other highly decorated

officers including JF Ribeiro

failed to control things, Gill

was inducted as DGP to instill

morale and courage back in the

Punjab Police which had vir-

tually surrendered to the ter-

rorists. With his impressive tall

frame, deep set steel-grey eyes

and eloquently waxed mous-

tache, the Jat Sikh officer took

on a growing number of Sikh

youth gone astray in pursuit of

the insane goal of Khalistan.

Gill gave a one-line mantra

to his boys: Kill before they kill

you. He also used unorthodox

methods like holding families

of terrorists hostage to force

them to come overground.

Always leading from the front,

he put his faith in young offi-

cers and promoted them to

commanding positions, brush-

ing aside bureaucratic objec-

tions. He always kept in direct

touch with SPs in terror-infest-

ed districts, calling them up at

night to ask for the day’s score,

that is, theists they had
process, Gill S

enemies, mo
officers than p

they hated his gu
Frustrated by

judiciary which fai

vict wanted terroris

witnesses were petrifi

tify, he extensively au

encounters to liquidate e

of the nation. Some o

handpicked warriors were 

harassed by bleeding he

“liberals” who were not inclin

to recognise the seriousness o

the secessionist challenge to

India’s unity. In the early 90s,

Punjab had been repressed

under a ghostly silence; the

happy-go-lucky Sardarji was

forced to cower under the bar-

rel of the Khalistanis’ gun,

while many Hindus fled Punj

in a second wave of m

after IndependC

w
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The epoch-making scale of
the BJP’s victory in Uttar

Pradesh has reinforced the
notion that the Modi Era has
rampled all obstacles under-

foot. For the BJP, whatever
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
ouches today seems to turn to

gold, like that of a modern-day
Midas. But is it only the mes-
merising charm of one of
ndia’s finest political orators
hat has shaped the Modi Era?

Surely Indian democracy is far
oo complex and mature for

oratorical skills alone to deliv-
er electoral victories of the
kind witnessed on Saturday in
UP and Uttarakhand, which
ogether account for 85 seats in
he Lok Sabha. That Modi has
uccessfully replicated his 2014

victory in these States and also
brought his party to the brink
of power in a small State like
Manipur on the border with
Myanmar is a tribute to the

enormity of the Prime
Minister’s credibility with the
people. Indians cutting across
caste and class, region and
belief have reposed faith in a
man they believe is India’s
Man of Destiny, one who will
lead the country to a Golden
Age of Peace and Prosperity.

Mr Modi’s acute sense of
politics and his deep-rooted
understanding of India’s aspi-
rations have led to such credi-
bility with the masses. As of

now, Modi can do no wrong
and he can be trusted to do the
right thing at the right time.
That the BJP won a three-
fourths majority in the UP
State Assembly without naming
a Chief Ministerial candidate
demonstrates the level of faith
people have come to repose in
him. His own humble origins
and experience of poverty as a
youngster sensitised him to
the sufferings of the poor and
has enabled him to orient his

Government’s policies to be
efit the underprivileged. He
a crusader against corruptio
who has convincingly demo
strated that the country
resources will not be allowed 
be pocketed by unscrupulo
politicians in cahoots wi
crony capitalists.

Many leaders in the pa
had unveiled attracti
schemes to help the unde
privileged. But despite the va
sums spent, the standard of li
ing of the poor remain
where it always was. Mr Mo
carries conviction because t
people relate to him when 
empathises with their pover
This deep-rooted empathy 
combined with a superb sen
of political organisation, cra
ed primarily by his princip
associate, BJP president Am
Shah. Together they ha
transformed the BJP into
party that feels for and spea
for the vast majority of

Turn to Page
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The United States has determined that Russia
is suffering “severe manpower shortages” in

its six-month-old war with Ukraine and has
become more desperate in its efforts to find new
troops to send to the front lines, according to a
new American intelligence finding.

Russia is looking to address the shortage of
troops in part by compelling soldiers wounded
earlier in the war to return to combat, recruiting
personnel from private security companies and
even recruiting from prisons, according to a US
official who spoke to the AP on the condition of
anonymity to discuss the downgraded intelligence
finding disclosed Wednesday.

The official added that the intelligence com-
munity has determined that one step that Russia's
Defense Ministry is expected to take soon is
recruiting convicted criminals to enlist “in
exchange for pardons and financial compensation”.

The US government highlighted its finding
as Russian President Vladimir Putin last week
ordered the Russian military to increase the num-
ber of troops by 137,000 to a total of 1.15 million.

Putin's decree, which takes effect on January
1, didn't specify whether the military would beef
up its ranks by drafting a bigger number of con-
scripts, increasing the number of volunteer sol-
diers or using a combination of both. But some
Russian military analysts predicted it would rely
heavily on volunteers, a cautious stand reflecting
the Kremlin's concerns about possible fallout from
an attempt to increase the draft.

The presidential decree aims to boost the over-
all number of Russian military personnel to
2,039,758, including 1,150,628 troops. A previous

order put the military's numbers at 1,902,758 and
1,013,628, respectively, at the start of 2018.

Colin Kahl, the US Defense Department
undersecretary for policy, told reporters earlier in
August that the US estimates Russia took heavy
casualties in the first months of the war.

“There's a lot of fog in war, but I think it's safe
to suggest that the Russians have probably taken
70 or 80,000 casualties in the less than six months,”
Kahl said. “Now, that is a combination of killed
in action and wounded in action and that num-
ber might be a little lower, a little higher, but I think
that's kind of in the ballpark.” 

The US has frequently downgraded and
unveiled intelligence findings over the course of
the grinding war to highlight plans for Russian
misinformation operations or to throw attention
on Moscow's difficulties in prosecuting its war
against Ukraine, whose smaller military has put
up a stiff resistance against the militarily superi-
or Russian forces.

The Biden administration unveiled findings
earlier this week that Russia has faced technical
problems with Iranian-made drones acquired
from Tehran this month for use in its war with
Ukraine.

Russia picked up Mohajer-6 and Shahed-series
unmanned aerial vehicles over several days this
month as part what the Biden administration says
is likely part of a Russian plan to acquire hundreds
of Iranian UAVs for use in Ukraine.

White House National Security Council
spokesman John Kirby said on Wednesday that
Russia has been having “some difficulties” and
experiencing “the limits on some of the capa-
bilities” of the Iranian drones since receiving
them. 
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French President Emmanuel
Macron on Thursday pled-

ged to keep up France's human-
itarian, economic and military
support to Ukraine and to bol-
ster European unity as a way to
pile pressure on Russia and pre-
vent it from winning it war in
that country.

“We cannot let Russia mil-
itarily win the war,” Macron said
in a speech to French ambas-
sadors at the Elysee presidential
palace.

He set the goal of enabling
Ukraine to either win militari-
ly or be put in a strong position
to achieve “a negotiated peace.”

“We must get prepared for
a long war,” Macron said, adding
that this would involve ten-
sions escalating over Ukraine's
nuclear plants.

Macron said France strong-
ly supported the mission of the
International Atomic Energy
Agency that arrived on
Thursday to the Zaporizhzhia
plant to assess its safety. The
French president suggested he
would call his Russian counter-
part Vladimir Putin after the
IAEA mission concludes.

Macron vowed to “keep
talking” to Russia despite criti-
cism from some countries, espe-
cially in Eastern Europe, which
defend a hardline stance against
Moscow.
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Ateam from the UN nuclear
agency has arrived at the site

of Europe's largest nuclear plant
to inspect security conditions,
the agency and Ukraine's
nuclear energy operator said on
Thursday, amid fighting
between Russian and Ukrainian
forces that prompted the shut-
down of one reactor.

Enerhoatom said the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency
team, which is being led by
director Rafael Grossi, arrived at
the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant
that has been in the thick of
recent fighting between Ukrai-
nian and Russian forces more
than six months after Russian
President Vladimir Putin orde-
red his troops to invade Ukraine.

The company said earlier on
Thursday that Russian mortar
shelling had led to the shutdown
of one of its reactors by its emer-
gency protection system and had
damaged a backup power sup-
ply line used for in-house needs.

One of the plant's reactors
that wasn't operating was
switched to diesel generators,
Enerhoatom said.

Ukraine and Russia trade
blame for heavy shelling that had
temporarily delayed the team's
movements toward the sprawl-
ing plant on the left bank of
Dnieper River in an area con-
trolled by Russian forces.

The fighting underscored
the risks faced by the team of
UN inspectors that was hoping
to assess the safety of the plant.

“There has been increased
military activity, including this
morning until very recently,"
Grossi said, adding that after
being briefed by the Ukrainian
military he decided to get mov-
ing despite the inherent risks.

“But weighing the pros and
cons and having come so far, we

are not stopping.”
Grossi, who personally

negotiated with Ukrainian
authorities to allow the team's
passage, noted earlier that the
risks were “very, very high” in
the so-called grey zone between
Ukrainian and Russian posi-
tions, but “we consider that we
have the minimum conditions to
move."

Russia's Defence Ministry
said some the Ukrainian shells
landed 400 metres away from
the plant's Reactor No 1
Ukrainian officials, meanwhile,
accused Russian forces of
shelling Enerhodar and a corri-
dor that the IAEA team was set
to go through, before it was
finally able to clear checkpoints
and reach the site.

Neither side's version of
events could immediately be
independently verified.

Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov said Moscow
expects “impartiality” from the
team.

“We are taking all the nec-
essary measures to ensure that
the plant is secure, that it func-
tions safely and that the mission

accomplishes all of its plans
there,” he said.

The Zaporizhzhia plant has
been occupied by Russian forces
but run by Ukrainian engineers
since the early days of the 6-
month-old war.

Ukraine alleges Russia is
using the plant as a shield, stor-
ing weapons there and launch-
ing attacks from around it, while
Moscow accuses Ukraine of
recklessly firing on the area.

Fighting in early March
caused a brief fire at its training
complex, and in recent days, the
plant was temporarily knocked
offline because of damage,
heightening fears of a radiation
leak or a reactor meltdown.

Officials have begun dis-
tributing anti-radiation iodine
tablets to nearby residents.

“We have a very important
mission to accomplish,” Grossi
said, adding that “we are going
to start immediately an assess-
ment of the security and the
safety situation at the plant.”

The Russian Defence
Ministry said Ukrainian forces
unleashed an artillery barrage of
the area and then sent a group

of up to 60 scouts to try to seize
control of the nuclear plant.

It said the Ukrainian troops
arrived in seven speedboats,
landing three kilometers north-
east of the plant on the left bank
of the Dnieper River and tried
to seize it.

The ministry said Russian
forces “took steps to destroy the
enemy,” engaging warplanes.
Russia's military said its forces
also destroyed two barges car-
rying Ukrainian troops who
attempted to land near the plant.

“The provocation by the
Kyiv regime is intended to derail
the arrival of the IAEA's group
at the Zaporizhzhia nuclear
power plant,” a ministry state-
ment said.

The fighting came as war-
torn Ukraine endeavoured on
Thursday to start the new aca-
demic year in the best way pos-
sible, with civilian areas still
under threat of artillery fire
and other weaponry — and chil-
dren still among the victims.

Just over half of schools in
Ukraine were reopening to in-
person education despite the
risks.
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Russian President Vladimir
Putin on Thursday paid

tribute to Mikhail Gorbachev
but will not attend the late for-
mer Soviet leader's funeral, a
decision reflecting the Kremlin's
ambivalence about Gorbachev's
legacy.

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov said that prior to depart-
ing for a working trip to Russia's
westernmost Baltic exclave of
Kaliningrad, Putin visited a
Moscow hospital where Mikhail
Gorbachev's body is kept before
Saturday's funeral to lay flowers
at his coffin.

“Regrettably, the president's
working schedule wouldn't allow
him to do that on Saturday, so
he decided to do that today,”
Peskov said in a conference call
with reporters.

Russian state television
showed Putin walking to
Gorbachev's open coffin and
putting a bouquet of red roses
next to it. He stood in silence for
a few moments, bowed his head,
touched the coffin, crossed him-
self and walked away.

Gorbachev, who died
Tuesday, will be buried at
Moscow's Novodevichy ceme-
tery next to his wife Raisa after
a farewell ceremony will be

held at the Pillar Hall of the
House of the Unions, an iconic
mansion near the Kremlin that
has served as the venue for state
funerals since Soviet times.

Asked if Gorbachev will be
given a state funeral, Peskov said
the funeral will have “elements”
of state funeral, such as honorary
guards, and the government

will help organise them. He
wouldn't elaborate how the cer-
emony will differ from a full-
fledged state funeral.

Putin's decision to pay a pri-
vate visit to the hospital while
staying away from Saturday's
public farewell ceremony com-
bined with uncertainty sur-
rounding the funeral's status
reflect the Kremlin's uneasi-
ness about the legacy of
Gorbachev. The late leader has
been lauded in the West by
putting an end to the Cold War
but reviled by many at home for
actions that led to the 1991
Soviet collapse and plunged
millions into poverty.
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China has responded furiously
to a United Nations report

on alleged human rights abuses
in its northwestern Xinjiang
region targeting Uyghurs and
other mainly Muslim ethnic
minorities.

The report has been in the
works for years and was released
despite Chinese efforts to delay
or block it, aware of how it could
validate claims that more than 1
million ethnic minority mem-
bers were forcibly sent to centres
it says were for vocational train-
ing.

Those who were held, their
relatives and monitoring groups
describe them as prison-like
reeducation centres where inma-
tes were forced to denounce
Islam and their traditional cul-
ture, while swearing fidelity to
the ruling Communist Party.

The camps have been part of
a widespread campaign of
repression in Xinjiang, alleged-
ly including involuntary sterili-
sations of women, forced labour,
the demolition of mosques and
other religious sites, the separa-
tion of Muslim children from
their families and the harassment
of minority members living
abroad.
WHERE IS XINJIANG AND
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT
TO CHINA?

Xinjiang is a vast but sparse-
ly populated region of moun-
tains, forests and deserts in far
northwestern China that borders

Russia, Pakistan and several
Central Asian nations.

The ancient Silk Road ran
through parts of it and various
nationalities and Chinese
empires controlled its cities and
oases over the centuries, with the
Communist Party taking com-
plete control following its 1949
victory in the Chinese civil war.

The region contains a wea-
lth of natural resources, includ-
ing oil, gas and rare earth min-
erals, but perhaps its most
important value is as a strategic
buffer that extends China's influ-
ence westward. While China
and Russia have largely aligned
their foreign policies in recent
years, Xinjiang was on the front
line of their Cold War rivalry and
remains important as an asser-
tion of Chinese influence in
Moscow's back yard.
WHAT PROMPTED
CHINA'S CRACKDOWN
ON MINORITIES?

Xinjiang's Uyghurs, along
with the closely related Kazakh
and Kyrgyz, are predominantly
Turkic Muslims who are cultur-
ally, religiously, and linguistical-

ly distinct from China's domi-
nant Han ethnic group.

Repression under Commu-
nist rule, particularly during the
violent and xenophobic 1966-
1976 Cultural Revolution, stirred
deep animosity in Xinjiang
toward the government, aggra-
vated further by the migration of
Han to the region and their dom-
ination of political and eco-
nomic life.

Uyghurs established two
short-lived independent gov-
ernments in Xinjiang prior to the
Communist Party's seizure of
power, and the desire for self-rule
endured and was nurtured by
resentment against heavy-hand-
ed Chinese rule.

A protest movement began
in the 1990s and remained at a
relatively low level until sim-
mering anger exploded in a
2009 riot in the regional capital
of Urumqi that left an estimat-
ed 200 people dead.

More violence followed
within Xinjiang and as far away
as Beijing, prompting Chinese
leader Xi Jinping to order a mas-
sive crackdown starting in 2014.
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China and Russia's reluc-
tance to toughen U.N.

Sanctions on North Korea is
“the biggest challenge” facing
efforts to eliminate the North's
nuclear arsenal, a top South
Korean official said Thursday,
as the North remains ready to
conduct its first nuclear test in
five years.

China and Russia, which
both have close ties with North
Korea and are locked in con-
frontations with the United
States, already vetoed a U.S.-led
attempt to slap fresh sanctions
on North Korea over its missile
tests this year. That raises wor-
ries North Korea would escape

punishment even if it performs
a bigger provocation like a
nuclear test explosion, which is
banned by U.N. Resolutions. 

“Even if North Korea con-
ducts an additional nuclear
test, there is a possibility no
additional sanctions will be
adopted at the U.N. Security
Council because of the U.S.-
China strategic rivalry and
U.S.-Russia tension over the
Ukraine war,” South Korea's
vice defense minister, Shin
Beomchul, told The Associated
Press during an interview. “I
think that is the biggest chal-
lenge to (efforts to resolve) the
North Korean nuclear problem
and an international anti-pro-
liferation regime.”
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The first day of school in Ukraine
on Thursday won't include
children sharing memories of

fun vacations with their families.
Their stories are of surviving war.

For many, their last day of school
was the day before the February 24
Russian invasion of their country.

At least 379 children have been
killed since the war began, while the
whereabouts of 223 others are
unknown, according to Ukraine's
General Prosecutors office.

Another 7,013 children were
among Ukrainians forcibly trans-
ferred to Russia from Russian-occu-
pied areas.

Some children were forced to flee
their hometowns to avoid bombard-
ment, some spent weeks in base-
ments.

And while those in so-called
“safe” regions sometimes managed to
study online, classes were frequent-
ly interrupted by air raid sirens.

Six months of war damaged
2,400 schools across the country,
including 269 that were destroyed,
according to Ukrainian officials.

“It does become kind of the new
normal for children, which I think,
as I said, (is) very concerning as well
because that's not the way children
should go through life, thinking that
they are going to get attacked at any
moment,” UNICEF Executive
Director Catherine M Russell, told
The Associated Press.

Civilian areas and schools con-
tinue to be hit, and children keep
being killed. But after the first months
of shock, 51 per cent of schools in
Ukraine, despite the risk, are reopen-
ing to in-person education, with an
option to study online if the parents
prefer.

Russell said she'd never before
seen schools functioning entirely
underground to protect students.

"You know, usually you have win-
dows, you can see outside. These kids
don't have that luxury and they are
just, they are becoming accustomed

to that lifestyle of having to be shel-
tered from possible attack and that's
not, that's not what any child should
have to face,” she said.

But the safety of children remains
the priority. Schools that don't have
quick access to shelters or are locat-
ed close to the borders with Belarus
and Russia, or near active military
zones will only have online study.

That's the case for the 7th graders

in Mykhailo-Kotsyubynske, just 20
miles (35 kilometers) from the
Belarus border, who gathered at
their badly damaged school on
Tuesday to pick up textbooks for
studying online.

While waiting, they played a ver-
sion of “Truth or Lie,” where players
tried to guess whether their oppo-
nent's assertion about the number of
missiles they saw from their window

was true or false.
“We haven't seen each other for

such a long time. You all have grown
so much,” said their teacher, Olena
Serdiuk, standing in a corner of the
classroom, where windows were cov-
ered with thick black polythene
instead of glass.

Oleksii Lytvyn, 13, remembers
very well the day Russian missiles hit
the school twice. It was March 4, and
he was in the school's bomb shelter
with his family and dozens of other
people.

Just minutes before the blast, he
had been playing with a friend. After
the loud explosion, the walls began
shaking and he couldn't see anything
but a huge cloud of dust. One person
was killed, a woman who worked at
the school.

“We were sleeping in the corri-
dor, and there was a corpse of a dead
person behind the wall,” Oleksii
recalled.

His family stayed one more night
before fleeing town, though they have
since returned for the start of the

school year.
Oleksii's classmates shared sim-

ilar stories about that day and the
month long Russian occupation of
Mykhailo-Kotsyubynske that fol-
lowed.

“When I'm at school, I think
about the person who died in the
debris. I feel deeply sorry for her,” 12-
year-old Mykola Kravchenko said.

Their school, the biggest in the
area with 407 students from
Mykhailo-Kotsyubynske and nearby
villages, is still badly damaged. Debris
fills the second floor, and the roof and
heating system still need to be
repaired — money the school does-
n't have.

Even though they will be study-
ing online, the students had to under-
go security training on Tuesday.
Serdiuk told the class to follow her to
the same bomb shelter where many
survived the blast in March.

“Ukrainian children are acutely
aware that the world is unstable and
it could be a terrible place. That brings
a loss of a basic sense of safety," said

UNICEF spokesperson James Elder,
adding that the uncertainty can
impact their learning and emotion-
al and social development.

Schools in the Kyiv, Lviv, and
Chernivtsi regions are among those
welcoming students back to class-
rooms on Thursday.

However, it's up to parents
whether they send their children to
school or opt for online education.

The Kyiv and Lviv regions will
host more than 7,300 displaced stu-
dents who were forced to flee their
hometowns and escape life under
constant fire, officials said.

Minister of Education Serhiy
Shkarlet welcomed students and staff
back as the new school year got
underway.

“Today, we face a new important
task — to ensure the acquisition of
education in a safe environment and
psychological stability,” he said in a
video posted on Telegram. “I wish for
strength, perseverance and indomita-
bility in the desire to be an educated
nation!”
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Chinese authorities have locked down
Chengdu, a southwestern city of 21 million

people, following a spike in COVID-19 cases. 
Residents have been ordered to stay home,

and about 70 per cent of the flights have been
suspended to and from the city, which is a major
transit hub in Sichuan province and a govern-
mental and economic centre. 

The start of the new school term has been
delayed, although public transport continues to
operate and citizens are permitted to leave the
city if they can show a special need. 

Under the rules announced on Thursday,
just one member of each family who can show
a negative virus test within the past 24 hours is
allowed out per day to buy necessities. 

No word was issued on when the lockdown
would be lifted. 

Similar measures have seen millions of peo-
ple confined to their homes in the northeastern
city of Dalian, as well as Shijiazhuang, the cap-
ital of Hebei province that borders the capital
Beijing. 
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Taiwan's military said it shot down a drone
hovering over one of its island outposts just

off the Chinese coast on Thursday amid a spike
in tensions with Beijing.

The Kinmen Defence Command said the
drone entered restricted airspace over Shiyu
island just after noon.

Flares and warning shots were fired but the
drone maintained its position and was shot
down, it said in a statement.

It described the drone as being for “civil-
ian use”, but did not say if it had been recov-
ered or what weapon was used to bring it down.
The day before, Taiwan said it warned off
drones hovering over three of the islands it
occupies off the coast of the Chinese port city
of Xiamen.

China claims Taiwan as its own territory,
to be annexed by force if necessary. The sides

split after a civil war in 1949 and have no offi-
cial relations, with China cutting off even infor-
mal contacts following the election of inde-
pendence-leaning Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-
wen in 2016.

Tensions between the sides have been espe-
cially high since China fired missiles into the
Taiwan Strait and mobilized ships and war-
planes in the area after US House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi visited Taiwan last month.
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Boris Johnson has topped a
public poll to pick leaders

who are seen as having done a
bad job as prime minister, poll-
ster Ipsos found in a new survey
just days before his term comes
to an end next week.

The outgoing prime minis-
ter was given a poor perfor-
mance rating by around 49 per
cent of the British public polled
to judge the performance of
post-war British leaders since
1945.

The figure was worse than
those for his immediate prede-
cessors, with around 41 per
cent saying Theresa May had
done a bad job and 38 per cent
picking David Cameron.
Johnson's declared political hero,
Winston Churchill, topped the
survey of post-war PMs with 62

per cent saying the war-time
leader had done a good job.

“Winston Churchill con-
tinues to top our list of Prime
Ministers the public think did a
good job in office, followed by
Margaret Thatcher,” said Keiran
Pedley, director of political
research at Ipsos.

“Boris Johnson will be rea-
sonably content with finishing
fourth on that list but less happy
about topping the list for having
done a bad job,” he said.
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The Taliban announced they
have arrested and will soon

sentence an Afghan woman
who appeared in a video on
social media earlier this week
and said a senior Taliban offi-
cial forced her into marriage
and raped her repeatedly.

In the video, the woman,
who identified herself only by
her first name Elaha, wept as
she described being beaten and
raped by former Taliban
Interior Ministry spokesman
Saeed Khosti. She said she was
speaking from an apartment in
Kabul where the Taliban had
confined her after she tried to
escape the country, and she
pleaded for rescue.

"These may be my last
words. He will kill me, but it
is better to die once than to die
every time,” she said.
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Two Palestinians were killed
in the occupied West Bank

on Thursday, the official
Palestinian news agency said,
blaming both deaths on Israeli
troops conducting arrest raids.

However, witnesses said
one of the men was apparent-
ly killed by Palestinian gun-
men in a drive-by shooting.

One of them was killed in
the Balata refugee camp, the
other in the town of el-Bireh.

In Balata, troops arrested
a wanted Palestinian during
one of several early morning
raids in the West Bank, the
Israeli military said. The army
said troops came under fire
and shot back.

The Palestinian Health
Ministry reported that Samer
Khaled, a 25-year-old
Palestinian man, died of a
bullet wound in Balata.

The official Palestinian
news agency, Wafa, said he was
killed by Israeli troops.

However, Palestinian wit-
nesses said Khaled was shot by
one or more Palestinian gun-
men after the Israeli military
had left the area. They spoke
on condition of anonymity
for fear of retribution.

Khaled's body was taken
by his family for burial before

health officials could perform
an autopsy.

The Israeli military said it
was aware of a death in Balata,
but did not provide further
information.

In the el-Bireh raid, the
military said troops came
under fire and fired back.
Wafa said a 26-year-old man,
identified as Yazan Afaneh,
was killed by Israeli fire.
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The FBI investigation into
top-secret government
information discovered at

Mar-a-Lago is zeroing in on the
question of whether former
President Donald Trump's team
criminally obstructed the probe.
A new document alleges that
government records had been
concealed and removed and
that law enforcement officials
were misled about what was still
there.

The allegation does not nec-
essarily mean that Trump or
anyone else will ultimately face
charges. But it could pose the
most direct legal threat to Trump
or those in his orbit, in part
because the Justice Department
has historically viewed obstruc-
tion as an aggravating factor that
tilts in favour of bringing charges
in investigations involving the
mishandling of classified infor-
mation.

“It goes to the heart of try-
ing to suborn the very integrity
of our criminal justice system,”
said David Laufman, who once
oversaw the same Justice
Department counterintelligence
section now responsible for the
Mar-a-Lago investigation.

The latest Justice

Department motion in the case
is focused less on the removal
last year of classified information
from the White House to Mar-
a-Lago and more on the events
of this past spring. That's when
law enforcement officials tried
— unsuccessfully — to get all
documents back and were
assured, falsely, that everything
had been accounted for after a
“diligent search.”

The Justice Department
issued a grand jury subpoena in
May for the records, and officials
visited Mar-a-Lago on June 3 to
collect them. When they got
there, Tuesday's department
document says, they were hand-
ed by a Trump lawyer a “single
Redweld envelope, double-
wrapped in tape” containing
documents. 

A custodian for the records

presented a sworn certification
to the officials saying that “any
and all responsive documents"
to the subpoena had been locat-
ed and produced. A Trump
lawyer said that all records that
had come from the White
House had been held in one
location — a storage room —
and that there were none in any
private space or other spot at the
house.

But the FBI came to doubt
the truth of those statements and
obtained a search warrant to
return on Aug. 8.

Officials had "developed evi-
dence that government records
were likely concealed and
removed from the Storage Room
and that efforts were likely taken
to obstruct the government's
investigation,” the new Justice
Department filing says.

In their August search,
agents found classified docu-
ments not only in the storage
room but also in the former
president's office, including three
classified documents in an office
desk, according to the Justice
Department. In some instances,
the agents and attorneys con-
ducting the review of seized doc-
uments required additional
clearances since the material was
so highly classified.
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The anxious-looking women
talk directly to the camera,

warning that the Colorado
Republican running for the US
Senate opposes the state's repro-
ductive rights law and supports
the conservative Supreme Court
justices who revoked the con-
stitutional right to abortion this
summer.

“It's not even close,” one says
as the ad for the incumbent
Democratic senator wraps up.
“We need Michael Bennet fight-
ing for us.”

The spot is significant
because the man it slams on
abortion, businessman Joe
O'Dea, is a rare Republican
supporter of at least some abor-
tion rights.

O'Dea said he would back a
law to codify the protections of
Roe v Wade, though he oppos-
es abortions after 20 weeks
except in cases of rape, incest or
to protect the life of the moth-
er.

Analysts say similar
nuanced positions were once
considered the political sweet
spot in the complex world of
abortion politics, coming clos-
est to representing the views of
the typical, conflicted voter.

But that may be changing as
abortion restrictions kick in fol-
lowing the fall of Roe with the

high court's ruling in June.
“We are here in this coun-

try, right now, with patients
travelling thousands of miles for
care because politicians have
been given the room for the least
little bit of nuance,” said
Adrienne Mansanares of
Planned Parenthood Action
Colorado during a recent news
conference to back Bennet.

The message from
Democrats: Republicans can't be
trusted on the issue — regard-
less of their personal beliefs.

Abortion has become an
increasingly partisan issue over
recent decades, but public views
have always been more shades
of gray than black and white.

Typically, support for abor-
tion rights is highest for women
in the earliest stages of preg-
nancy and tapers off as the preg-
nancy advances, until it is low-
est for abortions very close to
delivery, said Jocelyn Kiley of the
Pew Research Centre.
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Poland's top politician said on
Thursday that the govern-

ment will seek equivalent of
some USD 1.3 trillion in repa-
rations from Germany for the
Nazis' World War II invasion and
occupation of his country.

Jaroslaw Kaczynski, leader of
the Law and Justice party,
announced the huge claim at the
release of a long-awaited report
on the cost to the country of
years of Nazi German occupa-
tion as it marks 83 years since the
start of World War II.

“We not only prepared the
report but we have also taken the
decision as to the further steps,”
Kaczynski said during the
report's presentation.

“We will turn to Germany to
open negotiations on the repa-
rations,” Kaczynski said, adding

it will be a “long and not an easy
path” but “one day will bring suc-
cess”. He insisted the move would
serve “true Polish-German rec-
onciliation” that would be based
on “truth".

He claimed the German
economy is capable of paying the
bill. Germany argues compen-
sation was paid to East Bloc
nations in the years after the war
while territories that Poland lost
in the East as borders were
redrawn were compensated with
some of Germany's pre-war
lands. Berlin calls the matter
closed.

Poland's right-wing govern-
ment argues that the country
which was the war's first victim
has not been fully compensated
by neighbouring Germany,
which is now one of its major
partners within the European
Union.
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Former Malaysian first lady
Rosmah Mansor was ordered

to serve 10 years in prison after
being found guilty on Thursday
of soliciting and receiving bribes
during her husband's corrup-
tion-tainted administration, a
week after he was imprisoned
over the massive looting of the
1MDB state fund.

Rosmah was convicted on a
charge of soliciting 187.5 million
ringgit (USD 42 million) and
two charges of receiving 6.5 mil-
lion ringgit (USD 1.5 million)
between 2016 and 2017 to help
a company secure a project to
provide solar energy panels to
schools on Borneo island. 

The court sentenced her to
10 years in prison on each
charge, to be served concur-
rently, and a total fine of 970 mil-
lion ringgit (USD 217 million).
She will be allowed to remain
free on bail pending her appeal
to higher courts.

High Court Judge
Mohamed Zaini Mazlan said
prosecutors proved beyond a
reasonable doubt that Rosmah
corruptly solicited bribes and
received money as a reward for
herself. He said her defense was
a “bare denial, devoid of credi-
ble evidence."
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Coal stocks at power gener-
ating plants rose to about

30 million tonnes last month,
state-run Coal India said on
Thursday, dispelling fears of
shortages of dry-fuel during the
monsoon season.

The government has been
making all efforts to build up
coal stocks to avoid the reoc-
currence of power outages seen
during the summer this year.

“...Coal stock at power
plants is close to 30 MTs,
including imported coal, end-
ing August 22 (till 29th). This
is substantially higher than
12.8 MTs of August ‘21 when
the stock plummeted by 11.2

MTs in a month,” Coal India
Ltd (CIL) said in a statement.

The PSU said that
enhanced supply of fuel from
CIL helped the stock stabilise
at power houses.

“Closing stock for the
month of August’22 is a six-
year high barring 2020 when
pandemic fuelled slowdown
saw the stock at 37.7 MT,” it
said.

With a stock of dry-fuel of
31 MT at CIL’s pitheads, around
30 MT stock at power plants,
and a little over 10 MT at PSU’s
sidings, goods sheds, private
washeries, ports, captive plants
there is sufficient availability of
coal in the system, the
maharatna firm said.
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India to become sixth largest
insurance market in the

world in the next 10 years sup-
ported by regulatory push and
rapid economic expansion, a
report said.

Total insurance premiums
in India will grow by an aver-
age 14 per cent per annum in
nominal local currency terms
over the next decade, making
India the 6th largest in terms of
total premium volume by 2032
from 10th largest in 2021, Swiss
Re Institute said in its report.

With regard to Indian life
insurance industry, the report
said it will grow at an excep-
tional rate of 6.6 per cent (in
real terms) in 2022 and further
grow at 7.1 per cent in 2023.

Considering the projected
growth rate, the life insurance
premiums in India are set to
cross USD 100 billion for the
first time in 2022, it said.

As far as non-life insur-
ance market is concerned, the
report said it has returned to a
growth of 5.8 per cent (in real
terms) in 2021 after a slight
contraction in 2020.

“The growth will slow
down slightly in 2022 to 4.5 per
cent, mainly due to high infla-
tion. However, the sector is fur-
ther expected to witness a
growth of close to 8 per cent
Compounded Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) between 2023
and 2032,” it said.

One of the driving factors
for the sectoral growth is the
systematic change into India’s
non-life insurance sector
brought by the pandemic.

It resulted in a greater risk
awareness leading to higher
demands in health insurance,
making it the biggest Line of
Business (LoB)  by premium
volume in 2021.

The report said, the glob-
al economy is on the brink of
inflationary recessions, with
policymakers facing an increas-
ingly difficult inflation-growth
trade off. Swiss Re expects
India to reign as the world’s
fastest-growing economy in
2022. 
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Equity indices buckled under
selling pressure on

Thursday as a bearish trend in
global markets and concerns
over aggressive rate hikes by
central banks unnerved
investors. Market heavyweight
Reliance Industries tumbled
after the government raised the
tax on export of diesel and jet
fuel (ATF) and hiked the wind-
fall profit levy on domestical-
ly-produced crude oil.

The 30-share BSE Sensex
fell 770.48 points or 1.29 per
cent to settle at 58,766.59.
During the day, it tanked
1,014.5 points or 1.70 per cent
to 58,522.57. Similarly, the
broader NSE Nifty declined
216.50 points or 1.22 per cent
to close at 17,542.80.

Reliance Industries was the
biggest laggard among the
Sensex components, sliding
2.99 per cent, followed by TCS,
Sun Pharma, Tech Mahindra,
HUL, Infosys, NTPC and Tata
Steel. In contrast, Bajaj Finserv,
Asian Paints, Bharti Airtel,
Titan, State Bank of India,
Mahindra & Mahindra and
IndusInd Bank were the gain-
ers, climbing up to 2.58 per
cent. The market breadth was
negative, with 23 of the 30
Sensex counters posting losses.

“Domestic equities wit-
nessed volatility amid weak
global cues... Global markets
were negative as concerns
heightened over a hawkish
Federal Reserve stance on
monetary policy tightening
and economic slowdown in
China.
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Largest private sector lender
HDFC Bank on Thursday

said it will hire over 3,000
people in Maharashtra this fis-
cal as it looks to expand its net-
work in the state.

It aims to open 207 branch-
es and 80 smart banking lob-
bies in the state during the cur-
rent fiscal, as per a 
statement. 

The bank said 90 of the
new branches will be in metro
and urban areas, while the
remaining will be in semi-
urban and rural pockets. 

Its present employee base
in the state, which houses its
headquarters and also a bulk of
back office operations, was not
known. 

Its branch banking head for
the state Abhishek Deshmukh
said the credit to deposit ratio
is over 100 per cent in 29 dis-
tricts of the state. 

At present, its network is in
every district and over 280
talukas in the state, and
includes 709 branches, 3,200
ATMs (automated teller
machines), 1,375 business cor-
respondents, and 15,116 busi-
ness facilitators. 
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Hyundai Motor India Ltd
(HMIL) on Thursday

reported a 5 per cent increase
in total sales to 62,210 units in
August.

The company had dis-
patched 59,068 units to its
dealers in the same month last
year, HMIL said in a statement.

Its domestic sales rose 6 per
cent to 49,510 units against
46,866 units in August 2021,
the company added.

The company’s exports last
month stood at 12,700 units, up
4 per cent from 12,202 units in
August 2021.

“With the continuously
improving semi-conductor sit-
uation, supplies continue to go
up enabling us to serve our
beloved customers with their
car in the festival season that
has kicked off in India with
Onam and Ganesh Chaturthi,”
HMIL Director (Sales,
Marketing and Service) Tarun
Garg said.
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Two and three wheeler
maker TVS Motor has

reported a 15 per cent rise in
its sales by selling 3,33,787
units in August, the company
said on Thursday.

The city-based company
had registered sales of 2,90,694
units in the same month of last
year, a company statement said
here.

The total two-wheeler sales
made by the company also
witnessed a growth of 15 per
cent in August with the sales
increasing to 3,15,539 units
from 2,74,313 units sold in
same month of last year.

Domestic two wheeler sales
grew by 33 per cent to 2,39,325
units in August 2022 from
1,79,999 units in August 2021.

Sales of motorcycles grew
to 1,57,118 units in August
2022 from 1,33,789 units sold
in same month of last year
while scooter sales breached
one lakh units mark with
1,21,866 units as against 87,059
units sold in August 2021.

The company said with
positive market sentiment and
with the upcoming festive sea-
son, it was optimistic about the
demand in domestic two-
wheeler market.
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The rupee declined by 4
paise to close at 79.56 (pro-

visional) against the US dollar
on Thursday due to a stronger
dollar in the global markets and
losses in the domestic equity
markets.

At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the domestic
currency opened at 79.55 per
dollar. It hovered in a range of
79.30 to 79.66 during the ses-
sion.

The domestic unit finally
settled at 79.56, down 4 paise
over its previous close.

On Tuesday, the rupee had
finished at a nearly two-week
high of 79.52. The domestic
forex market was closed on
Wednesday on account of

Ganesh Chaturthi.
“The Indian Rupee out-

performed among Asian peers
following lower crude oil prices
and exporters selling dollars.
The news of Russia consider-
ing buying as much as USD 70
billion in yuan and other
‘friendly’ currencies for
reserves this year, also sup-
ported Asian Currencies,” said
Dilip Parmar, Research
Analyst, HDFC Securities.

In the near-term, spot
USDINR is expected to trade in
the range of 78.85 to 79.90,
Parmar added.

Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the green-
back’s strength against a basket
of six currencies, was trading
0.20 per cent higher at 108.92.

Brent crude futures, the
global oil benchmark, fell by
1.54 per cent to USD 94.17 per
barrel.

On the domestic equity
market front, the BSE Sensex
ended 770.48 points or 1.29 per
cent lower at 58,766.59, while
the broader NSE Nifty declined
216.50 points or 1.22 per cent
to 17,542.80.
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Gold price in the national
capital declined by �195 to

�50,723 per 10 grams on
Thursday amid a fall in inter-
national precious metal prices,
according to HDFC 
Securities.

In the previous trade, the
yellow metal had settled at
�50,918 per 10 grams.

Silver also tumbled by �863
to �52,819 per kg from �53,682
in the previous session.

In the international mar-
ket, gold was quoting lower at
USD 1,703 per ounce while sil-
ver was flat at USD 17.73 per
ounce.

“Gold prices extended
decline on stronger dollar and
speculation over US non-farm
payroll data,” said Tapan Patel,
Senior Analyst (Commodities)
at HDFC Securities.
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Tata Motors on Thursday
said its total sales increased

by 36 per cent to 78,843 units
in August.

The auto major had sold
57,995 units in the same month
of the previous year.

Its total domestic sales
increased by 41 cent to 76,479
units in August. The company
had dispatched 54,190 units in

August 2021.
Passenger vehicle sales in

the domestic market stood at
47,166 units last month, as
against 28,018 units in August
2021, an increase of 68 per cent.

Commercial vehicle sales
in the domestic market were at
29,313 units last month, as
compared to 26,172 units in the
same month last year, an
increase of 12 per cent, it
added.
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The government has hiked
the windfall profit tax on

the export of diesel to �13.5 per
litre and on jet fuel exports to
�9 a litre, besides raising the
levy on domestically-produced
crude oil in line with the hard-
ening of global prices.

At the fourth fortnightly
review, the government raised
the windfall profit tax on the
export of diesel to �13.5 per
litre from �7 per litre. The tax
on Aviation Turbine Fuel
(ATF) exports too has been
hiked to �9 from �2 per litre
with effect from September 1,
according to a finance ministry
notification issued late
Wednesday night.

Alongside, the tax on
domestically-produced crude
oil too has been hiked to
�13,300 per tonne from
�13,000.

The tax on exports has
been raised as margins rose,
while the levy on domestical-
ly-produced oil was increased
marginally on slight changes in
international oil prices and on
expectations of a price rise on
hopes of a production cut by
the Organisation of  Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC)
and its allies.

India first imposed wind-
fall profit taxes on July 1, join-
ing a growing number of
nations that tax super normal
profits of energy 
companies. 

But international oil prices
have cooled since then, erod-
ing the profit margins of both
oil producers and refiners.
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Moody’s Investors Service
on Thursday slashed

India’s economic growth pro-
jection for 2022 to 7.7 per cent,
saying that rising interest rates,
uneven monsoon, and slowing
global growth will dampen
economic momentum on a
sequential basis.

Moody’s had in May pro-
jected India’s GDP to expand
by 8.8 per cent this year. The
economy grew by 8.3 per cent
in 2021 and contracted by 6.7
per cent in 2020, the year
when the pandemic struck the
country.

In its update to Global
Macro Outlook 2022-23,
Moody’s said India’s central
bank is likely to remain hawk-
ish this year and maintain a
reasonably tight policy stance
in 2023 to prevent domestic

inflationary pressures from
building further.

“Our expectation that
India’s real GDP growth will
slow from 8.3 per cent in 2021
to 7.7 per cent in 2022 and to
decelerate further to 5.2 per
cent in 2023 assumes that ris-
ing interest rates, uneven dis-
tribution of monsoons, and
slowing global growth will
dampen economic momen-
tum on a sequential basis,”

Moody’s said.
It expects inflationary pres-

sures to weaken in the second
half (July-December) of the
year and further in 2023.

“A quicker let-up in glob-
al commodity prices would
provide significant upside to
growth. In addition, econom-
ic growth would be stronger
than we are projecting in 2023
if the private-sector capex cycle
were to gain steam,” it added.
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The price of commercial
LPG used in hotels and

restaurants on Thursday was
slashed by �91.5 per cylinder
on softening international
prices, but oil companies have
made no changes in rates of
domestic cooking gas and
rather began imposing limits
on refills a user can order in a
fortnight.

The price of a 19-kg com-
mercial LPG cylinder was cut
to �1,885 per cylinder in the
national capital from �1,976.50,
according to a price notifica-
tion from state-owned fuel
retailers.

This is in line with soften-
ing international prices.

However, rates of LPG
used in household kitchens
for cooking purposes remained
unchanged at �1,053 per 14.2-
kg cylinder.

This because the rates of
domestic cooking gas were
way lower than cost and now
with a drop in international
prices they are at breakeven,
industry sources said.

Commercial LPG rates on
the other hand have largely
been aligned with cost and so
they have moved in tandem
with rise and fall in interna-
tional rates.

And this difference
between a market-priced com-
mercial LPG and below-cost

household cooking gas had
led to diversion of cylinders
meant for kitchens into com-
mercial establishments.

To check this, the state-
owned oil firms have now
started imposing limits on a
14.2-kg refill a household can
order, they said.

Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Ltd (BPCL) has
limited one refill in 15 days
from August 26, and other
retailers Indian Oil
Corporation (IOC) and
Hindustan Petroleum
Corporation Ltd (HPCL) are
likely to follow suit.

Simultaneously, the rates
of aviation turbine fuel (ATF)
were cut marginally by 0.7 per
cent.

Jet fuel price was cut by
�874.13 per kilolitre, or 0.7 per
cent, to �121,041.44 per kl in
the national capital.

Rates differ from state to
state depending on incidence of
local taxes. 
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India’s tax collection from
the sale of goods and services

soared 28 per cent to �1.43 lakh
crore in July aided by rising
demand, higher rates, and
greater compliance.

The GST collection
remained above the �1.4-lakh-
crore mark for the sixth straight
month in August and the ensu-
ing festival season will help
continue the trend.

Better reporting coupled
with economic recovery has
have a “positive impact on the
GST revenues on a consistent

basis”, the finance ministry
said in a statement.

The gross GST revenue
collected in August 2022 is
�1,43,612 crore of which CGST
is �24,710 crore, SGST is
�30,951 crore, IGST is �77,782
crore (including �42,067 crore
collected on import of goods)

and cess is �10,168 crore
(including �1,018 crore col-
lected on import of goods), the
ministry said.

The revenues for the
month of August 2022 are 28
per cent higher than the GST
revenues of �1,12,020 crore
collected in August 2021.

“The growth in GST rev-
enue till August 2022 over the
same period last year is 33 per
cent, continuing to display
very high buoyancy. This is a
clear impact of various mea-
sures taken by the Council in
the past to ensure better com-
pliance,” the Ministry said.
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The finance ministry has
extended concessional cus-

toms duty on edible oil imports
by another 6 months till March
2023, a move aimed at increas-
ing domestic supply and keep-
ing prices under control.

In a notification, the
Central Board of Indirect Taxes
and Customs (CBIC) said the
existing concessional import

duties on specified edible oils
will be extended up to March
31, 2023.

“The current duty
structure on crude palm oil,
RBD Palmolein, RBD palm
oil, crude soybean oil, refined
soybean oil, crude sunflower oil
and refined sunflower oil
remains unchanged till March
31, 2023,” Solvent Extractors’
Association of India (SEA)
said.
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Honda Cars India Ltd
(HCIL) on Thursday

reported a 30 per cent decline
in domestic sales at 7,769 units
in August.

The company had sold a
total of 11,177 units in the same
month last year.

Exports stood at 2,356
units last month against 2,262
units in the year-ago month.

“The demand momentum
continues to be strong, which
is very encouraging and posi-

tive for the auto industry as we
enter the festive season,” Honda
Cars India Director Marketing
and Sales Yuichi Murata said in
a statement.

On the supply side, how-
ever, the company continues to
face hurdles arising out of
global chip shortage, which is
affecting production volumes
and resulting in extended wait-
ing periods for models, he
added. 
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NDTV promoter group firm
RRPR Holding has told

VCPL, which along with two
other Adani group firms has
launched a hostile takeover
bid for the media firm, that its
stakeholding in NDTV has
been provisionally attached by
the I-T authorities and require

their approval for the transfer.
The contention has been

rejected by the Adani group,
which termed it as “miscon-
ceived and misleading” state-
ments while asking RRPR
Holding to convert the war-
rants into equity shares.

In a regulatory filing,
NDTV said that its founders
Radhika and Prannoy Roy have

informed that RRPR Holding
has intimated Adani group

firm Vishvapradhan
Commercial Pvt Ltd (VCPL)
that the attachment of the
shareholding, notified in 2018,
shall remain in place until the
completion of reassessment
proceedings.

The group has asked
RRPR Holding (RRPRH) to
withdraw the letter and alleged
it was written with the intent to

further inordinately delay the
warrant conversion and to per-
form its obligations without any
further delay.

RRPRH has communicat-
ed to VCPL that due to attach-
ment, it will require approvals
from the IT Authorities and
“invited VCPL to join its appli-
cation to the Income Tax
Authorities”, the filing stated.
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Serena Williams
d r a m a t i c a l l y
extended her icon-

ic career on Wednesday
with a never-say-die, three-
set victory over world num-

ber two Anett Kontaveit at the
US Open.

The 40-year-old, 23-time Grand
Slam title winner triumphed 7-6 (7/4), 2-

6, 6-2 in front of a raucous, partisan Arthur
Ashe Stadium Court crowd to reach the third
round of a tournament she has won six
times.

Having declared that she was already
"evolving away from tennis" after a 27-year
career, Williams' force of will ensured that
the retirement party was put on hold for a
little longer.

"There's no
rush," said Serena
on court when
reminded that she
had declared her-
self to be in the
closing stages of
her career.

"There's still a
little left in me so

we'll see. I'm a pretty good player.
I love a challenge."

"I'm just Serena, you
know. Honestly after I

lost the second set I
thought 'oh my

goodness, I've got
to give my best
effort because
this could be it."

She added:
"I'm just look-
ing at it as a
bonus. I don't
have anything to

prove. I have
absolutely nothing

to lose. I've had an
'X' on my back since

1999."
The American arrived

on court with the stadium
announcer proudly introducing
her as "the greatest of all time"
while Kontaveit waited patiently
at her chair.

Golf superstar Tiger Woods
watched from the Williams' play-
er box while Emmy award win-
ning actress Zendaya also boost-
ed the A-list of invitees from the
Arthur Ashe Stadium stands.
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Kontaveit, whose Grand Slam

career has yielded just one quar-
ter-final appearance, served a
love game to get the contest
underway but Williams was
quickly level.

The 26-year-old Estonian
fought off two break points in the
third game but was then unable to

convert one of her own in the
fourth game.

Kontaveit saved four break
points in the seventh game, each
success greeted with muted, polite
applause from the partisan crowd.

Former world number one
Williams, now ranked at a lowly
609, had the crowd on their feet
when she converted the sixth
break point for a 5-4 lead.

Her legion of passionate fans
were quickly sitting down again
when she handed the break
straight back on a double fault.

Williams, however, played a
composed tiebreak to take the
opener after 63 minutes courtesy
of a fifth ace.

To her credit, Kontaveit hit
straight back, stretching to a
double break for 3-0 before

Williams retrieved one.
It was a brief respite as the

Estonian broke again for a 4-1
lead on her way to levelling the
tie.

Williams was ahead for 2-0 in
the decider but then saw a 40-0
lead slip away as Kontaveit hit
back.

The Estonian dropped serve
again as Williams went to 3-1 and
then 4-1 with a solid hold.

Victory was in sight at 5-2
with Williams winning a 19-shot
rally.

It was all too much for
Kontaveit who was broken to love
with the match secured with a
backhand winner.

Williams next faces
Australia's Ajla Tomljanovic for a
place in the last 16.
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Goals from Neymar and
Kylian Mbappe helped

Paris Saint-Germain stay top
of the Ligue 1 table with a 3-
0 victory at Toulouse on
Wednesday.

Christophe Galt ier 's
reigning champions were
never seriously threatened by
their newly-promoted oppo-
nents and remain above Lens
and Marseille on goal differ-
ence.

The fearsome front three
of Lionel Messi, Neymar and
Mbappe have now scored 18
times between them already
this term.

"'MMN'? We can only be
satisfied with their perfor-
mances," said PSG coach
Galtier.

Toulouse frustrated PSG
early in the game, with goal-
keeper Maxime Dupe making
two smart stops from Mbappe
and tipping a Messi shot wide.

But the away side did take
the lead in the 37th minute, as
Neymar raced onto Messi's
through ball and slotted into
the bottom corner.

The Brazilian's ninth goal
of the season was initially
ruled out for offside, but that
decision was overturned after
a lengthy VAR review.

PSG did not take long to
score again after half-time, as
Messi broke clear into the area

before laying the ball off for
Mbappe to slot home through
the legs of Dupe.

The capital side eased off
later in the second half, with
Neymar and Messi both sub-
stituted.

Summer signing Hugo
Ekitike almost grabbed his
first goal for the club, but was
denied by Dupe, who fin-
ished the match with 10 saves.

But he was beaten again in
the 90th minute when Juan

Bernat powered a left-footed
strike high into the top corner.

Lens, who also have 13
points from five games, con-
tinued their fine start with a
5-2 home thrashing of Lorient
to move into second place
above Marseille on goals
scored.

Marseille remained level
on points with the top two as
Senegalese midfielder Pape
Gueye netted the only goal in
a 1-0 win over Clermont.
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Roma stayed top of Serie A on
Wednesday after Napoli were

held to a 1-1 draw by Lecce, while
underwhelming Juventus beat
Spezia 2-0.

Napoli would have gone first
on goal difference with a win over
their promoted opponents at the
Stadio Maradona but Lorenzo
Colombo's rocket just after the
half-hour mark ensured Lecce
escaped Naples with a point.

Luciano Spalletti's side sit
third after four games, two points
behind Roma and one away from
second-placed Inter Milan, while
Lecce are 15th after earning their
second point of the campaign.

Napoli thought they were on
their way to a regulation win
when Eljif Elmas tapped in
Matteo Politano's mishit shot in
the 27th minute.
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Juventus are level on points

with Napoli in fourth thanks to
another superb ninth-minute
free-kick from Dusan Vlahovic,
his fourth goal of the season, and
Arkadiusz Milik's first for the club
in front of new signing Leandro
Paredes.

Argentina star Paredes was at
the Allianz Stadium in Turin
after completing his loan move
from Paris Saint-Germain earli-
er in the day.

The three points maintain
Juve's unbeaten record but won't

hide another disappointing per-
formance from Massimiliano
Allegri's injury-dogged side.

Angel Di Maria returned as a
second-half substitute after recov-
ering from a thigh injury picked
up during his debut earlier in the
month.

But he failed to provide the
spark which would have made
Juve's win more convincing, even
though fellow substitute Milik
netted in stoppage time after
deftly firing home from Fabio
Miretti's low cross.
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Earlier, Manolo Gabbiadini

saved a point for Sampdoria in
a 1-1 home draw with Lazio, net-
ting his team's first goal of the
season in stoppage time and
lifting them out of the Serie A
drop zone.

Sampdoria are 17th with
just two points from their first
four games after Gabbiadini
expertly lashed home his 92nd-
minute leveller which denied
Lazio the chance to move level
with Roma.
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Erling Haaland hit a second
successive hat-trick as

Manchester City crushed
Nottingham Forest 6-0, while
leaders Arsenal extended their
perfect start to the Premier
League season with a 2-1 win
against Aston Villa on
Wednesday.

City and Arsenal have set
the early pace, but Liverpool are
gathering momentum after
snatching a last-gasp 2-1 victo-
ry against Newcastle.

Haaland has made a blister-
ing start since his £50 million
($58 million) move from
Borussia Dortmund in the close-
season and the Norway striker's
latest goal spree set a Premier
League record.

Haaland's tally of nine goals
after his first five appearances is
a new high in the Premier
League era, beating the previous
mark of eight set by City legend
Sergio Aguero and Micky

Quinn.
Inspired by Haaland's first-

half treble, Pep Guardiola's
unbeaten side ran riot at the

Etihad Stadium, reaching 19
goals from just five games.

City went ahead in the 12th
minute when Phil Foden's cross

reached Haaland, who poked
home from close range.

Haaland, whose father Alfie
played for Forest between 1993

and 1997, struck again from
close range in the 23rd minute
after Foden's run was halted by
a Neco Williams tackle that
diverted the ball into the
Norwegian's path.

Haaland was impossible for
Forest to handle and he sealed
his treble eight minutes later
with a header from virtually on

the goal-line after John Stones
nodded across the six-yard box.

Haaland is only the seventh
player to score a hat-trick in suc-
cessive Premier League appear-
ances.

Even with Kevin De Bruyne
starting on the bench, the cham-
pions were unstoppable and
Joao Cancelo curled into the top

corner from 20 yards in the 50th
minute.

Argentine forward Julian
Alvarez celebrated his first
Premier League start for City fol-
lowing his move from River
Plate with a goal on the hour as
the 22-year-old slotted home
from Riyad Mahrez's pass.

Alvarez lashed in his second

in the 87th minute to seal City's
biggest win since a 7-0 rout of
Leeds in December.
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City are two points behind

Arsenal after Mikel Arteta's side
once again showed a tenacity so
often missing from Gunners
teams in recent seasons.

Arsenal struck in the 30th
minute thanks to a gift from
their former keeper Emiliano
Martinez, who pushed a tame
Gabriel Martinelli cross straight
to Gabriel Jesus for a simple fin-
ish.

Second bottom Villa were
level when Douglas Luiz's cor-
ner flew straight past Arsenal
keeper Aaron Ramsdale in the
74th minute despite the hosts'
appeal for a foul.

But Arsenal, who came
from behind to beat Fulham on
Saturday, responded impres-
sively as Martinelli restored
their lead three minutes later
from Bukayo Saka's cross.
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Sadio Mane was one of five different goalscorers as
Bayern Munich qualified for the next round of the

German Cup with a 5-0 win away at Viktoria Cologne
on Wednesday.

Mane's goal, scored in the 53rd minute, was his fifth
in six games this season since his summer arrival from
Premier League side Liverpool.

Former Arsenal forward Serge Gnabry held up the
ball, drawing in Cologne goalkeeper Ben Voll to find
Mane unmarked in front of goal.

Two further summer arrivals in
Ryan Gravenberch and 17-year-old
starlet Mathys Tel both scored
first-half goals, breaking down a
stubborn but outgunned
Cologne defence.

Teenager Jamal Musiala
scored his side's fourth in
the 67th minute just four
minutes after replac-
ing Mane from the
bench, controlling a
pass from Thomas
Mueller from the
penalty spot.

Bayern added
a f i f th through
Germany mid-
f ielder Leon
Goretzka, play-
ing his  f irst
game of the sea-
son after return-
ing from a
k n e e
injury.
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Former champion Andy Murray reached the US
Open third round for the first time in six years

on Wednesday with a four-set win over American
wildcard Emilio Nava.

Murray, who famously
ended Britain's 76-year wait
for a men's Grand Slam title
when he won the US Open
in 2012, came out on top 5-
7, 6-3, 6-1, 6-0.

"Physically this is the
best I've felt in the last few
years," said 35-year-old
Murray.

"My movement is by far
the best it's been in a long
time. I'm getting closer to
where I want to be and
hopefully I can have a deep
run here."

Nava, ranked 203 in the
world, claimed a gruelling
84-minute first set with an
impressive crosscourt fore-
hand winner.

But the 20-year-old, who had needed five sets
to see off John Millman in the first

round, eventually ran out of
steam, winning just four more
games and ending the contest
with 56 unforced errors.

"He was dictating the
points in the first set," said
Murray of his opponent.

"But then I was hitting it
deeper and was able to control

the points.
Murray last made the

third round in 2016
on his way to the
quarter-finals. If he
is to progress fur-
ther, he may have
to get past world
number 14
Matteo Berrettini,
a semi-finalist in
New York in
2019.

Berrettini
defeated Murray
in the final of the

Stuttgart grasscourt
tournament in June.
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Pep Guardiola has chal-
lenged Erling Haaland to

become a Manchester City leg-
end after the Norway striker's
second successive hat-trick
inspired a 6-0 rout of
Nottingham Forest on
Wednesday.

Haaland still has a long
way to go to catch up with
Aguero, City's record scorer,
but Guardiola is confident his

close-season signing from
Borussia Dortmund can write
himself into the club's folklore.

"Sergio is the legend.
Nobody can break the position
in the hearts of City fans, scor-
ing the most important goal in
the modern history,"
Guardiola said.

"Erling has the quality to
be there. It's not about him or
Sergio. What Sergio has done
is amazing. But Erling has this
talent."

"When City bought
Erling, everybody talked about
what he has done in the past.
What we wanted to do is help
him. Hopefully he can enjoy
and score more goals."

"What he has done in
Norway, Austria and Germany
he tries to do here. He's talent-
ed, we knew it."

Haaland is already the
firm favourite to finish as this
season's Premier League top
scorer.
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Wu Yibing created a piece of
tennis history on Wednesday
after becoming the first player
from China to reach the third
round of the US Open.

The talented 22-year-old
defeated fellow qualifier Nuno
Borges of Portugal in a five-set
thriller to set up a potential
David v Goliath showdown with
defending champion Daniil
Medvedev.

Wu recovered from two sets
to one down to close out a 6-7
(3/7), 7-6 (7/4), 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 win
in 3hr 47min.

Wu is the first player from
China to reach the third round
of any Grand Slam tournament
since Kho Sin-Khie reached the
same stage at Wimbledon in
1946.

Wu's heroics came after
more success for China in the
women's draw, where Wang Xiyu
stunned third seed Maria Sakkari
to reach the third round of a
Grand Slam for the first time.

Wang, ranked 75, came from
a set down to knock out her
Greek opponent, who made the

semi-finals last year, 3-6, 7-5, 7-
5 in their two-hour 43-minute
clash.

The left-hander hit 11 aces,
35 winners and saved 12 of 17
break points and goes on to face
Alison Riske-Amritraj of the
United States for a place in the
last 16.

SERENA KEEPS ON WINNING
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Max Verstappen is
expecting an emo-

tional and "pretty crazy"
festival as he heads into his
first home race as world
champion, seeking his
10th win of the season, at
this weekend's Dutch
Grand Prix.

Buoyant after a run of
spectacular tr iumphs
including a masterclass
for Red Bull  at  last
Sunday's Belgian Grand
Prix, the runaway leader of
the title race warned the

clamour of a capacity
crowd could be distracting
as he faces a much tougher
contest.

"It will be harder for us
to be as dominant and I
expect Ferrari  to be
strong," said the 24-year-
old Dutchman. "There's a
lot more downforce
required at Zandvoort.

"Of course, I want a
good result, but it's impor-
tant to score points,
always, so let's hope we
can do a good job. My
family will be there to
support me, and I will

enjoy the weekend with
the fans.

"It's going to be pret-
ty crazy."

Verstappen will pay
tribute to his father Jos, a
former F1 driver who
guided his son through his
early career, with a new
helmet design.

"I thought it would be
a good time to show
appreciation of my dad's
efforts made for me when
I was a little kid to bring
me to where I am today,"
he said. "It's a bit emotion-
al, but I think it's just

special too because it
shows how I started in
karting -- and the old pic-
tures of me in go-karts are
with this design. I hope a
lot 'Dutchies' and my dad's
fans appreciate this."

Verstappen will be
seeking to repeat his stir-
ring win last year, when
the Dutch event returned
after a 36-year absence, to
increase his 93-point lead
ahead of team-mate Sergio
Perez in the championship
and 98-point advantage
on Ferrari 's  Charles
Leclerc.

The Monegasque was
left  crushed by last
Sunday's result, but Ferrari
believe Red Bull were
heavily favoured by the
nature of the circuit and
can bounce back this week
ahead of their own home
race at Monza a week later.

"Zandvoort should be
a lot better for us," said
Carlos Sainz, who was
third in Belgium behind
the two Red Bulls.

"Monza should be
advantageous to Red Bull,
but we will try to win this
one."
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Singapore-born batting pow-
erhouse Tim David was on

Thursday called up by Australia
for this year's T20 World Cup on
home soil, the only change to the
squad that won the tourna-
ment last year.

David's stunning elevation
comes at the expense of leg-spin-
ner Mitchell Swepson with the
26-year-old earning his chance
after a series of headline-grab-
bing individual performances
across domestic cricket.

"Tim continues to establish
himself with some quality per-
formances in leagues around the
world, earning a place in the
squad," said chairman of selec-
tors George Bailey of the giant
middle-order hitter who was
raised in Western Australia.

"He is a highly gifted, natur-
al ball striker who will add
extra batting depth to the group
which has had a lot of success in
T20 cricket.

"We expect him to play a
similar role to that he has been
playing in the past few years."

Right-hander David played
14 T20Is for Singapore but is eli-
gible to switch allegiance because
he has Australian parents.

David has became one of
the world's most sought-after
finishers in short-form cricket
after his exploits in the Indian
Premier League and Australia's
Big Bash League.

While Swepson was key at
the last World Cup on the spin-

ning wickets of the United Arab
Emirates, helping Australia to
their maiden title in an eight-
wicket win over New Zealand in
the final, David will be of more
use in Australian batting condi-
tions.

Pat Cummins returns to
lead the 15-man squad after
being rested for the current
ODI series against Zimbabwe
and next week's against New
Zealand, while Adam Zampa is
back in the squad following the
birth of his son.

"This is a similar squad to
that which became the first
Australian's men's team to win
a T20 World Cup who are now
very excited about playing the
tournament at home," added
Bailey. The World Cup squad
will travel to India in mid-
September for a three-match
T20I series, with the exception
of David Warner, who will be
rested, with all-rounder
Cameron Green taking his place.

The eighth edition of the
World Cup, played across seven
Australian venues, starts on
October 16. Australia will begin
their tournament against New
Zealand in Sydney on October
22.
Squad: Aaron Finch (capt),
Ashton Agar, Pat Cummins,
Tim David, Josh Hazlewood,
Josh Inglis, Mitchell Marsh,
Glenn Maxwell, Kane
Richardson, Steve Smith,
Mitchell Starc, Marcus Stoinis,
Matthew Wade, David Warner,
Adam Zampa
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Former Moroccan interna-
tional Walid Regragui has

been appointed head coach of
the national side just three
months before the 2022 World
Cup, the football federation
announced on Wednesday.

The 46-year-old takes over
from Franco-Bosnian Vahid
Halilhodzic, who was dismissed
on August 11 because of "differ-
ences of opinion" over prepara-
tions for the global tournament
which kicks off in Qatar on
November 20.

"We are all behind
(Regragui) in his new mission
at the head of the national team,
and we wish him good luck,"

Moroccan Football Federation
(FRMF) president Fouzi Lekjaa
told journalists in Rabat.

Regragui said the
Moroccan public were "expect-
ing good results".

"We want to do great things
... and we'll give our all to make
you happy," he said.

Regragui was born south of
Paris and played as a defender
for Toulouse, Ajaccio, Dijon
and Grenoble as well as chalk-
ing up 45 caps with Morocco's
national team.

He was coach of FUS Rabat
between 2014-2020 and briefly
led Qatari club Al-Duhail.

In Qatar, Morocco will face
Croatia, Belgium and Canada
in Group F.
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Star Indian shuttler HS
Prannoy breezed into the

quarterfinals with a stunning
straight-game win over former
world champion Loh Kean Yew
of Singapore but it was curtains
for Kidambi Srikanth at the
Japan Open Super 750 tourna-
ment here on Thursday.

A former world number 8,
Prannoy, who had reached the
quarterfinals of the world cham-
pionships last week, continued
his rampaging run as he saw off
eighth seeded Loh 22-20, 21-19
in a 44-minute second round
men's singles match.

This was Prannoy's third
win over the world number 7
Singaporean in four meetings.

The 30-year-old Indian will
next face Chinese Taipei's Chou
Tien Chen, who won the bronze
medal at the world champi-
onships last week, in the quar-
terfinal stage. Prannoy, current-
ly ranked world number 18, has
beaten Chen in their last two
meetings, but overall, he is 3-4
behind. Srikanth, who had
shocked world number 5
Malaysian Lee Zii Jia on
Wednesday, however, couldn't
extend his run as he went down
10-21, 16-21 to local favourite
and world number 17 Kanta
Tsuneyama.

The Japanese had defeated
Srikanth at the Korean Open in

2019 in their only meeting prior
to this. In a battle between two
highly-skilled gladiators, it was
Prannoy who showed nerves of
steel as he fought back from 11-
19 and 6-14 down in the two
games to come up trumps
against his young rival.

Prannoy made a good start
but quickly lost momentum
with his opponent recording five
straight points from 7-8 to move
to a 11-8 lead at the break.

Loh continued to domi-
nate the rallies after resumption

with his fast-paced game help-
ing him to sit comfortably at 19-
11 at one stage.

But Prannoy had other
ideas. The Indian soon produced
a six-point burst to draw parity
at 17-17, and even though Loh
grabbed three game points, the
Singaporean erred twice with his
backhands going to the net.
Then, Prannoy reeled off the
remaining points to earn the
bragging rights.

In the second game, Loh
once again came out with all

cylinders blazing to zoom to a
11-4 advantage. He rode on
short rallies, while the Indian fal-
tered with his length as his
cross-court returns went wide.

But Prannoy showed his
steely resolve as he soon script-
ed a brilliant recovery to claw
back at 16-16 after a net
exchange. Prannoy tried to take
off the pace in the rallies and
make Loh move around with his
angled returns. He also pro-
duced some solid body attacks,
which Loh couldn't negotiate.
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Hard-hitting batter
Suryakumar Yadav said
he is flexible enough to

bat anywhere in the Indian T20
team, having turned out for the
Men in Blue in various roles,
including opening the innings.

Suryakumar scored a scin-
tillating 26-ball 68 not out to
pave the way for India's 40-run
win over Hong Kong and sail
into the Super Four stage of the
Asia Cup on Wednesday.

On a two-paced wicket,
Suryakumar, who came in to bat
at number 4, played a wide range
of shots which included six
sixes and as many fours.

"I am flexible to bat at any
number, wherever you tell me.
I have told the coach and cap-
tain to send me at any number
but just play me," Suryakumar
said at the post match press con-
ference.

Vice-captain KL Rahul, who
is coming off an injury, has
looked completely out of sorts in
the tournament. Against Hong
Kong, he struggled to score a 39-
ball 36.

"So you are saying we
should not play KL bhai
(Rahul)?" he said when asked if
he would open the innings with
Rohit Sharma.

"He is coming after an injury
and he needs some time now, we
have time right now," he added.

With the T20 World Cup
just around the corner, India are
continuing to experiment in a
bid to find out the best batting
combination.

"Things will go on, there are
lot of things we are trying and
experimenting. There are things
that we want to do and it's bet-

ter to try those things in match-
es rather than in practice ses-
sions."

India had a woeful start after
being sent to bat first with
Rahul and Rohit failing  to
covert their starts, while Virat
Kohli scored a 44-ball 59 not out.

"It is a challenge to bat first.

We are working on that exact-
ly, like what sort of target we
need to set while batting first,
that's what we are trying to get
right.

"Today as well, we were
trying to do that, once we start-
ed batting first, what total should
it be, what tempo and how to

finish. Who are the batsmen left
(to come in), what will be their
role, it was very clear for us."

"So, if I couldn't accomplish
that role, then obviously the next
one, Rishab (Pant) would have
done, if not DK (Dinesh
Karthik) he would have done
and then we had Jaddu
(Ravindra Jadeja), even he was
there to do that ...So we have
enough firepower to put up
whatever we need to in the first
innings, it will get done."

Suryakumar changed the
complexion of the game with his
360 degree hitting.

"The situation was such that
I had to go and bat out in the

middle the way I did. At the start
the wicket was a bit slow.

"Once I got in and after a
chat with Virat, he told me just
express yourself, bat the way you
usually bat. My plans were
absolutely clear on the way to
bat...And I really enjoyed it." 
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Architect of India's 40-run
win over Hong Kong,
Suryakumar Yadav was left
humbled by the "heartwarming"
gesture from Virat Kohli who
doffed his hat to his compatri-
ot following his sensational
knock in the Asia Cup here.
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Bengal seamer Mukesh
Kumar bowled to a probing

channel in all his spells as
India A stifled New Zealand A
to 156 for five before bad light
stopped play on the opening
day of the first 'Unofficial' Test
here.

Playing for a representative
national side (India U-19, India
U-23, India A or Senior India)
for the first time, the right-arm
fast-medium bowler got the ball
to move both ways and finished
with figures of 13-4-34-3, with
a wicket in each of his three
spells.

In fact, Mukesh got wickets
with the new (4.3 overs), semi-
new (35.3 overs) and old ball
(57.4 overs), as only 61 overs of
play was possible out of the
maximum 90.

While two left-arm pacers
Yash Dayal (13-2-35-1) and
Arzan Nagwaswalla (13-2-34-
1) also got a wicket apiece,
Mukesh was the best bowler on
the day by a fair distance.

Not only did he bowl to a
probing channel but he also
forced the New Zealand batters
to play most of his deliveries,
unlike the other two who were
letting them leave quite a few.

Mukesh drew the first

blood when he got one to move
a shade as opener Chad Bowes
(5) edged one to Ruturaj
Gaikwad at first slip.

It wasn't long before
Nagwaswalla struck at the
stroke of an hour when left-
hander and Black Caps Test
player Rachin Ravindra (12),
sent to open, tried to drive a
fuller length delivery, only to
offer a catch to Rajat Patidar at
second slip.

Dayal joined the list of
wicket-takers when Abhimanyu
Easwaran held on to a catch in
the second slips to dismiss
southpaw Mark Chapman (15),
who has played T20Is as recent-
ly as the month of July.

The right-handed No. 3
Joe Carter (73 batting off 170
balls) showed a lot of compo-

sure, having come out to bat
only in the fifth over. Carter has
so far hit 10 fours in his innings.

When Carter and skipper
Robert O'Donnell (24) seemed
to have nicely settled down with
a 49-run stand, India A captain
Priyank Panchal brought back
Mukesh for his post-lunch spell
with the semi-new ball.

A fullish delivery that cut
back enough found O'Donnell
plumb in front to leave New
Zealand A in trouble at 100 for
four in the 36th over.

Wicketkeeper Cam
Fletcher (13 off 66 balls)
defended doggedly for close to
two hours as Kuldeep Yadav
(0/44 in 19 overs), in his first
competitive red ball game in
more than 18 months, didn't
look penetrative enough.
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Former India opening pair of Virender Sehwag
and Gautam Gambhir will lead Gujarat

Giants and India Capitals at the upcoming
Legends League Cricket.

While the Gujarat Giants is owned by the
Adani Group, the owners of India Capitals are
GMR Sportsline.

"I am excited to get back to the cricket
ground again. Having Adani Group as Team
Principal and a professional outfit like Gujarat
Giants is a perfect way to kick start this crick-
eting innings once again. I have personally always
believed in playing fearless cricket and I will con-
tinue to propagate the same brand of cricket here
too," said Gujarat Giants skipper Sehwag.

Gambhir, on the other hand, was known for
the legendary intensity that he brought to his
game and he is one of the leading run getters for
India in the shortest format.

"I have always believed cricket is a team game
and a captain is as good as his team. While I will
be leading the India Capitals team, I will be push-
ing for a spirited team who are passionate and

eager to go out and win as a team. "I
wish Legends League Cricket all the very best and
am looking forward to the upcoming action," said
Gambhir.

It will be played for the first time in India
and will be hosted in six different cities. The
league will start from September 16 at the Eden
Gardens in Kolkata followed by Lucknow, New
Delhi, Cuttack and Jodhpur.

The venue for play-offs and finals are yet to
be decided. 
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Batting great Sachin Tendulkar will lead

defending champions India Legends in the sec-
ond edition of the Road Safety World Series
(RSWS), the organisers announced on Thursday.

The 22-day tournament starting on
September 10 will be played across various
venues.

The tournament opener will be held in
Kanpur while Raipur will host the two semifi-
nals and the final, which will be held on
October 1. Other venues include Indore and
Dehradun, according to a media release.
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The Johannesburg-based franchise
of Chennai Super Kings Cricket

Limited (CSKCL) in the South Africa
T20 (SA20) league has been named
Joburg Super Kings.

Faf du Plessis will lead the side,
while Stephen Fleming will be the
coach, it was announced on Thursday.

The announcement was made
during an interaction session involv-
ing K S Viswanathan, CEO of CSKCL,
Graeme Smith, League Commissioner
SA20, Joburg Super Kings captain du
Plessis, head coach Fleming and Jono
Leaf-Wright, CEO of The Wanderers,
a press note said here.

Du Plessis, captain of the Joburg

Super Kings, spoke about how the
league can have an impact on the
country's cricket and the difference it
made to the younger generation.

"I have an extremely lucky and
long relationship with Chennai. When
the opportunity presented itself again,
I was extremely happy with that. I
think it's going to be (the SA20
league) incredibly crucial for the sus-
tainability of South African cricket.

"I've almost been seeing first hand
the difference that league cricket can
have an impact on a country's crick-
et. Certainly been involved with the

IPL for the last 10-11 years. You see the
difference that it makes to the young
generation and the young players,
especially in that Indian cricket team
and environment," du Plessis was
quoted as saying.

He said the knowledge, wisdom
and experience that one can share
across in league cricket was extreme-
ly important for the growth of the
national team.

Lavishing praise on his former
skipper Smith, AB de Villiers and CSK
captain Mahendra Singh Dhoni, he
said he had learnt so much from them.

"I've been lucky as a player and as
a captain to have some really good
leaders in my time. Starting under
Graeme (Smith), then moving to AB
de Villiers, then moving my time
across to Chennai Super Kings, where
Stephen Fleming was really influential
at the beginning of my leadership jour-
ney.

"To be around MS Dhoni, to just
watch and observe exactly what he
does on and off the field...I'm extreme-
ly grateful to have learned from so
many great players and leaders in the
game," he said.

SURYA READY TO BAT ANYWHERE
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Bangladesh youngsters Afif
Hossain and Mosaddek

Hossain played impactful
knocks at various stages of the
innings to help their team
reach a commanding 183 for
seven against Sri Lanka in a
do-or-die Asia Cup group
league game here on
Thursday. Afif (39 off 22 balls)
and Mahmudullah (27 off 22)
added 57 runs in just 6.1
overs for the fifth wicket to
ensure that Bangladesh lay the
platform to cross the 180-run
mark. Then Mosaddek played
a brilliant cameo, smashing 24
off nine balls to help
Bangladesh reach a more than

respectable total.
A move to promote

Mehidy Hasan Miraj (28 off
26 balls) at the top of the order
did work partially as he did
take on the Lankan attack
before being castled by
Wanindu Hasaranga's (2/41)
googly.

Skipper Shakib Al Hasan
(24 off 22 balls) did hit a few
cheeky boundaries off
Chamika Karunartane as he
completed 6000 runs in all
forms of T20 (domestic and
international) cricket.

He, however, feel to an
indiscreet shot selection of a
Mahesh Theekshana (1/23 in
4 overs) delivery that was
aimed at the middle stump.
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������ Regragui appointed Morocco
coach ahead of World Cup
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